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Abstract
A vast amount of digital document material is continuously being produced as part of ma-
jor digitization efforts around the world. In this context, generic and efficient automatic
solutions for document image understanding represent a stringent necessity. We propose
a generic framework for document image understanding systems, usable for practically
any document types available in digital form. Following the introduced workflow, we shift
our attention to each of the following processing stages in turn: quality assurance, image
enhancement, color reduction and binarization, skew and orientation detection, page seg-
mentation and logical layout analysis. We review the state of the art in each area, identify
current deficiencies, point out promising directions and give specific guidelines for future
investigation. We address some of the identified issues by means of novel algorithmic so-
lutions putting special focus on generality, computational efficiency and the exploitation
of all available sources of information. More specifically, we introduce the following orig-
inal methods: a fully automatic detection of color reference targets in digitized material,
accurate foreground extraction from color historical documents, font enhancement for hot
metal typesetted prints, a theoretically optimal solution for the document binarization
problem from both computational complexity- and threshold selection point of view, a
layout-independent skew and orientation detection, a robust and versatile page segmenta-
tion method, a semi-automatic front page detection algorithm and a complete framework
for article segmentation in periodical publications. The proposed methods are experimen-
tally evaluated on large datasets consisting of real-life heterogeneous document scans. The
obtained results show that a document understanding system combining these modules is
able to robustly process a wide variety of documents with good overall accuracy.
Keywords: document image analysis, document image understanding, image enhance-
ment, character enhancement, document binarization, color reduction, skew detection,
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Science, my boy, is composed of errors, but errors that it is right
to make, for they lead step by step to the truth.
– J. Verne (A Journey to the Centre of the Earth)
Over the last decade, an ever increasing number of cultural heritage organizations along
with major publishers around the world started their (joint) efforts for the complete dig-
itization of their assets. Consequently, millions of books, old manuscripts, periodicals,
paintings, films, analog audio storage media, museum objects and archival records exist
now in digital form and many more still await digitization. Well-known examples of mass
digitization projects are: Google’s Books (formerly known as Book Search) [8, 278], the
Theseus project (with its use case Contentus [17]) endorsed by the German Federal Min-
istry of Economics and Technology, the IMPACT project [10] supported by the European
Commission, the German Digital Library (Deutsche Digitale Bibliothek) [6], Europeana [7]
and the European Library [16]. Among the content providers involved in these projects
are many world-renowned universities, such as Harvard, Stanford, Oxford, major libraries,
like the German National Library, the New York Public Library, the British library, the
French National Library as well as famous museums, such as the Louvre from Paris and
the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam. At the end of 2010, the European Library already con-
tained over 24 million pages of full text content along with another 7 million digital objects
coming from more than 2000 institutions across Europe. One of the youngest digitization
projects, the German Digital Library has the ambitious goal of building a common digital
repository for no less than 30 000 cultural and scientific institutions. Even more impressive
is the envisioned end goal of combining the results of the projects – an initiative which is
already underway. An example in this direction is the integration of the research results,
content and software infrastructure from Theseus, IMPACT, the European Library and
the German Digital Library into the Europeana portal.
Many factors contribute to the sustained growth in the number and size of digitization
projects: storage space is now more plentiful, more reliable and cheaper than ever, digiti-
zation solutions offering good quality are affordable and the Internet infrastructure allows
access from theoretically all over the world – thus offering the potential to reach out to
huge audiences. In addition, electronic documents in special present many advantages over
their paper-based counterparts: the existence of a logical document structure allows the
application of a multitude of electronic document tools, including markup, hyperlinking,
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hierarchical browsing and component-based retrieval [256]. The high-level structuring of
the information allows humans to handle electronic documents in a manner which is more
natural and efficient. In this sense, the portals now in construction are a concrete step
forward towards the reality of a true “semantic Web”.
For the extraction of rich semantic information from the vast and diverse digital material
produced, there is a stringent need for intelligent automatic analysis algorithms. Unfortu-
nately at his point, a generic solution for this problem is only foreseeable far in the future.
However, systems capable of (partially) analyzing images belonging to more restricted
classes of digitized material/documents have been proposed in the specialized literature.
Among printed documents, structured materials such as books and periodicals doubtlessly
represent one, if not THE most information-rich document types. Printed periodicals have
had a very long existence, many still existing major publishers being founded more than
two centuries ago. The earliest printed books date even much earlier than this and go back
as far as the year 1440 – year in which the printing press was invented by the German
goldsmith Johannes Gutenberg. While the current work shall have as main focus structured
documents, many of the methods described in chapter 2 are equally applicable to any kind
of digital still images.
Figure 1.1: Mass processing of digitized periodicals and books is the main focus of the
current work, as they represent two of the most widespread and information-rich printed
media types
1.1 Motivation and Goals
A large number of scientific articles have been published on topics concerning specific ar-
eas of document image understanding, as one may see from the sheer number of available
reviews [66, 126, 142, 177, 178, 198, 201, 202, 239, 252]. The prevailing focus of scientific
work is on structured and semi-structured documents, most notably (scientific) journals,
forms and books. Despite this fact, the document image understanding problem for such
materials still remains unsolved. Consequently, no fully automated solution exists (neither
in academia nor on the market) which can be employed with reliable, satisfactory results
for the problem of understanding structured document images. One of the main causes for
this situation is that many proposed systems are described as integrated, monolithic solu-
tions [114, 195, 273]. Such integrated solutions generally have a higher runtime efficiency,
tend to achieve better results for restricted data sets due to easier parameter tuning and
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can be developed faster than modular systems. However, these advantages come at the
cost of low flexibility and the inability of performing partial tests by using standardized
data sets. Recently, the need for modular systems coupled with exact benchmarks on stan-
dardized and diverse data sets for algorithms belonging to all document processing stages
has been recognized as an important issue by many authors [37, 177, 201].
The number of publications covering parts of the topic of document image understanding
has been growing at a very fast pace. This resulted in the unfortunate situation that at
present practically no up-to-date exhaustive surveys exist. While many surveys have been
published in the last two decades, such as [66, 126, 142, 177, 178, 198, 201, 202, 239, 252],
however one may easily notice that they are either not up-to-date or cover just highly
restricted areas.
Another issue worth mentioning is that mass digitization projects pose the requirement
that automatic approaches cope with a vast variety of printed document layouts. A more
recent comparison of page segmentation algorithms by Shafait et al. [239] shows that
no single method is uniformly optimal. As argued by Baird and Casey [52], versatility
is the key requirement for successful document analysis systems working on large scale
collections. Even for the same publisher, the layout of its publications changes drastically
over time. This is especially visible when looking at samples of publications scattered over
the time span of several decades or centuries. As a general rule, the more recently printed
documents shown an increased layout complexity and the difference between the layouts
used by different publishers becomes more pronounced. Thus it is highly challenging
to have algorithms consistently delivering good results over the whole possible range of
document layouts, even without considering the additional complication posed by image
quality variations.
Figure 1.2: (Color) Prints exhibiting complex layouts (such as newspapers and modern
magazines) and/or paper/ink/compression degradations pose special challenges for auto-
mated document image analysis. Right-side photo source: Chris, the book swede
The work at hand represents a direct extension of the master thesis [153], concluded at the
end of 2006. Whereas the master thesis provided a proof-of-concept design and implemen-
tation of a newspaper image understanding system, the current work significantly extends
the range of processable documents. All newly-introduced methods have the objective of
an immediate incorporation and applicability as part of the Fraunhofer Document Image
Understanding system in the processing of large scale collections of digitized documents.
4 Introduction
The overarching goal of the work at hand is to take the next step towards a fully au-
tomated document understanding system suited for mass digitization of structured and
semi-structured documents. Throughout the current thesis we shall put a special emphasis
on the following objectives supporting the overall goal:
• Provide a holistic overview of the document image understanding area, including
up-to-date surveys of the state of the art.
• Minimize or eliminate the necessary human interaction, both during the system train-
ing time and its operation on the target document sets. Accomplishing this requires
algorithms capable of handling a wide variety of documents while keeping the number
of necessary parameters to a minimum.
• The developed algorithms must be able to combine and make use of all available
information (e.g. color, human expertise) and strive to provide some kind of feedback
about the confidence or accuracy with which they have accomplished their task.
• The computational complexity of all newly-developed algorithms must allow the ef-
ficient mass processing of digitized material.
We note that the complete removal of the human factor from the processing chain is both
undesirable and unfeasible on a short-to-medium term. While in most cases human in-
teraction represents a bottleneck for a mass digitization project, it ultimately comes up
to human observers to assess the quality of the output and provide valuable feedback to
the system. Furthermore, in some cases advanced metadata which may be necessary for
higher-level processing stages can only be generated by humans. As such, it is impor-
tant that the automated analysis systems provide algorithms and interfaces allowing for
a (lightweight) human involvement. On a different note, it is interesting to observe that
although computing power is still growing, its associated costs (time and money) are slowly
but surely approaching a plateau. When that point is reached, it is only through the re-
duction of computational complexity that any further gains can be made. A further factor
making computational efficiency important is the continual increase in sensor spatial and
color resolution which is directly reflected in the growing size of digitized materials.
Figure 1.3: Examples of popular digitization solutions: left side – microfilm scanner
(source: Document Imaging Brokers), center – book scanner (source: MCS Computer
Services), right side – camera system (source: Elphel Inc.). Each type of digitization
solution introduces its own set of typical artifacts
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1.2 Document Image Understanding – A Bird’s-eye View
Electronic documents have many advantages over paper documents, including efficient re-
trieval, search, copying and fast transmission. Consequently, since the early 1980s there
has been extensive research on the problem of converting paper-based documents into
fully-featured electronic ones. Automated document image understanding is still nowa-
days the topic of many scientific papers. Within the scientific community, it is generally
accepted that document image understanding (DIU) is the process that transforms all in-
formative content of a digital document image into an electronic format outlining its logical
content [66]. In contrast, document image analysis (DIA) is restricted to the processing
stages before the higher-level logical analysis. One must note that oftentimes the two
terms are freely interchanged and generally refer to the entire document processing chain.
The starting point of the process is a digital document image, such as a newspaper- or
magazine page. Over time, the means for document digitization have continuously evolved
and nowadays many different digitization solutions are in use, such as fully automatic scan
robots, microfilm scanners, manual book scanners and camera systems.
In their initial form, digitized documents are typically stored on digital storage mediums
in compressed raster image formats. Although the compression ratios achieved by lossy
algorithms are much higher that those of their lossless counterparts, the trend in digitiza-
tion is clearly favoring simple, lossless formats. This preference is not just fuelled by the
ability of current DIU systems to obtain better results due to the additional information,
but much more by the inherent need to make the digital archives future-proof. The lower
compression ratios allow for a much slower digital decay time with respect to inevitable
hardware failures. Moreover, the straightforward, well-known lossless coding algorithms
(such as run-length coding, LZW) are more likely to be supported by software products for
a much longer time. In the publishing industry and professional photography area TIFF
(Tagged Image File Format) [42], followed by JPEG [213] are the most widespread formats
for storing (document) images. The versatility of TIFF, as well as its ability to store near-
unlimited metadata is highly valuable in the context of large, heterogeneous document
archives. Note that TIFF actually represents a container format and is theoretically able
to store sequences of images with differing color depths and compression schemes (e.g. tile-
or strip-based, uncompressed, lossless, lossy – including JPEG).
The result produced by a document understanding system, given an input document image,
is a complete representation of the document’s logical structure, ranging from semantically
high-level components to the lowest level components. For example, in case of text, the
high level components of a document are layout columns and paragraphs, whereas the
low level components are lines, words and letters. The logical comprehension of arbitrary
documents is a challenging task, which is currently still out of reach for automated systems.
However, insular solutions restricted to narrow sub-domains, such as form processing or
address recognition are starting to be applied in the industry.
1.2.1 Workflow of a Generic DIU System
We have seen in the previous section that the end goal of a document understanding system
is to produce a complete, semantically layered logical model of a given digital document
image. In order to accomplish this, the DIU system is usually divided into several modules
with a more restricted, but well-defined behavior. This section will provide the reader with
a bird’s eye view of each module, while more detailed information about each subject can
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Figure 1.4: Sample scans from professional scan providers. Left to right: book, magazine
and newspaper images
be found in the dedicated chapters. Before delving into the overview, it is important to
note that in real systems (incl. the Fraunhofer DIU system mentioned in section 1.1)
some of the modules described below may be absent or appear in a slightly different
order. For professional scans of high-quality printed material for example, some of the
page enhancement modules may be entirely skipped.
The first step in a generic DIU system is quality assessment (QA). One must note that
quality assessment in general is an process which can be applied to each processing step
as an additional safeguard (see [167]). At this early stage, the purpose of the QA module
is to ensure that the input document has a high enough visual quality that allows the DIU
system to reach a set of pre-specified goals. For (semi-)professional scans a good way of
ensuring near-optimal visual quality of the digitized material is by making use of color
targets, whereas in amateur scenarios, there exist many uninformed quality measures that
have been proposed as features for the sanity check.
After one has made sure that the document is of sufficient quality to warrant the DIU
processing, it is customary to split digital image into single document pages. Having a
single document page per digital image is helpful for ensuring the optimal performance for
the subsequent processing steps, as in most situations they implicitly or explicitly assume
this fact. The situation in which an acquired digital image contains more than one page is
very common in case of books or journals, when the (automatic) scanning process digitizes
two pages or one and a half at once. In such cases, one must devise a page splitting
algorithm, which recognizes such cases, splits the input image accordingly and outputs
the individual page images. To the best of the author’s knowledge, there exist no general-
purpose page splitting algorithms, all solutions relying on apriori knowledge about a certain
restricted application domain. A positive side-effect of this fact is that such highly-tuned
algorithms are able to achieve very accurate splitting results. Our proprietary Fraunhofer
DIU system also makes use of apriori knowledge, more exactly it assumes the existence of
a visible book fold and/or page edges, as specified by a human operator or by an algorithm
parameter. By making certain assumptions about the position of such salient features, the
directions of the edges and of the book fold can readily be determined via a solid separator
detection algorithm. Page splitting and a preliminary per-page deskewing can thus be both
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Figure 1.5: Block diagram of a complete, generic document understanding system. Some
modules may be absent or appear in a slightly different order, depending on the target
area
accomplished at this point. Because of the mostly heuristic nature of the page splitting
procedure and its restricted applicability domain, the exact process will not be detailed
any further in the current work. An overview of separating line detection algorithms may
be found in section 5.1.1 as a sub-part of page segmentation, and a detailed description of
one such algorithm can be consulted in section 5.2.1.
The next step in our generic DIU system is image improvement. It is important to note
that we shall treat the term “enhancement” exclusively as synonym for the optimization
of the results produced by the automatic DIU process, which may or may not also be
consistent with the visual assessment of human observers. Document image enhancement
is necessary because most document images nowadays are obtained by optical scanning
of paper documents, a process which invariably introduces different kinds of unwanted
effects or artifacts in the resulting digital image. Usually, these unwanted effects include
blurring, poor or greatly varying contrast over the surface of the image, or different kinds
of noise patterns (including prominent paper texture and unrelated artifacts near the page
margins – e.g. portions of fingers, scanning robot clamps). Even if the scanning process
would produce perfect digital replica of the input document pages, the paper documents
themselves oftentimes contain signs of paper/ink degradation, due to the printing process
itself (e.g. 18th–19th century material), the effects of time and/or imperfect storage. Chap-
ter 2 will present the most effective methods for improving the quality of digital document
images in view of further automatic processing.
Another pre-processing module is responsible for the color quantization or thresholding of
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Figure 1.6: Top: Original scan showing two adjacent newspaper pages; Bottom-left: auto-
matic page splitting result for the right-side page; Bottom-right: Border removal and book
fold-based deskewing result on the same newspaper page
the document image, in other words the conversion of a color or grayscale image into a
paletted- or a binary one, respectively. The current industry trend is leaning towards full-
color document scans, in order to capture all potentially relevant information. While the
intent is laudable, this greatly increases the burden of DIU systems which now have to deal
with significantly larger amounts of data. Simply put, the linear growth in the dimension-
ality of the search space (for the information of interest) makes the search for a solution
exponentially(!) more difficult (a.k.a. the well-known curse of dimensionality). Thus, color
reduction/binarization plays a key role in document processing since its success/failure in
reducing the dimensionality and quantity of input data is paramount to the performance
of all subsequent processing steps [116]. Especially when dealing with degraded docu-
ment images, color reduction/binarization represents a challenging task. Document color
reduction and binarization methods are the subject of chapter 3.2.
Concluding the pre-processing stage is the document skew detection and correction. Like
document image enhancement, its necessity stems from the fact that most document im-
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ages have been digitized in a nearly arbitrary manner by a human operator. In fact, a
recent study on a sample of around 1 000 000 pages done by a major German scan service
provider [9] has revealed that scanning errors caused by humans are more than twice as
frequent as errors coming from all other causes taken together(!). Thus, the digital image
of a document page may have been rotated or skewed at an arbitrary angle on the platen
or, in fewer cases, it was intentionally printed at a different angle to draw attention. For
reading/ presentation purposes, a skew of as little as 0.1 degrees is already apparent to
a human observer [134]. More importantly, although humans can cope with document
images having relatively high skew angles, the majority of the current page segmentation
algorithms cannot do so. An overview of several classes of skew detection algorithms is
available in chapter 4.
Page segmentation represents the basis on which all high-level “understanding” modules
operate. Its task is to segment and label all physical layout structures present in a document
image. Physical layout structures are usually categorized into text, graphics, pictures,
tables, horizontal and vertical rulers. Note that, in some publications the class of physical
layout structures may be either more restricted or wider, depending on the target area.
As noted by Cattoni et al. [66], the entire document understanding process up to and
including this step is sometimes referred to in the specialized literature as physical or
geometric layout analysis. Chapter 5 will review in detail the state-of-the-art in page
segmentation and introduce new algorithmic solutions for enabling true mass processing
for digital document archives.
As hinted in the previous paragraph, logical layout analysis (LLA) directly follows page
segmentation. Logical layout analysis has the task of refining the already identified page re-
gions, assigning them logical labels, as well as determining their logical sequence (i.e. read-
ing order) and hierarchical structure. In the context of periodicals, this process is usually
referred to as article segmentation. In the case of non-periodical structured publications
LLA is mostly focused on building fine-grained tables of contents, including “hyperlinks” to
the chapters, sections and figures. In comparison to page segmentation, relatively few sci-
entific papers deal with logical layout analysis. One possible reason for this situation is the
fact that logical layouts vary greatly depending on the document type, publisher and year
of apparition of the respective document. It follows that solving the task of logical layout
analysis in a more general fashion is an extremely challenging endeavor. An overview of the
available techniques for performing logical layout analysis makes the subject of chapter 6,
along with new practical solutions and a theoretical framework focused on improving the
adaptability of LLA algorithms in the case of large heterogeneous document collections.
The next step of a generic document image understanding system is the recognition of
the individual characters from each text region, a process widely known as OCR (optical
character recognition). The main difficulties in this stage are the differentiation between
fonts (OFR, handled in papers such as [166]) and obtaining reliable recognition results in
the presence of noise or broken characters. This work will entirely skip the description of
this step, as many commercial products exist on the market offering a reasonably good
OCR performance [1, 14].
After the OCR stage has been completed, the final results must be saved in a format which
would allow the DIU system to efficiently respond to a diversity of queries regarding the
acquired content. Document representation issues and semantic linking problems do not
make the subject of the current work, as they are both large research areas even on their
own. The storage format and the type of allowable queries depend heavily on the specific
application domain and utilization scenarios. However, the current trend goes towards
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Figure 1.7: Generic, XML-based data representation scheme for document image analysis.
Source: [55]
XML-based description schemas specializing on different logical levels. The recent work of
Belaïd et al. [55] describes a framework for an efficient and flexible combination of several
widespread formats: ALTO (Analyzed Layout and Text Objects) for the physical struc-
tures, TEI (Text Encoding Initiative) for encoding the logical regions and METS (Meta-
data Encoding and Transmission Standard) for describing the complex mapping between
physical and logical structures. The PAGE XML format [216] additionally permits the rep-
resentation of the results produced by each individual stage of a DIU system (e.g. including
information about any existing geometric distortions, applied image enhancements). At
his point, the automatically extracted data can be corrected and enriched with additional
semantic information by human operators or external automated algorithms. A prominent
example in the context of the semantic Web is the recognition (named entity recognition
– NER) and disambiguation (e.g. using Wikipedia [222]) of entities and of the relations
existing between them. The recognized entities and relationships allow the interlinking
of digitized material, facilitating complex search queries and allowing human browsing of
entire collections in an efficient manner.
1.2.2 Commercial and Open-Source Document Analysis Software
In this section we offer an overview of the most prominent automated solutions for docu-
ment image analysis currently available to the general public. Note that the vast majority
of today’s document image analysis software started out as simple optical character recog-
nition (OCR) products.
Tesseract [15], currently at version 3.01, is a well-known cross-platform open source OCR
system. It was initially developed at Hewlett-Packard up until 1995, then development
was discontinued until 2005, when it was released as open source. Ever since, it has been
sponsored by Google and has seen continuos improvements. The OCR module supporting
a multitude of scripts and languages is described in detail by Smith [249]. More recently,
a fully-fledged page segmentation module was incorporated in order to be able to process
more complex layouts. The geometric layout analysis is based on tab-stop detection [250]
and a comparison with other current layout analysis modules (including the Fraunhofer
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DIU system) is available in section 5.3.2.2.
Another prominent open source project sponsored by Google is OCRopus [13], with version
0.5 recently released in June 2012. The project was initially released in 2007 and has seen
a gradual transition to a pluggable architecture (comprising mostly Python modules). Up
until version 0.4 OCRopus internally used as OCR module the Tesseract engine, afterward
also providing its own trainable character recognizer. While OCRopus also incorporates
a few document pre-processing modules, its main current focus is on enhancing the OCR
performance and architecture. The geometric layout analysis module of OCRopus is also
part of the comparison in section 5.3.2.2.
The three main commercial providers of OCR products are ABBYY, Nuance (formerly
ScanSoft) and I.R.I.S.. Their respective software products are marketed as all-round solu-
tions for a complete document analysis workflow. All products include:
• OCR for over a hundred languages and different scripts
• pre-processing algorithms for the improvement of scanned document images
• page-level layout analysis capabilities to reproduce digitally the layout of the original
printed material
• workflow or automation tools for corporate environments
In addition, there are some product specific features: ABBYY FineReader [1], currently at
version 11, highlights its ability to consider multi-page documents as a whole. This way,
formatting information remains consistent across the document. Logical elements like
headlines and footnotes are recognized, capturing some of the logical document structure.
A unique selling point of the product is the inclusion of FineReader XIX, a recognition
engine capable of recognizing text in old German script, or Fraktur. This engine was
developed in the concept of the EU project METAe, which ran from 2000 until 2003.
While a few other products can also recognize Fraktur text (most notably Tesseract), the
recognition quality of the ABBYY engine is generally superior (e.g. see sections 2.2.2.3
and 2.2.3.3). One may find a comparison between ABBYY FineReader and other state-of-
the-art layout analysis engines in section 5.3.2.2. OmniPage Professional [14], currently at
version 18, includes a page extraction algorithm to deal with double page scans, as well as
a specialized form recognition engine. IRISDocument Server [11], currently at version 9,
is marketed specifically as a solution for high-volume document analysis tasks, promising
high-speed OCR conversion.
It is interesting to note that the latest trend and most developments in both ABBYY
FineReader and Nuance Omnipage are related to logical layout analysis. In their newest
versions, both products claim as main improvements the ability to recognize the structure
of tables as well as identify large titles, headers and footers. In addition, FineReader can
(partially) handle footnotes, recognize page numbers and detect the layout structure of
documents. Interestingly, Omnipage is the first commercial product to employ a machine
learning approach for adapting to new document layouts. In contrast, IRISDocument
Server does not incorporate any significant logical layout analysis module, but instead
focuses on robust mass processing and employs a variety of pre-processing steps (smoothing,
despeckling, deskewing, orientation detection).
One must note that none of the software products claims to be capable of higher-level
document analysis, e.g. separation of newspaper pages into articles, table of content link-
ing in books or extraction of semantic information like authors or categories. There exist
systems that build on the aforementioned OCR engines and provide additional capabil-
ities, such as docWORKS/METAe Edition by CCS GmbH [2] that was developed in a
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corresponding research project. docWORKS/METAe performs structural analysis as well
as double page splitting and extracts some semantic information. The results can be ac-
cessed hierarchically by document structure. However, just like the OCR engines described
above, docWORKS cannot segment a page into individual logical elements (e.g. articles in
a newspaper, book chapters).
The other trend for document analysis software goes in the direction of cloud-based services.
One chief requirement for “in the cloud” document processing is robustness, as the user base
and its needs become increasingly diverse. Thus, all software products are transitioning
from their initial assumption of clean or born-digital documents to more generic processing
modules. Many other web-based startups offer document analysis solutions via APIs,
however under the hood most of them use one of the aforementioned engines.
1.3 Outline
The current work is organized as follows: The following chapter introduces some of the most
widespread distortions found in generic digital images as well as in digitized documents.
Traditional image enhancement solutions are presented along with novel methods for color
reference target detection, text extraction and text improvement in degraded historical
documents. Chapter 3 discusses the problems faced by color reduction and thresholding
algorithms in the context of digital document images and offers an overview of state-of-
the-art algorithms. Subsequently, a new framework allowing constant-time optimal local
binarization is proposed. In the second part of the chapter we argue for the necessity of
a holistic treatment of color in document images and the need for meaningful evaluation
measures for color reduction results. In chapter 4 we address the issue of document skew
and review the current research status in the detection of global-, multiple- and non-
uniform skew. A new method allowing the seamless skew and orientation detection is then
described and tested on a large document dataset. Chapter 5 delves into the problematic of
geometric layout analysis and contains a survey of research methods for separator detection,
region segmentation and classification. From the viewpoint of mass digitization, we present
remedies for current deficiencies in the state of the art via the practical example of the
Fraunhofer DIU page segmentation module, tested extensively on real-life, heterogeneous
document sets. Chapter 6 introduces logical layout analysis and its challenging task of
dealing with noisy and continuously changing input data. The status quo is reviewed and
practical solutions for front page detection and complete article segmentation are presented
along with a potential learning approach targeted at future large scale digitization projects.
Finally, chapter 7 concludes the text with an overview of the main results and mentions
several promising research directions.
Chapter 2
Quality Assurance and Document
Image Enhancement
We know truth for the cruel instrument it is. Beauty is infinitely
preferable to truth.
– G.R.R. Martin (The Way of Cross and Dragon)
Digital images used as input for a document understanding system most frequently suffer
from degradations of the image quality. The presence of image distortions and artifacts has
a negative impact on the quality of the results obtained by all subsequent processing steps.
We have seen from the generic architecture of a DIU system (figure 1.5) that document
enhancement represents one of the earliest processing modules. Thus, the overall success
of the system critically hinges on it. Furthermore, in the context of mass digitization fully
automated enhancement methods must be employed so as to satisfy hard processing time
constraints.
Along with image enhancement methods, quality assessment forms the main focus of the
current chapter. While the two areas are distinct, they share a number of similarities, most
notably the heavy reliance on measures for image quality. Quality assurance methods most
often use these criteria as basis for acceptance/rejection in contrast to image enhancement
methods which use the computed measures for the accurate adjustment of the correction
parameters.
It is important to note that the term “enhancement” as used in this section relates to the
performance of the automatic DIU modules, and not always also to the visual aspect for
human observers. In many cases, the two points of view differ considerably – for example,
a smoothing procedure meant to attenuate small noise will inevitably have a detrimental
effect on the perceived quality of halftones. Another meaningful example is the existence
of visible page texture – for most humans this is a positive trait, since it enhances the
perceived authenticity of the material, whereas the performance of automatic algorithms
would in most cases take a significant hit. It is interesting to note that there currently exists
a significant body of research on the fully automated assessment of perceived aesthetics,
although the research is mostly focused on halftones or hand drawn content [289]. Another
important observation is that the location of the document enhancement methods can differ
greatly within a DIU system. Some enhancement methods, such as generic noise filtering
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and page border removal are usually applied right at the start of the processing chain,
whereas font enhancement can be applied at any point after page segmentation.
The starting section of the current chapter offers a brief overview of quality problems
commonly found in (semi-) professional digitized material (not restricted to documents),
and discusses the corresponding state-of-the-art solutions. Keeping the focus on (semi-)
professional collections of digital images, we introduce a generic algorithm for the detection
of color reference targets. By comparing the actual color information from the digitized
image with the theoretical target, exact quality measurements are made possible. The
second section deals with quality problems exclusively found in digitized documents. We
review the state of the art in document image enhancement and subsequently propose two
new algorithms targeted at historic documents. The first algorithm targets the extraction of
text/graphic information from monochromatic old documents, while the second represents
a novel approach for removing character-like artifacts from text areas. Both algorithms are
shown to produce significant and generic OCR improvements on heavily-affected, real-life
document test sets. We conclude the chapter with a review and a look at future work in
the (document) image enhancement area.
2.1 Generic Enhancement and Quality Assessment
Image enhancement and quality assessment algorithms both use as basis for their decisions
the same set of quality measures. The quality measures can be obtained via two types of
algorithms: informed algorithms, which assume a certain knowledge about the digitized
material and blind (uninformed) algorithms which work in a fully generic manner. While
the generality of the blind algorithms is certainly a big advantage, it comes at the cost of
a limited applicability for the obtained measures.
A categorization and statistical evaluation of 26 uninformed image quality measures was
recently done by Avcibas et al. [45]. They use a comparatively large test set of 30 heteroge-
neous images, artificially subjected to different compression types and rates (JPEG [213],
SPIHT [226]), blurring and contamination with Gaussian noise. Other image quality mea-
sures may be found in the recent paper of Liu et al. [168]. Once the individual distortions
have been detected by making use of one or more quality measures, they can be corrected
using standard algorithms, such as those introduced in the following section. According to
Avcibas et al. [45], most existing objective image quality measures can be categorized into
one of the following categories:
• pixel difference-based measures such as mean square distortion
• correlation-based measures, using the correlation of pixels, or that of the vector
angular directions
• edge-based measures, using the displacement of edge positions or their consistency
across resolution levels
• spectral distance-based measures, which employ the Fourier magnitude and/or phase
spectral discrepancy on a block-by-block basis
• context-based measures, that is, penalties based on various functionals of the multidi-
mensional context probability (e.g. Hellinger distance, generalized Matusita distance)
• human visual system-based methods, which use a partial model of the human visual
system for weighting features (e.g. image browsing functions)
The testing results obtained by Avcibas et al. confirm that no single quality measure
performs best in all situations and shed light on the measures best suited for specific
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distortion scenarios.
If the digital images come from professional photographers or digitization service providers,
it is typically the case that color reference targets have been included. In this situation, the
measurement of the image quality can be performed more accurately, hence the decisions
taken by the quality assurance module are also improved. We shall discuss this issue in
more detail as part of the proposed automatic color target detection algorithm. Finally, it
must be noted that in general every module of a DIU system for which there exists a pre-
specified quality standard can be enriched with a corresponding quality assurance module.
In the current work we shall only deal with quality assurance regarding the document
image quality. More information on the topic of quality assessment can be found in the
work of Lin [167], who offers a comprehensive insight into quality assurance issues regarding
high volume document digitization. Another practical example is given by Meunier [185],
who proposes a fully-automated quality assurance solution for document layout analysis
targeted at homogeneous collections of documents.
2.1.1 Image Quality Issues
Some of the most widespread quality problems in digital images are the result of a combi-
nation of the following: blurring, noise, poor contrast, lens distortion, color bleeding and
vignetting. When dealing with (semi-) professional photographs or scans, the first three
issues are by far the most prominent. These issues shall be presented in more detail in
the current section. Lens distortions are typically unnoticeable, unless they are used in-
tentionally for their aesthetic aspect. We refer the interested reader to section 4.1.2, where
we discussed the closely related topic of document dewarping. Color bleeding is most
commonly only encountered as a compression artifact at the higher compression ratios
of standard lossy algorithms (e.g. JPEG [213]). In section 3.2 we discuss a holistic color
reduction framework, which deals with this problem effectively in the context of document
scans. Vignetting is often an undesired effect caused by camera settings or lens limita-
tions resulting in the reduction of the brightness and/or saturation near the borders of the
image as compared to the image center. For automated processing purposes however, its
effect on the overall result quality is minimal. The most common method of reducing the
vignetting effect in document images is the application of adaptive (local) color reduction/
binarization methods (e.g. as presented in section 3.1.2).
2.1.1.1 Blur Correction
Blur is probably the most easily noticeable artifact in a digital image and can affect the
entire image or just parts of it. The causes of blur can be manifold: wrong focus settings,
camera or environmental movements (e.g. atmospheric turbulence) or washed-out printed
material (as commonly encountered in document image analysis). From the feature set
investigated by Avcibas et al. [45], it was found that the spectral phase, the edge stability
measure and the normalized spectral distortion in a human vision-based coordinate system
performed best with respect to their response for blurred regions. Patel et al. [210] recently
performed a comparison of different features and feature sets most suited to classifying
entire medical images with regard to the presence of an out-of-focus blur effect. The
authors found out that a combination of several features performed best on the medical
image dataset.
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In general, the simplest and most widespread methods for sharpening are accomplished
either by applying certain high-pass filters, or via a procedure known as unsharp masking.
Such methods are most suited for the removal of out-of-focus blur. Note that depending
on the cause of the blur effect, there exist other well-established methods. For example,
in case of camera or environmental movements, a powerful framework is given by Wiener
filtering-based approaches [119]. The main purpose of sharpening is to enhance the details
which have been blurred. In document analysis, the focus falls normally on sharpening the
character contours. Especially color reduction algorithms greatly benefit from having as
input a sharp image, in contrast to working directly on the original blurred image.
Any grayscale digital image can be seen as a 2-dimensional function f(x, y), taking values






. The implementation of the digital Laplacian as a filter mask 2.1 gives
a simple, yet powerful high-pass filter usable for sharpening an image. As described by
Gonzales and Woods [119], applying the Laplacian masks directly tends to produce images
containing grayish lines, superimposed on a dark, featureless background. In order to
recover the vanished background features, one usually adds the original image to the one
obtained by applying the Laplacian operator. Note that, when using the masks with a
negative center coefficient, then the image resulting after applying the Laplacian must be
subtracted (not added) from the original image. Normally, these two steps are merged into
a single one, by simply adding (or subtracting) the value 1 to the center point in the mask.0 1 01 −4 1
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Figure 2.1: (a),(b) Direct implementations of the Laplacian as filter masks; (c),(d) Exten-
sions of these masks, also including the diagonal neighbors
In practice, due to the fact that the application of this procedure tends to significantly
amplify noise in the image, it is common to apply a certain smoothing (low-pass) filter on
the input image first. In this way, the effect of small noise in the sharpening step becomes
much lower, while larger “artifacts” (such as letters) can still be sharpened in a satisfying
manner. Smoothing is most usually realized by applying on the image a mask representing







In theory, the Gaussian distribution is non-zero everywhere, requiring an infinitely large
mask, but in practice it is nearly zero more than about three standard deviations from the
mean. Truncating the mask at this point represents common practice in the image pro-
cessing community. There exists one caveat [119] however: directly applying the Laplacian
masks tends to produce images containing grayish lines, superimposed on a dark, feature-
less background. In order to recover the vanished background features, one must usually
add the original image to the one processed using the Laplacian operator. Note that when
using the masks with a negative center coefficient, the image resulting after applying the
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Laplacian must be subtracted (not added) from the original image. Normally, these two
steps are merged into a single one, by simply adding (or subtracting) the value 1 to the
center point in the mask.
Figure 2.2: Left: 2-D Gaussian distribution with mean (0, 0) and σ = 1; Right: Corre-
sponding 5× 5 discrete approximation
In fact, since the convolution operation (application of a certain 2-D mask) is associative,
we can combine (convolve) the Gaussian smoothing filter with the Laplacian filter first,
and then apply the obtained hybrid mask on the image to achieve the required result. This
hybrid mask is called the Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) or Mexican hat operator. Doing
things in such a way has two important advantages [106]:
• This method usually requires far fewer arithmetic operations, because both the Gaus-
sian and the Laplacian masks are usually much smaller than the image.
• The LoG mask can be precomputed, so that only one convolution needs to be per-
formed at run-time on the image.
The 2-D LoG function, with mean (0, 0) and standard deviation σ has the form:








The exact methodology and considerations regarding the computation of a discrete approx-
imation to the LoG function can be consulted from the book of Klette and Zamperoni [152],
section 6.2.4. It is interesting to observe that there exists neurophysiological evidence that
certain human retinal ganglion cells perform in a very similar manner to the LoG operations
([119], pp. 583).
Another method for out-of-focus blur removal is unsharp masking. Most notably, the pro-
cess has already been used for many years in the photographic and publishing industry, even
before the apparition and proliferation of digital photography. It consists of subtracting an
unsharp (smoothed) version of the image from the image itself, then adding the obtained re-
sult (the unsharp mask) to the original image. More formally, we can express the described
process as: fsharp(x, y) = f(x, y)+k · g(x, y), where g(x, y) = f(x, y)− fsmooth(x, y). Here,
fsharp(x, y) represents the final, sharpened image, f(x, y) is the original image, fsmooth(x, y)
denotes a smoothed version of the original image, g(x, y) is the unsharp mask and k is a
constant scalar value, controlling the amount of sharpening. Normally, the smoothed ver-
sion of the original image is obtained by applying a low-pass Gaussian filter (as described
before), whereas the values of k commonly fall within the interval [0.2, 0.9].
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Figure 2.3: Left: Original, degraded part of a newspaper image (624× 629); right: result
after applying unsharp masking (smoothing mask with a radius of 13 pixels, k = 0.75)
2.1.1.2 Noise Reduction
Noise appears in many forms in digital images. In image processing it is most commonly
modeled as an additive process described by a certain probability distribution. Pixel- and
intensity-independent Gaussian noise represents the most widely encountered noise type,
usually caused by heat-related sensor issues. Considering the special class of document
image scans, salt-and-pepper noise (also called impulse noise) is the most prevalent noise
type [147, 205]. Impulse noise appears as isolated pixels or small pixel regions of black pixels
on white background, as white holes within black regions or as rough edges of character or
graphic components. Other less prominent types of noise are: speckle patterns, shot noise
(following a Poisson distribution) and uniform noise (following a uniform distribution and
most commonly encountered as an artifact of color quantization). Avcibas et al. [45] have
identified the mean square/ absolute error as as fundamental metrics for noise.
The design objectives for a noise reduction filter is that it removes as much of the noise as
possible, while retaining the quality of the original signal. As seen in the previous section,
a simple and effective method for reducing noise is the application of a smoothing filter on
the input image (usually followed by or already convolved with a sharpening filter). This
method is most effective in case of Gaussian noise and can seamlessly be used on color,
grayscale and binary images. The main drawback of straightforward Gaussian smoothing
is that edges are also removed ar attenuated in the image. A solution to this problem
are the so-called bilateral filters [264], which were developed specifically to exhibit both
noise-reducing and edge-preserving properties. They accomplish this task by not only
weighting pixel values with Gaussian coefficients based on their Euclidean distance from
the center, but by also taking radiometric differences (i.e. color differences) into account
for the weighting.
Note that for all filtering techniques, one must be aware of the color bleeding problem
introduced by per-channel filtering. By applying a filter separately on each channel one
may produce colors which were not originally present in the image. This happens because
virtually all color spaces are not perceptually uniform, thus interpolation produces unex-
pected effects. Furthermore, the interpolation effects are highly dependent on the color
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space. The color bleeding effect is most visible at areas featuring sharp color transitions
and which after the application of the filter will contain pixels containing “random” colors.
Color bleeding can be mitigated or even completely eliminated by employing the more
computationally-expensive vector filtering.
For salt-and-pepper-, as well as small speckle noise, median filters are commonly the
method of choice. They belong to the wider class of order-statistics filters. Order-statistics
filters work by ordering (ranking) the pixels contained in the image area covered by the
mask and replacing the center pixel value by the value determined by the particular ranking
algorithm considered. In case of median filters, the value of an image pixel is substituted
by the median of the set of values of the pixels contained within the mask centered at the
respective pixel. For example, when using a 3×3 mask the median is the 5th largest value.
Note that this definition is usable in general for images containing an arbitrary number of
color values, as well as on vectors, the only pre-requisite being the possibility to compute a
median value. In case of binary images, the definition becomes much simpler, allowing for
efficient implementation techniques to be applied (see the integral image trick described in
section 3.1.2).
Larger noise grains are typically removed via morphological filtering. Morphological fil-
tering is a powerful tool which can generally be used so as to facilitate the search for/
the removal of objects of interest. This is done by smoothing out object outlines, filling
small holes, thinning, detecting object boundaries, and using other similar techniques. All
aforementioned operations are realized by applying the standard operators of mathematical
morphology. The basic morphological operations are dilation and erosion. Dilation has the
effect of expanding objects, while erosion shrinks objects by etching away (eroding) their
boundaries. As most morphological operators, they can be customized by the selection of
the structuring element (a binary mask), which determines exactly how the objects will
be dilated or eroded. Both erosion and dilation are performed by laying the structuring
element on the image and sliding it across the image in a manner similar to convolution,
the only difference being the operation performed for computing the value to assign to
the image pixel covered by the focus point from the structuring element. For erosion, if
the current (focus) pixel belongs to the foreground and at least one of the image pixels
covered by non-zero structuring element components belongs to the background, then it
is switched to background; in all other cases the current pixel remains unchanged. In a
similar manner, for dilation if the current (focus) pixel belongs to the background and at
least one of the image pixels covered by non-zero structuring element components belongs
to the foreground, then it is switched to foreground; in all other cases the current pixel
remains unchanged. Thus, by applying erosion with a certain structuring element, objects
(or noise) in the image smaller than the respective structuring element can be readily re-
moved from the image. Similarly, dilation allows joining of adjacent objects and filling
of small holes within image objects. The main problem with erosion is that it not only
removes small noise, but also tends to break thin lines (such as in printed characters), thus
producing the unwanted effect that a single logical object (such as a character) consists of
several connected components. Likewise, dilation does not only join connected components
belonging to the same logical object, but may generate connected components spanning
several logical objects. In order to alleviate these problems, the opening and closing mor-
phological operations are most commonly used. Opening consists of an erosion operation
followed by a dilation with the same structuring element, whereas closing consists of a
dilation followed by an erosion, again using the same structuring element. Opening has
the effect of smoothing the contours of objects, breaking narrow isthmuses and eliminating
thin protrusions. Closing also smoothes the object contours, but unlike opening, it usually
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merges narrow breaks and thin gulfs and eliminates small holes in the objects. Many more
standard morphological operators exist, as well as extensions working directly on grayscale
and color images and the interested reader is advised to refer to the book of Gonzales and
Woods [119] for more details.
Figure 2.4: Top: portion of an original document showing background speckle and fat-
tened stroke widths; Bottom: same portion of the document after enhancement using the
morphological method of Loce and Dougherty [171]. Source: [64]
Finally, in cases where additional information is available on the specifics of the given dig-
ital images, more specific filters can be designed to take advantage of them. For example,
frequency-domain filters (e.g. Fourier domain) [119] or joint frequency-spatial domain fil-
ters (e.g. wavelets) [173] can be tailored to match the noise characteristics exactly while
retaining all other information from the original image. More advanced generic noise filters
usable in multi-channel images can be found in section 3.2.1.
2.1.1.3 Contrast Enhancement
Low contrast is another common degradation effect found in digitized documents. Such
images can be caused by poor illumination, lack of dynamic range in the imaging sensor or
even wrong setting of the lens aperture during image acquisition [119]. The identification
of digital images suffering from poor contrast can be performed easiest automatically or
visually by examining the (per-channel) image histogram.
For dealing with the problem of low contrast, a variety of solutions have been proposed
in the specialized literature. Techniques for image contrast enhancement can be classified
into global and adaptive. Both classes of contrast enhancement methods have the same
goal: to increase the dynamic range of the color channels in the image and increase local
contrast. More specifically, the number of discernible gray levels in (a channel of) an
image is determined by the contrast (the ratio of the difference in the perceived luminance
of an object and its immediate surroundings) and the dynamic range (difference between
the luminance values of the lightest and the darkest pixels) of the image. The subjective
quality of an image is judged to be better by a human, when both the contrast and the
dynamic range of the image are high [65].
Two of the most widespread global methods are power-law transformations and histogram
equalization. Power-law transformations have the general form: s = crγ , where c and γ
are positive constants, and s and r represent the output gray level and the input gray level,
respectively. In general, a curve of such shape has the effect of spreading/compressing the
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gray levels present in an image. The well-known process of gamma correction, silently
applied by most CRT (cathode ray tube) monitors nowadays, uses such a transformation
(normally with c = 1 and γ = 0.4). Unfortunately, the values for the two required pa-
rameters must in general be determined by hand, property which makes this method less
suitable for fully automatic processing. In contrast, histogram equalization is a parameter-
free method for contrast stretching. The gray level transfer function T for a standard
grayscale image with 256 gray levels is given by s = T (r) = ⌈255∑rj=0 njn ⌉, where n rep-
resents the total number of pixels in the image and nj represents the number of pixels in
the image which have the value j. This transfer function has the tendency of spreading
the histogram of the input image so that the gray levels of the resulting image will span a
wider range of the gray scale and their distribution probability will be more uniform. In
general, global contrast enhancement techniques work very well if the contrast in the input
image is relatively constant (see 2.5), however they fail to produce good results for images
with large spatial variations in contrast.
Figure 2.5: Left: Original image with poor, but relatively constant contrast and its his-
togram; right: result of applying histogram equalization
In order to address this issue, many adaptive contrast enhancement methods have been
proposed. Most of them explicitly perform image segmentation either in the spatial
(multi-scale) or frequency (multi-resolution) domain followed by a contrast enhancement
operation on each segment. The approaches differ mainly in the way they choose to gen-
erate the multi-scale or multi-resolution image representation (anisotropic diffusion, non-
linear pyramidal techniques, multi-scale morphological techniques, multi-resolution splines,
mountain clustering, retinex theory) or in the way they enhance contrast after segmenta-
tion (morphological operators, wavelet transformations, curvelet transformations, k-sigma
clipping, fuzzy logic, genetic algorithms) [255]. In general, adaptive methods are very
computationally-intensive and, to the best of the author’s knowledge, no rigorous image
quality comparisons exist for evaluating the produced results. Short overviews and com-
parisons, as well as the description of two such algorithms may be found in [65, 255].
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2.1.2 Color Target-based Quality Assessment
The employment of reference targets in the process of professional digitization or pho-
tography is ubiquitous today. Practically all current digitization guidelines aimed at the
preservation of cultural heritage material highly recommend the inclusion of reference tar-
gets in each of the originals being scanned. Many agencies go even further, advocating the
use of several targets in order to allow for a more accurate quantization of the variables in-
volved in the digitization process. A prominent example are the numerous federal agencies
from the United States adhering to the Federal Agencies Digitization Guidelines Initiative
(FADGI) [120]. The FADGI suggests as a minimal requirement the use of photographic
gray scale as a tone and color reference, as well as the use of an accurate dimensional scale.
Color reference targets, also known as color checkers are therefore of central importance in
any mass digitization process.
Depending on their type, reference targets allow a precise measurement of many different
parameters influencing the digitization. Examples of such parameters are: the scale, rota-
tion and any distortions present in the digitized asset, as well as the color and illumination
deviation/uniformity. In the following we briefly present a few of the most popular color
reference targets in use today:
• The classic color checker[3], initially commercialized starting from 1976 as the ”Mac-
beth” color checker [182]. It contains 24 uniformly-sized and -colored patches printed
on a 8.5”× 11.5” cardboard. The colors are chosen so that they represent many nat-
ural, frequently occuring colors such as human skin, foliage, and blue sky. Nowadays
it is still the most common tool employed for color comparison due to its small size
and ease of use (cf. fig. 2.6(a)).
• The digital color checker SG [4] contains an extended color palette in the form of 140
quadratic patches. It is tailored to offer a greater accuracy and consistency over a
wide variety of skin tones, as well as the provision of more gray scale steps ensuring
a finer control of the camera balance and the ability to maintain a neutral aspect
regardless of light source (cf. fig. 2.6(b)).
• The Universal Test Target (UTT) [290] is one of the most recent open-source efforts
for the development of a single reference target covering a large array of scanning
parameters. The development of the UTT is an ongoing process directed by the
National Library of the Netherlands as part of Metamorfoze[12], the Dutch national
program for the preservation of paper heritage. It is available with various options in
the DIN sizes A3 to A0 and has as main purpose a general applicability in all kinds
of digitization projects, preservation and access, carried out by libraries, archives and
museums (cf. fig. 2.6(c)).
By using the information extracted with the help of the reference targets, a human operator
is able to correct any inaccuracies of the scanning procedure on-the-fly. In case of a fully
automated digitization process, a computer algorithm has the possibility of performing
accurate corrections on the digitized assets for a better reproduction of the original item.
Very little research has been done in the area of automatic color reference target detection.
To the best of the author’s knowledge there currently exist no fully automatic solutions to
this problem. A step in this direction was recently done by Tajbakhsh and Grigat [261],
who introduced a semi-automatic method for color target detection and color extraction.
Their method focuses on images exhibiting a significant degree of distortion (e.g. as caused
by perspective, mechanical processes, camera lens). In the process of mass document
digitization however, such pronounced distortions are extremely seldom mainly due to the
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Figure 2.6: Top-left: Classic color checker; top-right: digital color checker SG;
bottom: basic Universal Test Target in DIN A3 format
cooperation with professional scan service providers. A commercial software which is also
capable of a semi-automatic color target detection is the X-Rite color checker Passport
Camera Calibration Software [5]. The X-Rite software ultimately relies on the human
operator to manually mark/correct the detected reference target in order to be able to
perform any subsequent color correction. Human intervention is of course not practical in
any mass digitization process, as it would cause far too large disruptions in the process.
In the following section, we present a fully automatic and robust algorithm for the detection
of classic color checker targets in digital document images. The newly-proposed algorithm
is an instance of an informed quality assessment, as opposed to the blind methods we
have seen so far. The detected color information can be used together with the pre-
specified target data to produce precise quality measurements, which in turn enable more
accurate decisions about the suitability of the given digital material. Our main focus
is its applicability in mass document processing, where robustness and flexibility are of
paramount importance. Thus, the introduced technique can be readily extended to other
types of color reference targets, including the digital color checker SG as well as the UTT
(see fig. 2.6). An evaluation on a set of 239 real-life document and photograph scans is
performed so as to investigate the robustness of our algorithm.
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2.1.2.1 Color Target Detection
Our algorithm targets professional scans, as normally found in any mass digitization
project. As such, in order to ensure a fully automatic and robust operation, we make
a few assumptions. The first assumption is that the scans exhibit no or low perspective
distortions. In this respect, the method of Tajbakhsh and Grigat [261] complements well
the proposed algorithm in case or larger distortions. The second assumption is that the
scanning resolution is known (exactly or approximately) for each scanned image, which
is virtually always true in case of professional scans. A last but very important require-
ment is that the lighting is approximately constant on the whole image. Note that the
last restriction is not specific to our system, but it applies to all methods employing color
targets. In case of uneven lighting conditions (e.g. shadows, multiple light sources possibly
having different spectral distributions), it is generally not possible to obtain a meaning-
ful automatic color difference measurement/ adjustment without apriori knowledge of the
lighting conditions. One may easily see this by considering the following exemplary basic
situations: uneven lighting solely on the color target or uneven lighting restricted to the
scanned object. In the former case, an automated color evaluation would match the (pos-
sibly correct) colors from the scanned object to the (partially) wrong ones from the color
target, thus reporting large color differences and performing wrong color corrections. The
latter case would result in no correction being applied to the object (possibly exhibiting
large color shifts), due to the perfect lighting in the region of the color target.
Figure 2.7: Block diagram of the proposed algorithm for color reference target detection
Our algorithm consists of the four main steps presented in detail below, followed by the
automatic color quality assessment described in section 2.1.2.3. The first step is the appli-
cation of a codebook-based color reduction. More specifically, the color Cp of each pixel p




where D(C1, C2) =
√
(r1 − r2)2 + (g1 − g2)2 + (b1 − b2)2. The simple Euclidean distance
in the RGB color space has performed well enough in our tests, however, in order to obtain
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more perceptually accurate color reduction results, one may use any more advanced color
measure, such as CIEDE2000 [244]. The codebook consists of the set of colors existing
on the color target. Note that all color components for each patch are precisely known,
being specified by the reference target manufacturer as both sRGB and CIE L∗a∗b∗
triplets [236]. In case of the classic color checker this step results in a color-reduced image
having exactly 24 colors.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.8: (a) Original photograph scan with a completely occluded last color checker
line (no grayscale patches visible); (b) after color quantization; (c) with superimposed
Delaunay triangulation (orange-painted edges were discarded from the adjacency list used
for matching); (d) correctly detected color target
In the next step, a connected component analysis [90] is performed on the color-reduced
image. In practice, connected component analysis is extremely fast even for large, high-
quality scans because the complexity of the algorithm is constant in the number of pixels
in the image. Subsequently we make use of the known scanning resolution to perform
a filtering of the potential patch candidates based on their size, namely we discard all
connected components having a width or height deviating more than 20% off the expected
patch size. Since the shapes as well as the average distances between the color patches on
the reference target are also known in advance for each color target model, they are used
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next as a refinement to the initial filtering. For the classic color checker our algorithm uses
the following restrictions:
• the (roughly) square aspect of each color patch, i.e. width and height, are within 20%
of each other
• the size uniformity between the patches, i.e. area of each bounding box, deviates less
than 30% from the median area
• the average distance between direct horizontally or vertically neighboring patches,
i.e. distance to closest patch candidate must lie within 20% of the median minimum
distance
All previously mentioned thresholds have been experimentally determined via an indepen-
dent training image set consisting of a random sample of images with a similar provenience
as the images from the test set. The thresholds allow our algorithm to successfully cope
with minor perspective distortions, image blur, as well as lens distortions (e.g. chromatic-
and spherical aberrations). The remaining connected components constitute the final list
of patch candidates. For each candidate we now determine its dominant color as the mean
color of the pixels from the original scan located within its connected component. Since the
original colors within each patch are relatively close to each other (they were assigned to
the same cluster center by the color reduction), such a mean can be computed safely even in
the RGB color space. It is important to observe that generally computing a simple mean is
not possible because of resulting color interpolation artifacts, which are highly-dependent
on the employed color space, such as color bleeding. Another possibility for assigning a
single representative color to each patch would be the use of the median, computed either
channel-by-channel or by considering each color as a vector.
A third step consists of the determination of all direct neighborhood relations between
the final list of patch candidates. This is accomplished via a Delaunay triangulation [122]
using as seed points the centers of the patch candidates. Next, the obtained triangulation is
pruned of the edges diverging significantly from the horizontal or vertical, as regarded from
a coordinate system given by the main axes of the color target. Discarding edges which
deviate more than 20% from the median edge length represents an efficient pruning method.
Finding one of the axes of the color target can at this point be readily accomplished by
determining the median skew angle from the remaining edges. The other axis of the
reference target is always considered to be perpendicular to the determined axis.
As a final step, we may now determine the exact orientation of the color target by em-
ploying the direct neighborhood relations extracted, as well as the dominant color for each
patch candidate. For this purpose, we employ an exhaustive search over all four possible
orientations (0◦, 90◦, 180◦, 270◦) of the target in order to compute the best matching
one. The optimization criterion used is the minimization of the sum of the per-patch color
distances under the neighborhood restrictions extracted in the previous step. Note that
the search algorithm used in this step has a relatively small importance with respect to
the running time in case of the classic color checker, as the size of the candidate list and
the number of neighborhood relations is generally low. However, for large/complex color
targets one may wish to use a more sophisticated search algorithm such as A∗ [128] or one
of its variants.
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Figure 2.9: Examples of identified color reference targets, illustrating correct target detec-
tion for multiple orientations and robustness to partial occlusion
2.1.2.2 Experimental results
Our test set consists of 239 test images including photographs and various printed docu-
ments (newspaper excerpts, book pages) digitized by the German National Library as part
of the use case Contentus in the project Theseus [17]. The test images were scanned using
different resolutions ranging from 300 dpi to 600 dpi. The position of the color target varied
considerably as the human scanning operator was allowed to put the color target anywhere
in the vicinity of the item to digitize. Table 2.1 depicts the color target orientations in the
dataset. As can be seen, our detection algorithm yields an average recall of 97.1%. We can
thus conclude that the proposed algorithm is robust and has a good recall for any color
target orientation.
From the analysis of the test data, we have identified two main causes for the detection
failures. The majority of the cases were caused by errors in the metadata of the input
scan, namely the units for the scanning resolution were incorrectly specified as being dots
per centimeter instead of dots per inch. The resulting grossly different scan resolution
value caused the candidate patch filtering process to fail and further prevented the correct
recognition of the color reference targets. Since all scans have the same provenience and




0◦ 180◦ 90◦ 270◦
Total
Scans 115 13 109 2 239
Failed
Detections 2 0 5 0 7
Recall 98.4% 95.5% 97.1%
Table 2.1: Color reference target detection results on a heterogeneous dataset consisting
of books, newspaper excerpts and photographs
were taken in the same time interval, it seems most likely that these inaccuracies are
simply glitches in the image metadata. Such errors are practically unavoidable when large
amounts of data are involved. The other cause of failure was a very high or complete
occlusion of the color checker. In case less than a single row of color patches is visible on
the scan, our algorithm fails because of its inability to find enough initial patch candidates
required for establishing a reliable orientation match. It is interesting to observe that in
such extreme situations with very few reference color patches visible, the identification of
a color target may not even be desirable because of the inherent inability to perform a
subsequent meaningful color quality evaluation and/or correction.
Figure 2.10: Examples of failed color target identifications caused by high occlusion ratios
2.1.2.3 Quality Evaluation and Color Correction
At this point we have seen how color reference targets can be automatically detected in
digital images. Furthermore, since the original colors of each color patch lie relatively
close to each other we were able to determine a single color value corresponding to each
of the detected patches. The color value can be safely computed even in the RGB color
space as a simple mean, because the colors within each patch lie sufficiently closed to one
another. Commonly used professional scanners, either flatbed scanners or high-resolution
DSLR cameras, are specifically calibrated to accurately reproduce the colors of the input
physical objects into the digital image [72]. However, even after the calibration step, the
color distribution of the scanned document may still significantly deviate from that of
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the original because of different photosensitive materials, differing refraction and reflection
properties or the ambient illumination. The degree of luminance and color shift represents
an important image quality measure which can be used by the quality assurance module
to make an informed decision about the viability of each scanned document.
Figure 2.11: Top: Result of color checker detection on a photograph scan with a completely
occluded color checker bottom line (grayscale patches not visible); Bottom: Visualizations
of the automatically extracted color quality results (chrominance, luminance). Note the
large luminance deviations caused by the missing grayscale patches
The Delta E value, defined by the International Commission on Illumination (CIE), de-
scribes the difference between the original and the scanned color checkers within the CIE
L∗a∗b∗ color space. Note that all color reference targets include exact CIE L∗a∗b∗ triplets
describing the reference patch colors. An additional reason for using the CIE L∗a∗b∗ color
space instead of sRGB, is that the former color space is the one applied by default for
describing most ICC (International Color Consortium) profiles of color management for
scanners and printers [137]. The Delta E value between two color samples (L∗, a∗, b∗)1 and
(L∗, a∗, b∗)2 is defined as:
∆E∗ab =
√
(L∗1 − L∗2)2 + (a∗1 − a∗2)2 + (b∗1 − b∗2)2. (2.2)
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Figure 2.12: Left: Reference X-RITE color checker; Right: table of the corresponding color
values as both sRGB and CIE L∗a∗b∗ triplets, located on its backside. Note: numerical
values were blurred out because of copyright reasons
Based on the CIE76 [138] criteria, if ∆E∗ab > 2.3, the difference is already noticeable,
whereas for a ∆E∗ab > 5.0, we may already safely assume that the color samples belong
to different colors [243]. The quality assurance module of the Fraunhofer DIU system
computes the maximum value of this color metric on the set of detected patches and takes
a binary decision about the suitability of the image using a fixed threshold. The threshold
represents the targeted quality and varies depending on the application area. Note that
the aforementioned color distance represents but the first try in a long series of attempts at
providing a true perceptual distance metric. More complex formulas have been devised in
order to cope with different scenarios (e.g. graphic arts vs textiles), perceptual uniformity
problems around the blue hue region, different weighting factors for each color channel,
etc.. While the new formulas and the color spaces for which they were defined do indeed
represent a step toward the perceptual distance metric property, they are still far from
actually reaching this goal. We discuss this issue in more detail in section 3.2.
2.2 Document-centric Techniques
In addition to the common degradation types found in digital images and addressed in the
previous sections, digitized document images exhibit a set of specific degradations. The
degradations can be caused by the acquisition source (e.g. uneven feed rates in scanning
devices), by human scanning operators (e.g. visible thumbs over document content, broken
document parts), by the physical degradation of the ink and paper, as well as by printing-
related issues (e.g. interference patterns caused by the dithering grid produced by the
original printing device). As examples of typical degradation effects found in digitized
documents we mention: non-uniform foreground/background hue and intensity, blocking
artifacts, partial smearing/blurring, shadows, poor contrast, specific noise patterns (Moiré,
salt-and-pepper, speckle) and backside bleed-through.
It is important to note that a generic quality evaluation methodology for document images
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Figure 2.13: Portion of scanned document image suffering from backside bleed-through,
Moirée patterns, blurring, light noise and blocking artifacts. Source: [156]
does not currently exist, nor is it likely that such a methodology will be developed in
the near future. This is because most of the enhancement methods have a very specific
purpose in mind, be it a direct legibility improvement, an overall improved appearance
for the document, a better region segmentation performance, a.s.o.. As such, the gains
brought by the image enhancement can most times only be ascertained directly by a human
viewer, or indirectly by gaging the results of the modules within the DIU system (e.g. color
reduction, page segmentation) using the optimized document. The most popular method
of assessing enhancement gains is via the OCR results.
2.2.1 Overview
The topic of document image enhancement has seen much research ever since the early days
of document image analysis (more than 25 years ago). In this section we present the most
important research directions related to document enhancement and the corresponding
state of the art. Since digitized documents exhibit all of the generic distortions mentioned in
the first section of the chapter, the discussed correction methods typically represent a good
first improvement step. Most often however, generic methods must be augmented with
document-specific techniques in order to obtain an optimal quality for the enhancement
results.
Margin noise- or border removal represents a relatively new area of investigation. In
the past, many page segmentation algorithms (e.g. [124, 280]) relied on the implicit and
hidden assumption of having as input a digital document image showing only the print
area of a page. While newer methods are able to deal with margin noise more robustly,
they still produce sub-optimal results in the presence of unwanted (and typically large)
artifacts near the document image borders [239, 242]. Common examples of such artifacts
are portions of the book cover, visible scanning robot clams or human fingers holding
the physical document, dark/textured areas around the page (e.g. scanning platen, hard
shadows). Agrawal and Doermann [20] propose a heuristic method for clutter/margin noise
removal using features based on a residual image obtained by the analysis of the distance
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transform and clutter elements. They are able to obtain a 95% pixel-level accuracy for the
noise removal on a dataset containing mixed degraded English and Arabic documents.
An indirect method for eliminating margin noise is the detection of the print area (page
frame) followed by the cropping of the document image. Shafait et al [242] propose a page
frame detection algorithm which uses a geometric matching method. They extract the
text lines and the homogeneous document regions using well-known robust algorithms and
compute the page frame as the smallest area optimizing a set of region alignment criteria
(encoded as a quality function). The authors show that the error rate of several widespread
page segmentation algorithms on a heterogeneous document dataset is significantly reduced
when using as input document images cropped to the detected page frame. Zhou and
Liu [303] of Amazon Inc. approach the page frame detection problem with a different
purpose: to find suitable areas for embedding contextual advertisements. They note that
the print on demand area is steadily and rapidly growing its revenue. In contrast to Shafait
et al. [242], their method focuses on book material, generally featuring simpler layouts.
The authors detect the layout columns of the document and compute the page frame as
the smallest bounding box containing all columns. The layout columns are detected by
searching for peaks in the vertical projection of the computed set of approximate text lines.
The authors report better results than the Shafait et al. algorithm on the University of
Washington UW-III 1600 image dataset [215].
Speckle noise is found in many document scans, especially those produced using low-quality
printing methods or as a result of color reduction. A particular challenge is posed by re-
quirement of a relatively strong noise reduction component coupled with retaining text
components intact. Via a series of morphological filters most single-pixel islands, protru-
sions and holes can be found and eliminated (filled), as shown by Shih and Kasturi [246].
For noise patterns larger than one pixel, the kFill filter introduced by O’Gorman [205] has
seen successful use. A comprehensive evaluation of the effectiveness of different filters, as
well as a fully automated filter selection method was described by Cannon et al. [64] for
typewritten document images.
In one of the few papers dealing with color documents, Fan [102] introduces a spatially
variant framework for the correction of uneven illumination and color cast in digitized
books. The main novelty of the algorithm comes from the additional exploitation of the
coherency across multiple pages belonging to the same book. As such, the algorithm
operates on the premise that each individual set of images belongs to the same book and
that within a book the pages possess the same surface properties, thus the parameters
describing them fluctuate in a relatively narrow range. In the first step, key algorithm
parameters (light surface) are estimated through a sequential scan of a downsampled subset
of the book pages (5–30 images). The second step consists of the up-scaling of the computed
light map and its subtraction from all book pages. The authors mention an execution time
of around 10 seconds per page but only provide visual samples as method of evaluation.
Algorithms for character enhancement are continuously being proposed for coping with all
types of printing techniques as well as for handwritten documents. Despite the contin-
ued research effort, until now no unified algorithm applicable for all printing techniques
exists. Because of the sheer variety of artifacts it is indeed doubtful that such a generic
improvement method is actually possible. Shi and Govindaraju [245] address the problem
of enhancing both typewritten and handwritten characters in binary document images.
They reconstruct character strokes via a set of heuristic neighborhood operators for selec-
tive region growing. Experimental results on a set of 1500 address block images show an
improvement of abound 7% in the OCR rate. Many other algorithms have been proposed
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for character enhancement in documents exhibiting various kinds of aging- or printing
process-related degradation. In this category fall approaches for character restoration us-
ing various energy minimization- and stroke models [25], as well algorithms specialized for
the enhancement of low-resolution fax images [132] or typewritten documents [32]. These
methods restrict themselves to strictly improving the visual aspect and connectedness of
individual characters either for presentation purposes or for improving OCR performance
in the case of OCR engines working on a connected component basis, such as Google’s
Tesseract [15].
A step up in difficulty, Gatos et al. [114] address the problem of removing stroke-like
printing artifacts from letterpress printed historical newspapers. The assumption that the
printing artifacts are thinner than the strokes of the characters is used to remove the ar-
tifacts by morphological processing. Successive shrinking and swelling operations with a
5 × 5 window are performed. The main disadvantage of this method is that artifacts are
sometimes worsened by merging the artifact with the character. Another disadvantage is
that this method only works if the artifacts are thinner than the strokes of the characters.
As can be observed in figure 2.21, this is not the case in many situations. Agrawal and
Doermann [21] tackle the more difficult problem of stroke-like noise removal from hand-
written documents. Stroke-like noise cannot be removed via traditional filters due to its
striking similarity to text. Instead, the authors find the text component from the docu-
ment via a set of script-independent descriptors and subsequently classify the connected
components from the textual areas into text and non-text (i.e. noise components) via a
RBF-kernel SVM (trained on a set of manually-labeled samples). Finally, stroke-like noise
is identified via a 2-dimensional, 2-class K-means clustering [129] using the stroke width
and cohesiveness features for the non-text components. Agrawal and Doermann report a
precision of 85% and a recall of 90% on a set of 50 handwritten Arabic documents, subject
to different deformations.
Finally, one of the best represented research areas within document enhancement is the
family of bleed-through/show-through removal techniques for double-sided documents. Most
generic by nature are the techniques belonging to the blind family, such as blind source
separation [267]. These methods attempt to alleviate the bleed-through effects from the
document front side without requiring any prior knowledge about its corresponding back
side, which is in many cases not available. Blind source separation has the inherent lim-
itation that the spatial distribution and/or the gray levels of the printing artifacts are
distinguishable from those of the regular text. In the past a few notable attempts have
been done to cope with the important problem of bleed-through (or show-through) ef-
fects [265], where the focus was on palimpsests, ancient manuscripts that have been erased
and then rewritten again. Tonazzini et al.[266] introduce a Bayesian formulation for a joint
blind-source separation and restoration of noisy mixtures of degraded images. The authors
employ edge-preserving Markov random field (MRF) image models in order to describe lo-
cal spatial auto-correlation. Their method involves a linear data model, where multimodal
observations of an object are seen as mixtures of all the patterns to be extracted.
2.2.2 Processing of Hectographic Copies
Archives and cultural facilities nowadays contain vast spectra of different document classes,
many of which are obsolete by current standards. A prominent document class in this
context is hectography, which was a inexpensive printing and duplication method, widely
used throughout the 19th and 20th century. The major challenge with hectography is poor
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contrast on the one side and multiple degradation effects on the other.
Figure 2.14: Typical hectography duplicates showing strong degradation effects and promi-
nent folding. Source: German National Library
For simplifying reasons, in contrast to the rest of the current chapter we shall consider
that the digitization process in itself has been perfect and did not introduce any unwanted
artifacts, or all such artifacts have already been flawlessly removed. Even operating on this
premise, a major problem that arises in the context of historical prints is the low-quality
of the documents traceable back to two main reasons:
• the outdated printing or duplication process itself which produced only documents
of low quality
• time-dependent degradation effects gradually decreasing the quality of the physical
documents
As seen in the previous section, traditional document analysis approaches for noise re-
duction and character enhancement operate almost exclusively on binary images. Yet,
the use of thresholding techniques to remove the background is often not effective since
the intensities of the unwanted background can be very close to those of the foreground
text. Generally speaking, thresholding and color reduction completely discard a large por-
tion of the input data, while also introducing certain discretization artifacts (e.g. speckle
noise). While most of the discretization artifacts can indeed be removed using state-of-
the-art document enhancement methods, the discarded portion of the data can never be
fully recovered afterward (e.g. repairing broken characters, missing parts of halftones). In
conclusion, our main goal is to take into account all available image information in order
to have at least a theoretical chance of retaining all relevant data. This is in contrast to
traditional approaches using binarization, which invariably do not remove the complete
background or also discard part of the information of interest within text areas [265].
In this section we propose a novel algorithm which allows for separation of the time-
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dependent degradation effects from the crucial text component. The proposed technique
treats the extraction problem as a classical blind-source separation problem. Indepen-
dent component analysis (ICA) forms the core of our method, as it is in theory ideally
suited in our situation. The problem of unwanted Gaussian noise components is consid-
ered as well. Furthermore, straightforward suggestions for an efficient implementation are
presented throughout. The proposed preprocessing method for hectography duplicates is
experimentally shown to lead to an order of magnitude improvement in the optical char-
acter recognition results compared to traditional methods.
2.2.2.1 Hectography – Problem Analysis and Pitfalls
Nowadays hectography is considered to be an obsolete copying/duplication and printing
method. This has not always been the case – in fact hectography was a most widespread
document multiplication method in use throughout the 19th century up until the third
quarter of the 20th century. Today hectography documents are primarily found in archives.
The process of hectography uses a mastercopy consisting of paper coated with a special
mixture of gelatin. The mastercopy is written or typed with a special aniline ink. Gelatin
is employed because its moisture keeps the ink from drying. Duplicates of the mastercopy
are then made by means of a roller which presses the blank papers onto the gelatin. With
each copy some ink is removed from the gelatin and consequently successive copies are
progressively lighter. In practice, between 20 and 80 duplicates can be made from one
mastercopy, depending on the skill of the user and the quality of the original. In the past
at least eight different colors of hectographic ink existed, but blue/violet was the most
popular because of its density and contrast, as can also be seen from the scanned samples
in figure 2.14.
One drawback was that even fresh duplicates obtained by hectography exhibited a low
quality by current standards. Furthermore, because of the impregnation process the paper
used for hectography has the tendency to become yellow over time, causing a poor contrast
with regard to both colors and brightness. Strong degradation effects and folds in the used
paper are common as well. Therefore without any preprocessing, performing OCR on
hectography duplicates leads to very low recognition rates. Combining all above factors
an eligible preprocessing method has to incorporate the following minimum goals: reliably
separate the background from the text-component and enhance the contrast of the latter.
To summarize the observations so far: the hectography process involves using a single fore-
ground color per document, the paper used is one having a special texture and due to the
materials employed in the copying process, the paper will tend to degrade significantly over
time. Keeping these facts in mind, it seems natural to model a hectography duplicate as a
weighted superposition of several independent components, namely text/drawing content,
degradation effects, paper-texture and noise.
The most obvious solution for the problem posed in this manner would be the use of prin-
cipal component analysis (PCA) [94, 144]. As such, one may extract the principal com-
ponents which will hopefully correspond to the aforementioned independent components.
Indeed our first unsuccessful attempts at solving the hectography separation problem were
done using the PCA. In the following we offer a short analysis of the causes of these fail-
ures. As it is well known the first principal component contains the most variance of the
original random variables. For most documents and hectography copies in special the size
of the background clearly exceeds the text area, with the result that the variance of the
background noise exceeds the variance of the text/line-art component by far. Therefore
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the first principal component is inevitably determined by the background noise and it
becomes clear that this can not in any way lead to a cleanly separated text/line-art or
paper background component. More specifically, this happens because all other principal
components must be orthogonal to the first one (and to each other) [93, 200].
2.2.2.2 Proposed Approach
In case the aforementioned simple additive model holds, the independent component anal-
ysis (ICA) [135, 136] is a more powerful tool for component extraction. The ICA has
the great advantage of not being reliant on the orthogonality of the components and is
therefore able to combine the information contained in the luminance component as well
as in the color components. Since traditional image files contain three observed signals
(RGB), the number of independent components to be extracted from them is limited to
three as well [136]. This restriction however does not pose a major problem, since both
paper-texture and degradation effects belong to related classes of phenomena, and their
distinct extraction is not needed usually, i.e. it is sufficient to extract the sum of both
components. In addition, the proposed approach does not consider the spatial information
of the image and hence, the RGB components are treated as mere random variables. The
RGB-components of each pixel in the image can therefore be seen as single observations.
Using the established ICA notation [136] the problem can be stated as follows:
R = α11 · Ztext + α12 · Zdegrad + α13 · Znoise,
G = α21 · Ztext + α22 · Zdegrad + α23 · Znoise, (2.3)
B = α31 · Ztext + α32 · Zdegrad + α33 · Znoise,
where R,G,B are the observed random variables and Ztext, Zdegrad, Znoise are the unknown
generative components. The unknown mixing matrix is denoted by αij , i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}. In
consistence with the restrictions of ICA we can assume that all components are non-
Gaussian except for the noise-component Znoise. Particularly the independent component
associated with the text-content Ztext is non-Gaussian due to a high structure of the
corresponding distribution functions. It has to be considered thoroughly how to deal
with a possible noise problem. Preliminary results show that the variance of the noise-
component Znoise is negligible such that this component can be omitted after whitening.
This additional dimension reduction has a significant impact on the time performance of
the ICA [78, 136].




V/12.92 V ≤ 0.04045
((V + 0.055) /1.055)2.4 V > 0.04045
where V ∈ {R,G,B}. This step is obligatory since otherwise our model in (2.3) would not
hold due to the performed gamma correction. From our experiments, we have observed
that the impact of the inverse gamma correction on the final binary image is only marginal
however.
The next processing step comprises both the whitening of the random variables R,G,B
and the subsequent dimensionality reduction. Since we intend to reduce the dimensionality
as well, we achieve this best by the means of the classical PCA [94, 144]. First to simplify
matters it is common to subtract the means of all three random variables [136, 144]. Since
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it is obvious from the context, we will use the same names for the original and the mean-free
variables.
As is well known from the theory of PCA [94, 144] in case the variance of one of the
random variables R,G,B significantly exceeds the variances of the others, then the first
principal component is almost completely determined by this random variable. In such case
determining the variance declared by each principal component is distorted and misleading.











such that all random variables R,G,B have the same impact on the principal components.
Subsequently the principal components P1, P2, P3 of the random variables R,G,B have to
be obtained. To this end any known method can be applied. We haven chosen the simple
and straightforward method of eigenvalue decomposition of the corresponding covariance
matrix of R,G,B. In hectography the first two principal components P1, P2 declare almost
always more than 90% of the original total variance. For this reason the last component
P3 which most likely contains only Gaussian noise is removed.




λi, i ∈ {1, 2, 3}
where λ1, λ2, λ3 denote the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix of the scaled R,G,B
channels, respectively.
In the last computation step the independent components:
Ztext = β11 · P1 + β12 · P2 + β13 · P3,
Zdegrad = β21 · P1 + β22 · P2 + β23 · P3,
Znoise = β31 · P1 + β32 · P2 + β33 · P3,
are obtained using an iterative procedure described in [135, 136]. As proposed in [136]
we apply the symmetric approach and use the tanh non-linearity. Due to the dimension
reduction described above P3 and Znoise are not considered usually.
In order to decrease the number of iterations of the FastICA and hence the computation
time an adequate starting value has to be chosen. For this purpose we have determined the
coefficients βij , i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3} of the demixing matrix for a large number of hectography
images. We use the arithmetic average as starting value, which due to the similarity of
hectography images is a better choice than random values. Additionally, since document
scans at 300–400dpi are rather large it is recommended that all steps involved in calculation
of the aforementioned demixing matrix be performed on a downsampled version of the
original image. A downsampling factor of M = 2 or M = 3 depending on the original
image size has performed well in our experiments. The downsampling has a significant
impact on the necessary computational load.
Subsequently all preceding scalings and transformations are combined to a single trans-
formation matrix as described in [135, 136] and applied pixel-wise on the original image.
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Please note that the obtained independent components Ztext, Zdegrad, Znoise are still kept




Ymax − Ymin · (Y − Ymin)
⌉
, (2.4)
where Y ∈ {P1, P2, P3}.
Finally, two ambiguities or indeterminacies with respect to ICA must be dealt with: the
ambiguity of the sign and the ambiguity of the order of the independent components.
The ambiguity of the sign has the effect that in some cases some of the images representing
the independent components have inverted grayscales values with respect to the original
image, i.e. white background in the original image appears black in the component image.
Since in text documents the amount of pixels belonging to the background usually exceeds
the amount of pixels belonging to the text, this effect can be compensated rather easily by
first determining the background color of the original image (after the grayscale transform)
and second comparing it with the background color of each component image. The previous
scaling in (2.4) allows for using a simple static threshold of Ythres = 128 for this purpose.
We then count the total amount of pixels in each grayscale-image satisfying Y < Ythres
and Y ≥ Ythres.
The other ambiguity of ICA, as mentioned above, is the fact that the output order of
the independent components is arbitrary. As such, there is no guarantee that the first
component always will in fact be the text-component. This brings up the question how to
automatically identify this component. There are many possible ways of identifying the
text component, some more robust than others. The most obvious one would be to count
the number of connected components [69, 90] in all component images. Since the text
component ideally contains only characters and in contrast to the background and noise
components almost no specks, the number of connected components should be much lower
here. To render this identification method more stable more sophisticated methods, like
determining the variance of the size of the connected components, could be incorporated.
Our approach however is based on two fundamental results from information theory, 1.)
the more “random” (i.e. unpredictable and unstructured) a random variable is, the larger
its (differential) entropy [136] becomes:
H (X) = −
∫
pX (ξ) · log pX (ξ) dξ
and 2.) the fact that Gaussian variables have the larges entropy among all random vari-
ables with a given covariance matrix. Both fundamental results allow to define a measure
that is zero for a Gaussian variable and always non negative. This measure is known as
negentropy [136]:
J (X) = H (Xgauss)−H (X) (2.5)
Since the brightness of letters naturally strongly differs from the brightness of the back-
ground, text components will usually have a very structured probability density func-
tion and hence the negentropy (2.5) assumes a large value. On the other side, extracted
background components will have less obvious inherent structure and therefore stronger
resemble Gaussian variables. Consequently the negentropy will have a smaller value.
The main problem with negentropy is that it is computationally very difficult. In [136]
several different approximations have therefore been proposed. We employ the following
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one:




X · exp (−X2/2)})2 + k2 · (E {|X|} −√2/pi)2 ,




3− 9) and k2 = 24/ (16√3− 27). In practice the expectation is substi-
tuted by the sample average.
Concluding this section we go over a few practical issues using as reference the hectographic
image from figure 2.15 (a). The original document was scanned with 600 dpi resulting in
a large 3815× 5319 image. The corresponding demixing matrix is obtained by performing
the FastICA on a downsampled version of the image using a sampling factor of M = 2.
This is done for computation time issues only. From our experiments on a larger set
of images, we have observed that the sampling factor can be increased up to M = 4
without incurring a significant loss in the quality of the results. In contrast, the subsequent
transformation into the independent components is performed on the full image in order
to obtain the components in maximum possible resolution. The first two independent
components obtained after variance scaling exhibit more than 98% of the original variance.
The last independent component contains (predominantly Gaussian) noise only and is
therefore discarded. The 98% threshold was experimentally determined on a disjoint set
of hectography scans. The number of FastICA iterations needed was 2 and the running
time for the entire process was 10 seconds – a typical value for 600 dpi DIN A4-sized
hectography scans. The negentropy (2.5), (2.6) for the text component on this document
image was about 10 times higher than that of the background component. A similar
magnitude difference was observed throughout our test set, even for documents where the
text component was rather faint to the human eye.
2.2.2.3 Evaluation
As can be seen from the zoomed-in document portion in figure 2.16, the text component is
generally almost perfectly extracted. In some cases however, the ink itself is so faint that
even this is not enough so as to allow for a good subsequent OCR result. Many images
from our test set exhibited such areas, which explains the relatively poor OCR results of
both engines in table 2.2. In such cases, classic morphological operators were found to
improve OCR results by an order of magnitude (e.g. [119], chp. 9). Such target-specific
methods do not fall into the scope of the current work, however.
In order to quantify the gains brought by the proposed method we employ the Levenshtein
distance [162] to the ground truthed page text. Our choice of the Levenshtein distance
as evaluation measure was determined by the fact that it is directly proportional to the
amount of human labor necessary for obtaining a perfect text result. Perfect OCR results
are in general what every library or content-owner would like to possess before making the
digitized material available to the wide public.
Two independent OCR engines internally employing different recognition methods were
used for validation, so as to ensure that the improvements are indeed generic. The OCR
engines are Abbyy Finereader [1], as the leading commercial product and Google’s Tesser-
act [15], arguably the best-performing free OCR engine available at present. Ground truth
text templates for 22 different hectography documents were manually generated. The
data set contains altogether 42 825 characters and 5833 words. In order to guarantee an
unbiased comparison between the different preprocessing methods employed by the two
OCR engines, the exact positions of all text lines were manually marked as well. We
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Figure 2.15: Hectography separation result using proposed method: left – original scan;
center – extracted text component; right – extracted background and degradation compo-
nent. Note: the background component was transformed back to RGB for visualization
purposes and all person names have subsequently been blacked out due to privacy reasons
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Figure 2.16: Top: Portion of scanned hectography duplicate showing poor text quality and
significant paper degradation; Bottom: Text component after binarization, using: left –
grayscale transformation & Otsu-binarization [204]; right – proposed method. Note: all
person names were blacked out due to privacy reasons
compare the proposed method with two classical approaches, each involving a traditional
intensity-based grayscale transformation, followed by a subsequent binarization.
OCR Engine Otsu’s method [204] Sauvola et al. Proposed methodmethod [229]
Tesseract 3
absolute dist. 35207 38360 17184
relative dist. 82.2% 89.6% 40.1%
Abbyy FineReader 8
absolute dist. 15193 13754 2182
relative dist. 35.5% 32.1% 5.1%
Table 2.2: Comparison of OCR results from two independent engines on a dataset of 22 hec-
tography images containing 42 825 characters (5833 words). The Levenshtein distance [162]
to manually-generated ground truth was used as evaluation measure.
The two binarization methods used in the comparison are the globally optimal method
of N. Otsu [204] and the adaptive binarization method of Sauvola et al. [229]. Both
binarization methods are well-known in the document analysis research community and
have consistently exhibited a very good performance on document images according to
recent comparisons [105, 115]. A more detailed description of both methods may be found
in section 3.1. Since the hectography images are overall rather bright, fact which would
greatly disadvantage the Sauvola method, we multiply the local thresholds for each pixel
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by a factor of 1.2. The local window radius used was 35× 35, as determined to be optimal
in relation to the dominant character size on the test data set.
From the obtained results it is obvious that the proposed method brings about very sig-
nificant improvements in the OCR rates of both engines. The much higher error rate of
Tesseract can be traced back to the fact that it uses connected components labeling for
feature extraction. On historic documents where the ink is nearly washed out, most con-
nected components consist of small broken parts of characters and are as such unsuitable
as basis for the higher-level recognition task.
2.2.3 Character Enhancement for Hot Metal Typesetted Prints
The quality of the results of the optical character recognition is directly influenced on one
side by the quality of the scanning process and by the printing process on the other side.
In a digitization workflow the human operator can control the scanning process of the
documents and directly take the appropriate measures to deal with scanning errors in the
digitization process. By contrast, printing is normally completed a long time before the
scanning procedure and is out of the control of the scanning operator performing the retro-
digitization. Therefore, the development of algorithms capable of alleviating the problems
occurring in the printing process is a highly desirable endeavor.
Figure 2.17: Composing stick with a partially finished type directly above a type case.
Source: Willi Heidelbach
In this chapter we describe such a method for improving the quality of digitized text doc-
uments initially produced using letterpress printing. Specifically, we focus on documents
printed during the time period spanning from the beginning until the middle of the 20th
century. In this period, a very widespread typesetting technique was hot metal typeset-
ting (also known as hot lead typesetting). This technique represented one of the earliest
attempts at mechanizing the printing process, which in turn facilitated its use on an in-
dustrial scale. The process consisted of injecting molten type metal (with lead as its main
constituent) into molds, each having the shape of a single character or a ligature. The
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obtained sorts were subsequently used to press ink onto paper and produce the print. A
common problem with the procedure was the fact that ink tended to infiltrate between the
individual sorts upon imbuing, thus producing specific near-vertical artifacts upon pressing
them against the paper. As can be seen in figures 2.18 and 2.21, such artifacts are quite
prominent and have a comparable stroke width as well as the exact same gray level as
regular characters in the digitized image. This fact makes it virtually impossible for the
artifacts to be removed effectively by using any state-of-the-art global or local threshold-
ing algorithms. A wide selection of thresholding algorithms, alongside with a performance
comparison on a pixel-accurate ground truth can be found in the paper of Gatos et al. [115].
As such, we follow a different approach, presented in more detail in the following sections.
For more examples of closely-related research work in the area of character enhancement
one may consult the overview section 2.2.1. The proposed approach is evaluated on a
dataset consisting of old German-language newspaper excerpts via the OCR results ob-
tained from two well-known OCR engines, namely ABBYY FineReader [1] and Google’s
Tesseract [15].
2.2.3.1 Analysis of Letterpress Printing Artifacts
For obtaining an effective text enhancement method it is essential to analyze the nature
of the printing artifacts as well as their direct effects beforehand. As mentioned in the
introductory section, the targeted artifacts are produced by ink infiltrating between the
grouped metal sorts upon imbuing and then leaking onto the paper as the sorts are pressed
against the paper sheet during the printing process. Since the traditionally used metal sorts
had a rectangular body shape, the ink leaks invariably resulted in near-vertical dashes.
More notably because of the fact that hot metal typesetting was designed to automate the
printing process, it has found a widespread use starting from the end of the 19th century
up until the mid-20th century. As such, most archives containing historical newspapers
from the aforementioned period suffer from this kind of artifacts.
Figure 2.18: Portion of newspaper image affected by artifacts caused by hot metal type-
setting alongside an unaffected area (as appearing in the original print)
Apart from an aesthetically unpleasant appearance, the affected retro-digitized documents
suffer from a more acute problem: a low quality OCR result in the text plane. The artifacts,
in the form of vertical line segments located between the glyphs are often recognized as
spurious “i”s, “I”s, “l”s and sometimes “t”s in the OCR process. Unfortunately, the OCR
errors are more severe and difficult to detect as soon as the artifacts intersect the edges
of the glyphs. In such cases, due to the similar stroke width of the characters and that of
the redundant vertical segments, the characters where the intersection occurs are wrongly
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recognized by the OCR. Typical examples include the letter “n” recognized as “m”, “c”
recognized as “o”, “r” recognized as “n” and “e” recognized as “o”.
In order to correct such errors automatically, the proposed algorithm makes use of and
requires information about the textual/font characteristics of the containing text regions.
Such information is usually only available in the later stages of the document image analysis
(DIA) process. This does not represent a problem however, since the OCR process is
typically the very last step in the DIA chain. In the following section we consider that we
have as input a skew-free binary image as well as a complete list of text lines found on
the given document page. Note that this implicitly assumes that page segmentation has
already been performed and a text line detection algorithm (such as the one proposed by
Breuel [59]) has been applied on the document regions identified as containing text.
2.2.3.2 Algorithm Description
Our algorithm works on a line-by-line basis and as such can be applied independently and
concurrently on any set of text lines. An initial set of candidate artifacts is extracted
from each text line. Then, a set of features is computed for the text line (i.e. x-height,
capital height, baseline, dominant stroke width) and each candidate artifact located within
it (height, stroke width, height ratio to containing connected component, presence of a
diacritic above, adjacency to a counter (bowl)). Using a generic, hand-crafted decision
tree classifier and the aforementioned features, the candidate artifacts are categorized as
true artifacts or legitimate characters/ character parts. Exchanging the classifier is easily
possible, however one must note that training the new classifier would require pixel-accurate
training data, which is a non-trivial endeavor. Also, one must keep in mind that the real
objective is not a perfect classifier for artifacts, but an overall improved OCR rate. As
such, some types of artifacts would influence the OCR result more than others and an
“optimal” classifier would certainly need to also take this aspect into account.
A first approximation for the set of candidate printing artifacts is obtained by computing
the set of all near-vertical line segments located within the bounding rectangle of the
text line. The vertical line detection employed is based on horizontal directional single-
connected chains (DSCC). The concept of a DSCC was initially proposed in 2001 by Zhang
et al. [302] for the detection of horizontal and vertical lines in printed forms. Here we apply
the same algorithm for the detection of vertical line candidates corresponding to possible
printing artifacts and located both inside as well as in-between the text characters. A very
valuable asset of the DSCC-based detection in comparison to the many other existing line
detection algorithms is the pixel-accurate detection of the separators. This allows for an
exact removal of the artifacts, should the line segments further on be identified as such.
In general, a vertical DSCC CV consists of an array R1 . . . RN of vertically adjacent hori-
zontal black pixel run-lengths. A horizontal black pixel run-length is defined as a sequence
of adjacent black pixels bounded on each side by a white pixel. A DSCC is then formed
by a maximal-sized group of neighboring horizontal black pixel run-lengths that have ex-
actly one black run-length neighbor both above and below. In other words, the growth
process for a DSCC ends in one direction as soon as either its highest/lowest horizontal
black run-length has either zero or more than one black run-length neighbor directly above
it/below it. Figure 2.19 shows the result of the artifact candidate detection process on a
single connected component. For each artifact candidate a midpoint line fit is computed,
and merging of DSCCs which lie on the same supporting line is performed in the same
manner as proposed by Zhang et al. (including a minimum height threshold of 4 pixels,
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Figure 2.19: Gothic minuscule “z” and all its contained vertical DSCCs with a height
greater than 4 pixels superimposed
which can be adjusted according to the document scanning resolution). For example, in
figure 2.19 only the DSCCs 1− 7 are considered as possible candidates, because all other
possible DSCCs are below the height threshold. In addition, we merge all pairs of DSCCs
which are located at a larger distance from each other, but having in-between (i.e. on the
supporting line) a majority of black pixels. An example of such a situation can be seen
in figure 2.19 for DSCCs C1 and C4. Finally, based on the observations about the nature
of the artifacts from the previous section, we remove from the candidate list all DSCCs
deviating from the vertical more than 15◦ and having a height-to-width aspect lower ratio
lower than 1 : 1.5.
Next, we make use of the median stroke width of the characters located on the given
text line. The stroke width can be computed exactly and efficiently via a distance trans-
form [181]. For more information about the stroke width computation process, we refer the
interested reader to section 6.3.1.1. As an (less accurate) alternative, one may approximate
this value by a simple median of the lengths of the horizontal black run-lengths which were
already identified as part of the creation of the DSCCs. In the baseline version of our al-
gorithm (tested in the evaluation section) we keep in the candidate list only those vertical
segments with a stroke width strictly lower than the median character stroke width. If
it is apriori known that the text line contains (severe) printing artifacts, this restriction
may be relaxed. However, in the case of unaffected text lines, this filtering is essential for
reducing the number of false positives. At this point it is worth noting that by depending
only relatively to the stroke width we are independent from both the scanning resolution
(e.g. in contrast to [114]) and typeface properties such as boldface or italics.
Another essential feature for restricting the list of potential artifact candidates is the
x-height of the characters forming the text line. We compute the x-height via a 1-
dimensional k-Means clustering [129] of the character heights. The number of classes
is fixed to 2 (two) and the median height of the characters belonging to the cluster corre-
sponding to the lower height represents our estimate for the x-height. Note that for text
lines containing only majuscules or minuscules this approach will obviously not converge
to the actual x-height, but in such cases we found it actually desirable to adapt and allow
for taller, respectively shorter artifacts. Subsequently, we simulate the deletion of each
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Figure 2.20: Illustration of the proposed character enhancement algorithm’s steps. Top
to bottom: original grayscale text line; result of binarization using Otsu’s method [204];
superimposed initial vertical DSCCs; determined true artifacts (red)
candidate from its containing connected component. If the height of the resulting com-
ponent height does not change significantly the candidate is kept, as it likely represents a
superfluous protrusion. The other situation when the candidate is kept in the list is when
its deletion has cause the connected component to (almost) completely disappear. In the
latter case we are very likely dealing with an isolated printing artifact. Note that both
cases can be described using the ratio between the height of the artifact candidate and
that of its containing connected component (with the artifact part deleted).
Figure 2.21: Results of font enhancement on Antiqua font and Greek script: top – original
image; center – results of morphological processing, as in [114]; bottom – results of proposed
method. Top and center image source: [114]
At this point the decision tree classifier already produces satisfactory results with the
notable exception of two cases: the small letter “i” on one side and the set of letters
containing counters (e.g. “e”, “d”, “a”, “o”, “g”, “p”). In both situations the tree would
identify portions of the respective characters as likely candidates (i.e. either the stem of
the “i” or the bowls of the other characters), thus leading to many false positives. The first
case can be readily dealt with by searching for a small connected component resembling
a dot located right above the candidate and implementing a corresponding rule using the
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binary feature. The second case can be identified just as easily, with the sole difference
that it additionally involves the extraction of all background connected components from
the bitmap of the text line and a straightforward adjacency test.
2.2.3.3 Evaluation
The evaluation data set consists of 52 single-column text-only excerpts from grayscale news-
paper pages printed between 1920 and 1950 and totaling more than 63 000 characters. The
newspaper pages originate from the German-language newspaper “Liechtensteiner Volks-
blatt” and feature a Fraktur script. We have chosen document images printed using this
highly decorative script on purpose so as to assess the robustness of the proposed method.
As can be seen in figure 2.21, the proposed technique can readily handle more traditional
typefaces, such as Antiqua, as well as non-Romanic scripts. The data set was split about
evenly into two groups of images: one containing only text regions clearly affected by
printing artifacts and the other containing completely uncorrupted regions. The distinc-
tion was made in order to be able to obtain more meaningful evaluation results. This is
because a typical newspaper image contains both kinds of regions, irregularly mixed and
widely differing in size (number of characters), thus potentially skewing the results greatly
in one direction or the other. Also, by having separate evaluation results for affected and
unaffected regions one may readily compute a weighted average as an approximation of
the expected quality for any image featuring mixed content.
Affected dataset Unaffected dataset
Method 33460 chars 30036 chars
5034 words 4730 words
27 images 25 images
Tesseract 4793 743
Tess + Enhance 2288 756
Tess + Enhance
relative diff. 52.3% -1.7%
FineReader 1720 424
FR + Enhance 1074 441
FR + Enhance
relative diff. 37.5% -4%
Overall
relative diff. 44.9% -2.8%
Table 2.3: Levenshtein distance [162] from the ground truth without and with the pro-
posed font enhancement method, using Tesseract [15] and ABBYY FineReader [1] as OCR
engines
The proposed artifact removal procedure has as primary goal the qualitative improvement
of OCR results. Therefore we have chosen as evaluation measure the Levenshtein dis-
tance [162] in conjunction with manually corrected OCR ground truth. As already noted
in section 2.2.2.3, the choice of the Levenshtein distance as evaluation measure was made
because it is directly proportional to the amount of human labor required to reach a per-
fect text result. Since perfect OCR results are in general the end objective of every library
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or content-owner, having an estimate of the amount of necessary manual correction work
also indirectly provides a highly useful cost estimate. Thus, minimizing the Levenshtein
distance translates into minimizing digitization costs.
In order to ensure that the obtained enhancements are indeed generic and not specific to a
particular OCR method, we perform the evaluation using two different, well-known OCR
engines: the open source Tesseract v3 [15] and the commercial product ABBYY Finereader
7 [15]. The exact same manually corrected rectangular regions (each corresponding to
a single text line) were fed into both OCR engines and the Levenshtein distance was
computed on a line-by-line basis. All newspaper images were binarized using Otsu’s global
thresholding method [204] prior to the application of the enhancement and/or the OCR
procedure. Note that the primary purpose of our evaluation is to assess the quality of the
proposed enhancement method in the absence of any other external factors. Because of
this, document images were specifically chosen so that the scan quality was good enough
to allow the application of a global binarization method.
As can be seen from table 2.3 our method manages to consistently improve the OCR results
of both engines on affected regions. At the same time, the quality loss of the OCR results
on uncorrupted text regions is minimal. As such, this is a very encouraging result. In
addition, the false positive rate can potentially be reduced even further by observing and
appropriately handling the specific situations in which the algorithm still fails. However,
we believe that the addition of a (binary) classifier capable of separating corrupted from
uncorrupted regions would potentially result in a much more substantial improvement in
OCR quality. Note that such a classifier would have a task very similar to that of optical
font classification (OFR), area which has lately seen promising developments. For example,
Lidke et al. [166] were able to obtain recognition rates of over 93% while only using 5-letter
words as query samples. The prior classification on a region-by-region or line-by-line basis
would allow for a more aggressive artifact filtering in heavily affected areas. From the
newspaper image excerpt in figure 2.21, one may clearly see that there is still room for
improvement especially for thick artifacts intersecting characters.
2.3 Conclusions
The current chapter was logically divided into two parts. In the first part we introduced
generic quality problems affecting digital images, such as blur, poor contrast, noise. We
have seen how image quality measures operate and how these measures can be used for the
detection of the aforementioned deteriorations. State-of-the-art removal methods for each
type of quality problem have been reviewed. In a professional digitization environment, a
generic solution for obtaining accurate image quality measurements is the use of standard-
ized color reference targets. We introduced a fully automatic approach for the detection
of classic color checker targets in digital images. Together with the existing reference
color target information, the detected color patches can be used to produce precise quality
measurements and thus enable more accurate decisions about the suitability of each given
digital image. Our main focus is a direct and unrestricted applicability in mass document
processing, where robustness and flexibility are of paramount importance. The introduced
technique can be readily extended to other types of color reference targets, including the
digital color checker SG as well as the UTT (see fig. 2.6). The achieved recall rate of 97.1%
on a set of 239 real-life document- and photograph scans featuring partially occluded color
targets in different orientations confirms the robustness of our algorithm.
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Figure 2.22: Left: portion of original grayscale image; center: binarization result using
Otsu’s method [204]; right: result obtained using the proposed font enhancement method
The second part of the chapter is focused on image enhancement methods specifically
targeted at document images. We gave an overview of the state of the art in document
enhancement, broken down into sub-areas: margin noise removal, print area detection,
speckle- and stroke-like noise removal, character enhancement, bleed-through removal. An
important issue observable from the review is that document enhancement algorithms
capable of handling color document images are few and far in between. This represents
a significant problem, because a theoretically optimal removal of the deterioration effects
can only be accomplished when taking into account the full color information available.
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We specifically addressed the aforementioned issue within the proposed method for fore-
ground extraction aimed at low-quality hectographic documents. The introduced additive
generative model is not restricted solely to hectographic documents, but can robustly deal
with any historical documents using a single ink color. Our approach uses full color in-
formation, does not require or rely upon an apriori model for the noise component nor
on knowledge of the spatial correlation of close-by pixels. The separation of the additive
components is performed by means of independent component analysis. We tested the va-
lidity of the proposed algorithm on a dataset of 22 historical documents containing 42 825
characters in 5833 words. The obtained results show that the new method provides an
order of magnitude improvement in OCR performance over traditional document analysis
approaches. Our current research concentrates on the adaptation of the proposed algo-
rithm to other historical document types, such as old typewriter documents with strong
noise components. To this end we are examining the possibilities of introducing additional
spatial information into our approach.
Finally, in section 2.2.3 we introduced a new technique for the effective removal of let-
terpress printing artifacts occurring in historical newspapers. The importance of dealing
with this problem is given by the fact that hot metal typesetting was the first non-manual
printing technique widely used throughout the late 19th and early 20th century by many
publishers around the globe. Such artifacts typically appear as thin lines between single
characters or glyphs and are in most cases connected to one of the neighboring characters.
The OCR quality is heavily influenced by this kind of artifacts. The nature of the artifacts
makes traditional filtering (e.g. frequency domain, morphological processing) approaches
unfeasible. The proposed method is based on the detection of near-vertical segments by
means of directional single-connected chains. The use of a simple, interchangeable decision
tree classifier based on font- and script-independent features allowed us to robustly deal
with real-life document scans featuring both simple (e.g. Antiqua family) and complex
decorative fonts (e.g. Fraktur). Most importantly, we were able to significantly relax the
traditional assumptions in the DIA community about the artifacts and the input image
quality and show that a resolution-independent processing of prints exhibiting artifacts
with a stroke width even higher than that of most thin characters stems is indeed possi-
ble. We evaluated our approach on a 63 000 character dataset consisting of old newspaper
excerpts printed using Fraktur fonts and spanning a time period of around 50 years. The
recognition results on the enhanced images using two independent OCR engines (ABBYY
FineReader and Tesseract) showed significant improvements over the originals in view of
further manual correction. Further research shall focus on the automatic detection of
affected regions/text lines in order to allow a selective (and consequently much more ef-
fective) application of the algorithm, as well as on evaluating different combinations of
classifiers and features for a more accurate artifact classification.
Chapter 3
Color Quantization for Document
Images
It is now known to science that there are many more dimensions
than the classical four. Scientists say that these don’t normally
impinge on the world because the extra dimensions are very small
and curve in on themselves, and that since reality is fractal most
of it is tucked inside itself. This means either that the universe
is more full of wonders than we can hope to understand or, more
probably, that scientists make things up as they go along.
– T. Pratchett (Pyramids)
Nowadays the majority of existing digitized material exists in the form of binary or
grayscale images. For a long time this artificial restriction was dictated by the lack of
sufficient storage space, limitations of the digitization devices and the fact that many his-
torical materials feature only a single foreground color. The situation is changing now, as
storage space becomes plentiful and digitization solutions offering good quality are much
more affordable. As we have seen in section 2.2.2, even though most historical materials
are indeed printed using a single ink color, it is still beneficial to have as input a full-color
image in order to be able to effectively separate the strong paper degradations from the
foreground. The advantage of color scans becomes even clearer when dealing with modern
magazines or journals which feature diverse and colorful layouts. Consequently, increas-
ingly many documents are being digitized into full-color images. While this is indeed a
sound approach for mass digitization, it also greatly increases the burden placed upon the
automatic DIU systems. The dimensionality of the input (search) space grows at least
threefold, making the search for a solution exponentially more difficult. In this context,
color quantization/binarization plays the crucial role of intelligently reducing the dimen-
sionality of the data back to a manageable size for the subsequent layout analysis modules.
The problem of dimensionality reduction is complicated by the fact that mathematically
optimal solutions do only seldom produce satisfactory results, as they cannot take the
specific nature of printed material into account.
In its standard definition, thresholding is a transformation of a grayscale input image f to
an output (segmented) image g, by using the following formula: g(i, j) =
{
1, f(i, j) ≥ T
0, f(i, j) < T
.
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There exist many variations of this basic formula, such as g(i, j) =
{
f(i, j), f(i, j) ≥ T
0, f(i, j) < T
(semi-thresholding) or g(i, j) =

1, f(i, j) ∈ D1
2, f(i, j) ∈ D2
. . .
n, f(i, j) ∈ Dn
0, otherwise
(multilevel thresholding). One may easily
notice that all these formulae basically represent just special cases of color quantization.
Instead of looking at scalar values, color quantization regards the image pixels as (color)
vectors of arbitrary dimensionality and the comparison operations are performed via well-
known color distance formulae (e.g. CIE76 delta E [138]). It is known that the problem
of K-clustering with variable K is NP-complete [111] and consequently does not allow
for a computationally-efficient implementation on today’s computers. This is probably an
important reason for the proliferation of approximate solutions available in the specialized
literature (see section 3.2.1).
The first section of the current chapter is entirely dedicated to thresholding methods using
the standard definition. Such approaches are still by far the most widely used in the context
of document understanding as they provide the highest amount of data reduction for the
further processing stages. Because the use of a single threshold value yields two classes, the
process is commonly referred to as binarization. We start by reviewing the state of the art
in document binarization and pointing out the strengths and weaknesses of each algorithm
class. In the second part of the section we propose a novel binarization framework as a way
of retaining all the algorithms’ strengths while minimizing their weaknesses. Thereby we
make it possible to adapt any global algorithm relying on histogram data into a local
algorithm, while maintaining a running time constant in the number of image pixels.
The proposed framework is evaluated by the adaptation of two effective globally optimal
algorithms for document binarization: Otsu’s method [204] and the method of Kittler and
Illingworth [151].
We start the second section by reviewing the current research status in color image pro-
cessing, more specifically we address generic color filtering and color reduction, as well as a
few methods developed specifically for document images. We identify the most important
deficiencies in the state-of-the-art methods for color document processing and discuss the
corresponding generic solutions. By looking at the practical example of the system de-
scribed by Rodriguez Valadez [224] we analyze a few additional, otherwise hard to discover
issues regarding the meaningful evaluation of color reduction results. Finally, as a promis-
ing research direction for the document image analysis community, we offer a possible
holistic solution for the document color reduction problem.
3.1 Binarization
Unless otherwise noted, throughout the current section we shall assume that the input
document images consist of gray-level values which can be encoded using at most 8-bit
values, i.e. they contain at most 256 shades of gray. Approaches dealing with document
image binarization are traditionally differentiated into global or local (adaptive) approaches.
Global methods use a single computed threshold value to classify image pixels, whereas
adaptive methods use many different threshold values selected according to the local area
information. In both cases however, there are exactly two resulting classes. The output
classes (corresponding to the values 0 and 1) are commonly referred to as background and
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foreground (object), respectively.
Despite the huge variety of algorithms available, the binarization problem is far from
solved. No less than 35 methods took part in the 2009 Document Image Binarization
Contest (DIBCO) [115], whereas the 2011 DIBCO [218] comprised 18 different binarization
techniques. The competitions have shown that the most effective current binarization
techniques employ specialized pre- and post-processing (e.g. the winning algorithms of both
DIBCO’09 and DIBCO’11). The pre- and post-processing normally consists of speckle noise
removal, hole filling and in some cases the merging of broken characters using heuristic
rules. For more information on such enhancement algorithms, the reader may refer to
the sections 2.1.1 and 2.2.1. In order to obtain an even better binarization result, one
may also resort to region type-specific binarization algorithms combined in a multi-pass
segmentation system. For example, the algorithm of Sauvola et al. [229] was found to
perform very well for text on darker backgrounds, the Konya et al. algorithm [155] produces
good results for overexposed text areas, whereas for halftones a dithering algorithm [107]
is more appropriate for human perception.
3.1.1 Global Methods
The choice of the threshold value is crucial for global thresholding methods. However,
finding a good global threshold value is not trivial even in seemingly easy situations. For
example, figure 3.1 shows two histograms resulting from the same image, corrupted with
two different noise levels. For a human observer, the noise in the two images is barely
perceptible, despite the fact that the resulting histograms look very different.
The simplest of the global thresholding algorithms assume a bimodal distribution of the
histogram values, and choose as threshold value the arithmetic mean of the two maxima. As
seen from the previous figure, the bimodality of the histogram (even in a near-perfect case)
is greatly influenced by noise. This makes the detection of the two maxima highly unreliable
in many cases. In order to deal with this problem more robustly, one may regard grayscale
images as containing two main gray-level regions, each having a certain probability density
function (PDF). In this case, the image histogram represents the sum of the two probability
density functions. If both PDFs are approximately known or assumed to have a certain
form (e.g. Raleigh, Gaussian, Poisson), it is possible to determine an optimal threshold
between the two classes in terms of minimizing the fitting error. Figure 3.2 illustrates an
example of this technique.
One problem with the aforementioned approach is that the estimation of the parameters
of the density functions gets complicated, even in case the PDFs are assumed to have
a well-known shape. More importantly, in general there exists no hard guarantee that
the probability distributions will actually follow the assumed patterns. Without assuming
any special form for the two PDFs, it is still possible to define a separability criterion
between the object and the background classes. An optimal threshold in such case would
be located at the histogram position which maximizes/minimizes the chosen criterion.
Usually, the separability criterion is related to the gray-level variance between objects and
background. Arguably the most well-known such method was introduced by N. Otsu [204].
This algorithm is still frequently used today, due to the fact that it is very fast and
works in a wholly unsupervised manner (i.e. requires no parameters). The good accuracy
of Otsu’s method was confirmed by several comparison papers [105, 115, 269], where it
outperformed all other tested global thresholding methods in the case of document images.
In the following, we discuss the Otsu thresholding method in more detail, as it represents
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a) b)
c) d)
Figure 3.1: a) Image with low noise level and b) its corresponding histogram; c) image
with a higher level of noise and d) its corresponding histogram [44]
a good prototype for optimal global methods and it shall also be used to exemplify the
adaptation framework introduced in the second part of the chapter. Another noteworthy
optimal global algorithm which uses a slightly different criterion was proposed by Kittler
and Illingworth [151]. Their algorithm was the best performing technique in the recent
comparison by Sezgin and Sankur [237] on a dataset containing mixed document and non-
document images.
We shall now shortly describe the Otsu global optimal thresholding algorithm. We have
seen that all global optimal methods rely exclusively on information available in the im-
age histogram, and regard the latter as the combination of two PDFs, one corresponding
to the background and the other to the foreground (object) pixels. The main difference
between optimal binarization methods is the choice of the separability criterion for dis-
tinguishing between the object and background classes. Given a separability criterion, an
optimal threshold is defined as histogram location which maximizes the chosen criterion.
In Otsu’s method, the separability criterion is given by the total variance between the
pixels belonging to the background and the foreground.
Let us assume that the pixels of a given image can be represented using L gray levels,
denoted [1, 2, . . . , L]. Most commonly, L = 256 for the classic grayscale images, but the
method is generally applicable for any number of gray levels. Considering the total number
of pixels in the image to be N , we denote the number of pixels having gray level i by ni.
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Figure 3.2: Left: Image histogram modeled as a sum of two Gaussian PDFs; Right: Close-
up showing the intersection point of the two density functions, which corresponds to the
optimal threshold [44]




, i = 1, L
Next, we assume that the image pixels are divided into two disjoint classes: C0 and C1,
and that the gray level threshold value k separates the two classes, such that all pixels
with gray levels less or equal to k belong to C0 and all other pixels belong to C1. With
these notations, the two probabilities of class occurrence are:
ω0 = P (C0) =
k∑
i=1
pi ; ω1 = P (C1) =
L∑
i=k+1
pi = 1− ω0
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By making use of the variances of the two classes, there exist several options for evaluating






















The goodness of fit criteria λ, κ and η are related by: κ = λ+ 1 and η = λλ+1 , due to the




B. Typically, the criterion chosen to be optimized is η, meaning




Given the previous formulae, the practical implementation of Otsu’s algorithm is straight-
forward. It is worth mentioning that, given the histogram of an image, the optimal thresh-
old value can be computed in just one pass over the histogram data. Of course, as the
histogram size is independent from the dimension of the input image, the resulting algo-
rithm is extremely fast in practice.
Figure 3.3: Sample binarization result obtained by using Otsu’s algorithm [204] on a clean
document image. Left: Original grayscale newspaper scan; Right: the resulting binary
version
Finally, it must be noted that optimal global thresholding has a very good performance in
documents where there is a clear separation between the foreground and the background.
Unfortunately, as we have already seen, document images are usually exposed to degrada-
tions that weaken any guarantee for such a separation.
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3.1.2 Adaptive Methods
Adaptive binarization techniques have become the standard go-to methods in document
image analysis due to their excellent performance on document images exhibiting visible
distortions, such as strong lighting changes or noise. As previously mentioned, adaptive
(local) binarization methods use different threshold values selected according to the local
area information.
A possible approach for obtaining the local thresholds is to divide the input image into
subimages and compute one threshold per subimage. Subsequently, the threshold is used
to binarize the corresponding subimage. For computing the threshold for each subimage,
one may employ any global thresholding method. Two of the earliest adaptive binarization
methods are described in the book of Gonzales and Woods [119], pp. 600–607. The first
of them divides the page into non-overlapping rectangular subimages and for each of them
computes a threshold by assuming the bimodality of the histogram. The second method
was introduced by Chow and Kaneko [77] as early as 1972. Their algorithm divides the
image into windows having 50% overlap and computes thresholds only for those subimages
where the histogram is indeed bimodal. The thresholds for the remaining subimages,
where the assumption of histogram bimodality does not hold, are then interpolated from
the previously computed thresholds.
Another approach for adaptive thresholding is to choose an arbitrary number of pixels from
the input image and compute a threshold corresponding to each of them. The thresholds
are computed by using the histograms of the windows of a given radius centered on the
respective pixel. Finally, the thresholds for all other pixels in the image are interpolated
from the regular or irregular grid formed by the initial set of pixels. Due to the increased
processing speed of today’s computers, interpolation is seldom needed; instead a threshold
is directly computed for each pixel in the input image. The first such method was suggested
by Niblack [192]. Later it was generalized and improved specifically for document images
by Sauvola et al. [230], and subsequently adapted for use in text extraction from videos
by Wolf et al. [285]. The approaches of Niblack and Sauvola et al. are well-known and
thoroughly tested in the context of document image analysis, both performing consistently
well in several surveys and comparisons [116, 230, 269, 288].
The algorithm of Niblack computes the threshold T for a pixel using the mean m and
the variance s of the gray values in the window, as in the following formula: T = m +
ks. The value k and the dimensions of the local window (M × N) are only necessary
parameters. Good results were observed with k = −0.2 and M = N , selected in such
way that the local windows have at least the size of one complete text character. The
Niblack method can distinguish objects from background effectively in the areas close to
the objects; however it has the tendency to produce lots of small noise in image areas
where objects are sparse. As suggested by some authors [269], the remaining noise can
be removed in a post-processing step, yielding a visually better result. According to the
comparison performed by Trier and Jain [269], the most suitable noise removal algorithm
following the application of the Niblack method is that of Yanowitz and Bruckstein [297].
The other possible way of obtaining a noise-free image is not to generate noise in the
first place. This can be accomplished by improving the quality of the computed per-pixel
threshold values. Following this train of thought, Sauvola et al. [230] and subsequently
Wolf et al. [285] proposed such enhancement for the computation of the local thresholds.
Note that in their original paper [230] Sauvola et al. propose a compound binarization
algorithm, actually consisting of two different binarization methods. One binarization
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Figure 3.4: Top: Section of a grayscale document image showing significant degradation
effects; Bottom: results of applying two different binarization algorithms – Otsu’s optimal
global method [204] (left) and the Sauvola et al. [230] adaptive method (right)
method is applied in case of text, while the other in case of images/graphics, depending
on the output of a switching algorithm. Following the tradition of most papers concerning
binarization from document image analysis [116, 285, 288], we shall only be concerned
with the binarization algorithm targeted at text regions. The algorithm of Sauvola et
al. builds directly on the previous work of Niblack [192] and tries to avoid the necessity
of applying costly post-processing procedures by computing a more exact threshold value.
The threshold for each pixel is calculated by using the following formula: T = m(1 −
k(1 − sR)), where m, s and k have the same significance as in Niblack’s algorithm and R
represents the dynamic range of the standard deviation within the given image. As noted
by Sauvola et al. [230], the use of the local mean value to multiply both terms has the effect
of adaptively amplifying the contribution of the standard deviation. This is has a beneficial
effect in many situations, such as text regions located within stains. Wolf et al. [285] observe
that the aforementioned “trick” is basically equivalent to the assumption that gray values
for text are usually lower than those of the background. In the experiments performed by
Sauvola et al. on a collection of greyscale document images, the parameters k and R were
fixed to the values 0.5 and 128, respectively. More importantly, the algorithm is not overly
sensitive to the value of k, fact confirmed by the successful experiments performed with
k = 0.2 by Gatos et al [116].
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The versatility of Sauvola’s algorithm was proved by Wolf et al. [285], who employ a
slightly improved version of the algorithm for text detection in video documents. Based
on the observation that video frames do not always have a full dynamic range of greyscale
values, Wolf et al. changed the formula for computing the per-pixel threshold in order
to normalize the contrast and the mean gray level of the image. The proposed formula
is: T = m − kα(m −M), where α = 1 − sR , and R = max(s). Here, M represents the
minimum gray level in the image and R is set to the maximum of the standard deviations
of all windows. Notice that computing the new formula now requires two passes on the
image data, as the value R needs to be computed prior to the determination of the local
thresholds. A fast method of computing the necessary local means and thresholds by using
integral images was introduced in the Master’s thesis of Konya [153] in 2006 and later by
Shafait et al. [241] in 2008.
Figure 3.5: A 585× 561 grayscale image (left side) and results produced by the algorithm
of Sauvola et al. with a window diameter of 19 pixels (center) and 85 pixels (right side).
Note the hollowed out large characters produced when using a small window radius in
comparison to the character size
More recently, a very different algorithm was proposed by Kim et al. [149]. In their
adaptive method, the image surface is regarded as a 3-dimensional terrain whose specific
local properties are extracted by using a water flow model. As a first step, a certain
amount of water is poured uniformly onto the terrain. The water will flow down to the
lower regions, thus flooding deep valleys, while higher areas and smooth plain regions
remain dry. Finally, the amount of filled water (i.e. the difference between the height of
the original and the flooded terrain) is thresholded using a global binarization method, such
as that of Otsu [204]. A shortcoming of this method is the necessity of manual selection
of two critical parameters, namely the amount of rainfall and the local water-flow mask
size. However, in general the resulting images are of good quality [116] and automatic
parameter estimation has also been the subject of recent papers [199].
Other notable approaches are that of Papamarkos [209] and Gatos et al. [116]. Papamarkos
trains a Kohonen Self-Organized Feature Map neural network classifier, whose outputs,
interpreted as fuzzy membership functions are then fed into the Fuzzy C-Means algorithm
to generate the final binarization. Gatos et al. present a more complex, 5-step approach
specifically tuned for the binarization and enhancement of degraded documents. The
steps are, in order: pre-processing using a low-pass Wiener filter, a rough estimation
of foreground regions (using the algorithm of Sauvola et al. [230]), background surface
calculation, thresholding by combining the calculated background surface with the original
image and concludes with a post-processing step in order to improve the quality of text
regions and preserve stroke connectivity.
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Concluding the overview section, we briefly go over the winning algorithms of the two
most recent document image binarization contests. The best performing algorithm in the
DIBCO 2009 [115] was proposed by Lu and Tan of the Institute for Infocomm Research,
Singapore. Their algorithm consists of four parts: document background extraction, stroke
edge detection, local thresholding, and post-processing. Local thresholds are estimated by
averaging the detected edge pixels within the local neighborhood windows. In DIBCO
2011 [218], the algorithm of Lelore and Bouchara of the South University of Toulon-Var,
France placed at the top of the 18 competing methods. The method starts with a median
filtering of the input image, which is then upscaled via linear interpolation. A noisy
version of the final result is produced using a local method. The text pixels from this
image are then mixed into another temporary three-valued image (classes corresponding
to text, background and other), obtained using correct threshold estimation. Noise is then
filtered to produce the final image which is downscaled back to the original resolution using
bicubic interpolation. The binary result is obtained using a global threshold set to 70. It
is interesting to note that both methods rely heavily on noise filtering and are specially
tuned to produce good results for black-on-white text and background areas.
3.1.3 Constant-Time Adaptive Binarization Framework
We have seen from the previous sections that there exist global binarization algorithms
capable of producing optimal classifications with respect to certain pre-defined separability
criteria. The disadvantage of global algorithms is their inherent inability to adapt to local
variations in contrast and luminance. In contrast, local binarization algorithms perform
well for such variations, but traditionally rely on a wide variety of heuristics for obtaining
the local thresholds. The goal we follow in the current section is the combination of
optimal thresholding with the local character of the adaptive methods. In the context of
local thresholding, the reduction of computational complexity plays a paramount role and
as such shall also be deemed as one of our main goals.
In this section we propose a generic binarization framework which effectively transforms
any global thresholding algorithm operating on histogram data into an adaptive version
of itself. The proposed algorithm runs in a time independent of the selected local window
size. Furthermore, it is straightforward to implement, uses little additional memory and
requires just two parameters, the sizes of the local windows. In order to show the generality
of the proposed method, the framework was used to implement both the globally optimal
algorithm of Otsu [204] and an adaptive version of the Kittler and Illingworth [151] global
thresholding algorithm as the best performing technique in the recent comparison by Sez-
gin and Sankur [237]. Subsequently we describe an automatic, constant-time method for
estimating the required parameters from a given document image. An evaluation of the
run-time performance of the proposed method against a standard implementation, as well
as example result images are contained in section 3.1.4.
The basic idea for the proposed algorithm is straightforward: inspired by the success of
Otsu’s thresholding method on full document images, use the same technique for thresh-
olding local windows. At his point it is worth noting that as seen in section 3.1.1 the global
Otsu method computes an optimal threshold, i.e. one which maximizes a criterion related
to the grey-level variance between objects and background. Thus, all local thresholds will
also be optimal in that sense. As input we consider to have the greyscale image and the
radius r of the centered local window to use for each pixel. From the local histogram,





Figure 3.6: a) Grayscale document image of size 605 × 142; b), c) its binarization using
a window size of 11 and 33 pixels, respectively. Note the significant amount of noise
introduced in background areas when using a too small window size.
passes over the histogram. Since the highest number of values investigated is equal to the
histogram size (which is constant), it follows that this step can be performed in a time
independent of the local window size r.
Unfortunately, the Otsu thresholding method, like all other global methods, is based on
the assumption that within the investigated window there always exist exactly two classes
(i.e. both background and foreground). It is clear that this does not hold for small, local
windows, as they may well be contained entirely within the background or the foreground.
Consequently, wrong thresholds and thus unwanted artifacts are produced by the algorithm
for all such local windows. An example of this can be seen in figure 3.6. The problem can
be solved by using a window size which is large enough to always contain both background
and foreground. The results in this case are correct, but the use of large window sizes
effectively cancels the “local” character of the method as well as the ability to properly
adapt to a non-even illumination/contrast. Therefore, we propose using two centered,
local windows – a small one for exploiting local information and a larger one which is
guaranteed to always contain both background and foreground pixels. Thus, by applying
Otsu’s thresholding method on the weighted sum of the two local histograms one can
determine an optimal threshold which makes use of both local and global information.
In all our experiments, the weighting factor for the histogram of the small window was
set to be equal to Area(LargeWindow)/Area(SmallWindow), whereas the weight for
the larger window histogram was set to 1. Note that this particular choice of weights is
practically equivalent to (a scaled version of) the sum of the two normalized histograms.
The histogram weighting can be adapted in order to seamlessly transition between a highly
local character to a global one. An automatic adaptation method for the weighting remains
as topic for future work.
In order to dramatically improve the run-time performance of the algorithm we build upon
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Figure 3.7: Left: local histogram update for horizontal scan; Right: histogram update for
vertical scan [214]
the method for performing median filtering in amortized constant time recently introduced
by Perreault and Hebert [214]. The median filtering algorithm needs to maintain one
histogram for each column in the image. Each column histogram accumulates the vertical
stripe of 2r+1 pixels centered on the image row being processed. The algorithm also needs
to maintain the histogram of the local window (i.e. the window centered on the pixel for
which the threshold is to be determined). Initially, the local histogram can be computed by
summing up the 2r+1 column histograms centered on the start pixel. Afterward, assuming
the image traversal is done left-to-right, the local histogram can be computed for the pixel
i+1 by subtracting the column histogram i−r and adding the column histogram i+1+r.
Note that the number of operations required by the addition and subtraction of histograms
is independent of the local window size and is constant. When moving from one row to the
next one under it, each of the column histograms is updated by subtracting the topmost
pixel value inside it and adding the pixel value in the image directly below it. This is
obviously also a constant time process. However, as proposed in the original algorithm, at
the beginning of each row the local histogram needs to be initialized again with the sum of
the nearby column histograms. This means that a penalty of O(r) histogram additions is
incurred for each row of the input image. The penalty can be reduced by alternating left-
to-right and right-to-left scans of the image. In this way, at the end of each row the local
histogram just needs to be moved one row down – all other pixels within it are unchanged.
Updating of the local histogram can thus be accomplished with just r pixel additions and
r pixel subtractions, a cost significantly lower than the r histogram additions otherwise
necessary. A pseudocode description of the final version of the proposed algorithm (using
two local windows) can be found at the end of the current section.
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Algorithm 1 Proposed binarization algorithm
Require: Image X of size m× n, local window radii r1 < r2
Ensure: Image Y of the same size
Initialize window histograms Hs, Hl and column histograms hs1...n, hl1...n
K ← r22/r21
for i = 1 to m do
if i is odd then
for j = 1 to r1 do
Remove Xi−r1−1,j+r1 from Hs
Add Xi+r1,j+r1 to Hs
end for
for j = 1 to r2 do
Remove Xi−r2−1,j+r2 from Hl
Add Xi+r2,j+r2 to Hl
end for
for j = 1 to n do
Remove Xi−r1−1,j+r1 from hsj+r1
Add Xi+r1,j+r1 to hsj+r1
Remove Xi−r2−1,j+r2 from hlj+r2
Add Xi+r2,j+r2 to hlj+r2
Hs← Hs+ hsj+r1 − hsj−r1−1
Hl← Hl + hlj+r2 − hlj−r2−1
Yi,j ← OtsuThreshold(Hl +Hs×K)
end for
else
same steps, this time traversing and updating from right to left
end if
end for
We have performed experiments with a version of the above algorithm which uses a single
local window of the same width as the document image (dubbed row-adaptive). For the
selection of the height of the window one must also ensure that it is always tall enough
to contain both background and object pixels. The necessary height can be computed
automatically by a simple change in the second algorithm presented in the following section.
Furthermore, using the same framework we have been able to transform the Kittler and
Illingworth [151] minimum error global thresholding method into a constant-time adaptive
algorithm. More details may be found in section 3.1.4.
3.1.3.1 Automatic Parameter Estimation
This section contains the description of two distinct algorithms for automatically detecting
the size of the local windows. Throughout this section we will assume that a preliminary
binarized version of the input image is already available and that all its connected compo-
nents have been determined. Note that the considered binary image need not have a good
quality, and it is sufficient to create it by global binarization [204] or by employing the fast
row-adaptive binarization method mentioned at the end of section 3.1.3. Many connected
component labeling algorithms which run in O(Npix) time and have negligible additional
memory requirements can be found in the literature, e.g. [90].
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For estimating the size of the smaller local window we use the observation that local al-
gorithms such as those proposed by Niblack [192] and Sauvola et al. [229] perform best
when the local window covers about 1–2 characters. Note that in the specialized literature,
there already exist methods for estimating the average character size of a given document
image. Gatos et al. [112] estimate the average character height by sampling the image
pixels randomly, following the contour of the containing connected component and finally
computing an average of the components’ heights. Zheng et al. [302] compute the average
character width and height in a document by taking the highest peak in the histogram of
connected component widths and heights, respectively. The drawback of these methods is
that they generally fail on documents which exhibit one or more of the following charac-
teristics: the page contains less text than halftones or drawings, there exist multiple font
sizes and there exists significant noise in the image.
Figure 3.8: Document image with multiple font sizes and its corresponding smoothed
histogram of connected component heights
Our method attempts to partially cope with such situations. In order for the local bina-
rization to perform best on text, it is advantageous to use as reference for the dimensions
of the window the character size of the dominant font (i.e. the font in which the most char-
acters are typed), not simply the average character size on the page. For pages containing
multiple font sizes, the average character size will most likely be different from that of the
dominant font, thus using it will lead to sub-optimal binarization results for the dominant
font. Another useful observation is that for printed texts, the character height for a specific
font size fluctuates much less than its character width, and thus it can generally be esti-
mated more robustly. Finally, since in the majority of cases the scanning resolution of the
document is known to the binarization algorithm, one may optionally ignore all connected
components with heights smaller than a certain value V . In our experiments, we have used
V = 0.09cm, motivated by the fact that printed characters smaller than this are generally
not legible by humans. In case the scanning resolution is unknown, the value V can be set
to e.g. 5 pixels, as any text smaller than this will not be legible either by humans or by op-
tical character recognition systems. As input data, we take a list containing the bounding
boxes of all connected components on the document page and optionally, the scanning res-
olution used. The algorithm operates in two passes: first, a smoothed histogram is created
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from the heights of all given connected components. Subsequently, a first approximation
of the dominant height is computed by searching for a high and flat peak starting from
the value V (in pixels). The peak is determined by searching the histogram for the bin i
where the following two conditions are met:





is minimized (flatness condition)
pen(i) represents a monotonically increasing function having the purpose of penalizing
larger values for the dominant font size. The penalty function is necessary due to the fact
that if a page features multiple fonts (e.g. advertisements vs. editorial content), the smaller
font must be selected as the window size, unless the number of characters in the higher-
sized font is significantly larger. Selecting a larger window size is in general undesirable,
because it leads to a loss in the locality property (the local thresholds will converge to the
global one when using a window size as large as the input image). In our experiments we
have used pen(i) = i with good results. After finding the bin index i, a new smoothed
histogram is created by using only the connected components having a height greater than
or equal to i. The new histogram is again subject to the search for the peak satisfying the
aforementioned conditions and the obtained dominant height (i.e. bin index) is taken to
be the desired window size. We have experimentally determined that the above method
provides a robust estimate for the dominant character height in the majority of cases when
there exist at least 1–2 lines of text on the page, regardless of the presence of other non-text
content.
The second algorithm of this section computes an estimate for the size of the larger local
windows used in the proposed binarization method. As mentioned in section 3.1.3, the
larger local window needs to always contain both background and foreground pixels in
order for the Otsu thresholding method to work properly. At this point, it is interesting to
note that Huang et al. [133] recently proposed the automatic estimation of the local window
size based on the Lorentz information measure. This is unfortunately not applicable in our
situation, since we need a hard guarantee for the existence of both types of pixels within the
window. For reaching our goal, we employ a constant-time approximate Euclidean distance
transform (EDT) algorithm [84] on the inverted binary image from which all connected
components with height lower than the small window size have been erased. Afterward,
the size of the larger local window is set to be equal to one plus the maximum value in
the distance transformed image. Note that there exist exact EDT algorithms running in
O(Npix) time [181], however their hidden constant is generally much higher than the one
in approximate algorithms. The approximate algorithm of Danielsson [84], based on vector
propagation, has the advantage of being straightforward to implement and runs very fast
in practice. For our purpose, the approximation provided by this algorithm is sufficient.
Interested readers can find a detailed analysis of the magnitude of the errors in [82]. Note
that a straightforward way of skipping the computation of the large window radius would
be the use of the whole input image instead (with the proper adjustments for the histogram
weights). In this case, our framework degenerates into a pure hybrid method, which would
in theory still have the advantage of never performing worse than either local or global
methods.
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3.1.4 Experiments
We have tested the runtime speed of the proposed method against that of a straightforward
implementation of the same algorithm on a typical document image of size 2350 × 3500
(approx. DIN-A4 scanned at 300 dpi). All experiments were performed on a computer
equipped with a Core2Duo 2 GHz processor, and for each windows size the algorithms
were run 5 times (the average value was plotted). Note that we have tested the run-time
performance of the single-window approach, not that of the 2-window method. This is due
to the fact that the relative performance would likely remain the same (two histograms
would have to be updated instead of a single one) and because we wanted to include
in the graph the row-adaptive approach, which only uses a single window size. From
the plot one can clearly see the performance gain growing proportionally to the window
size. The speed of the row-adaptive binarization is very high and directly comparable
to that of a global algorithm. Whereas for a window of size 11 both other algorithms
take about 23 seconds, for a window of size 251 the proposed algorithm performs more
than 30× faster than the regular implementation. On the same image, the average time
for automatically computing the optimal window sizes was under 1 second, whereas the
proposed fully automatic 2-window approach took about 48 seconds.
Figure 3.9: Timing comparison for proposed adaptation framework for Otsu’s method.
Note the logarithmic scale of the Y-axis
An adaptive variant of the Kittler et al. [151] minimum error global thresholding was also
implemented using the described fully automatic framework and had its runtime perfor-
mance tested. It was found that it is about 6 times slower than the adaptive method
using Otsu thresholding. A simple, yet effective way of significantly reducing the runtime
of both methods would be to use a regular grid to sample the input image, compute the
thresholds just for the grid nodes and finally use interpolation (e.g. bilinear) for computing
the rest of the thresholds. The size of the grid cells can be experimentally derived in a
resolution-independent manner from the already computed dominant character height. In
our experiments using a sampling step equal to the dominant character height we were
able to reduce the running time of the automatic 2-window approach to under 1 second.
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Original Grayscale Global – Otsu [204] Local – Sauvola [229]
Row-adaptive Otsu Adaptive Otsu Adaptive Kittler et. al [151]
Figure 3.10: Binarization results obtained by classical (top row) vs. proposed algorithms
with automatically determined window sizes (bottom row)
From figure 3.10 one can see that the 2-window approach with automatically determined
parameters produces very good results in comparison with the global binarization algorithm
of Otsu and the Sauvola et al. algorithm. For the Sauvola et al. algorithm we have used
the same automatically computed small window size, since other radii perform even worse.
The poor performance of the Sauvola et al. algorithm is due to their implicit assumption
that text is nearly black, which does not hold in the case of overexposed areas. We have
also investigated the results on stained and badly degraded images where on certain areas
the background and text values were also very close to each other, but had much lower
grey values. In this situation, the Sauvola et al. algorithm produced better results than the
proposed algorithm, which in turn performed better than global binarization. Note that
the Sauvola et al. method works generally well on text, but has the undesirable effect of
completely destroying halftones and hollowing out characters much larger than the window
size (see figure 3.5). Our algorithm does not exhibit such problems, due to the mixture of
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local and global information utilized for selecting the thresholds. It is also worth noting
that while the row-adaptive method is certainly less versatile than the proposed baseline
method, it is much faster and works equally well on documents for which the contrast
changes occur from top to bottom (i.e. for a light source located directly above or below
the document image).
3.2 Color Reduction
In the previous section we have assumed that the input document scans are always single-
channel grayscale images. We shall now relax this restriction and allow for color documents
as input data. This is in accordance to the current digitization trend, which is clearly
heading in the direction of full color scans. In the vast majority of cases, color images
are stored using a gamma corrected (s)RGB space (see section 2.1.1.3 for more details on
gamma correction). Without any loss of generality we shall assume this to be the default,
unless stated otherwise.
The approaches for generic color reduction from the specialized literature can be catego-
rized as follows:
• indirect methods, which first obtain a good approximation of the initial image via
a grayscale document image, then apply some of the (multi-)thresholding methods
previously described
• direct methods, which attempt to use the (subsampled) initial image to directly ex-
tract a suitable palette with a low number of colors (i.e. max. 10–20) and quantize
the image accordingly
Note that typically the desired number of resulting colors is at most 10–20 in the context
of document analysis. This number is given by the limitations imposed by layout and
composition styles as used in the publishing industry [197]. Even today, the most common
way of obtaining a binary image in the document analysis community is via a thresholding
of the grayscale image obtained as the intensity map of the original color image. The
intensity value for each pixel usually corresponds to the intensity component in the HSI
or Y UV color space, normalized to the discrete range [0, 255]. Formulae for computing
the intensity channel from virtually any color space are readily available in the literature
(e.g. [119], pp. 295–300). This is a highly simplistic approach, especially in the case of
color documents which have been specially optimized for the human visual system. In the
following section we shall give a brief overview of better, generic state-of-the-art techniques
for color reduction from each category, together with several methods developed specifically
for document images. Since most real-life color images exhibit some kind of degradations
(see sections 2.1.1 and 2.2.1), it is customary to apply a pre-processing step so as to reduce
the effects of such degradations on the results of the color reduction. Several of the most
popular types of filters for color images are described at the beginning of the following
section.
3.2.1 State of the Art
The objective of pre-processing color images in view of color reduction is to minimize the
effects of typical distortions on the color reduction results. In other words, they ensure
that the color reduction procedure produces stable results. This is generally accomplished
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by removing distortions and combined with some degree of color smoothing. We have
mentioned in section 2.1.1 that the most common degradations found in digital images
are blur, noise and contrast problems and have seen several basic methods for detecting
and mitigating their effect. A detailed overview of many issues introduced by digital color
halftoning (incl. Moiré patterns, error diffusion artifacts) can be found in the recent paper
of Baqai et al [54]. These issues are of special interest for scanned materials, due to the
use of halftoning in practically all printing devices coupled with the limited resolution of
scanning devices.
We shall now mention several more advanced techniques specifically targeted at small
noise filtering. Small noise is a very frequent occurrence in color images and in many
cases represents the result of heat-related sensor issues or long exposure times coupled
with small sensor sizes. Perreault and Hebert [214] introduce a median filtering technique
which is able to construct the local histograms in constant per-pixel time. For median
filters, the central pixel in each local window is replaced by the median of the gray values
within the window. Another non-linear filter was the mode filter introduced by Davies [86].
Instead of a simple median, the mode filter uses the most probable intensity value (i.e. the
mode) within the distribution given by the local histogram. Computing the mode of the
distribution is a more challenging problem than the median (mode is not guaranteed to be
unique), but may also be accomplished in constant time per pixel. The previous two filters
have a tendency to shift the edges of objects in an image. This is generally an undesirable
effect and other approaches have been proposed to deal with this problem. Two examples
of such edge-preserving de-noising filters are the Kuwahara filter [158] and the class of
bilateral filters [264]. Both the Kuwahara and the bilateral filters accomplish their task by
additionally taking into account both pixel color values and their location within the local
windows.
Figure 3.11: Results of mode filtering on (a part of) the Vodafone logo affected by color
bleeding. Left – channel-wise filtering; right – vector space filtering. Note the significant
reduction of color bleeding in the latter case. Source: [156]
As discussed in section 2.1.1, the application of filters on a per-channel basis leads to the
phenomenon of color bleeding, i.e. the introduction of colors not originally present in the
image. This effect is most visible at edges located between objects of significantly differing
colors (e.g. black text on white/yellow background) – see figure 3.11. Note that some
common lossy compression techniques, such as JPEG, have the same tendency to introduce
visible color bleeding. Thus, even in case the input document images are considered to have
been flawlessly acquired, the use of a lossy compression mandates the need for a proper
handling of color bleeding. A solution to this problem was introduced in the form of vector
filters. All vector filters operate by considering colors as N-dimensional vectors (defined by
a direction and magnitude) and computing an ordering of the vectors in the local window
via a similarity/distance metric. The result is then a (weighted) linear combination of the
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other vectors in the sense of the considered metric. In this way, interpolation between
vectors produces far less visual artifacts than a per-channel interpolation. An even better
solution is to avoid color interpolation in the first place, for example by using median vales
instead of means. In this case, the vector with the highest total similarity/lowest sum of
distances is taken as the result of the local window filtering. A review of existing vector
filters is presented by Trahanias et al. [268] and more recently by Lukac et al. [175]. We
discuss more on the issues regarding color interpolation in the following section.
At this point, the input image is relatively noise- and distortion free and color reduction
algorithms can be safely applied. Indirect color reduction algorithms produce a grayscale
image containing a full range of 256 gray values as an intermediary step. Two recent ex-
amples of such algorithms were introduced by Rasche et al. [221] in 2005 and Grundland
and Dodgson [121] in 2007. It is interesting to note that Rasche et al. initially proposed
their method for the purpose of re-coloring images for color deficient viewers. The au-
thors incorporate the objectives of contrast preservation and maintenance of luminance
consistency into an objective function which is then used to cast and solve the color reduc-
tion problem as a constrained, multi-variate optimization problem (a.k.a. multidimensional
scaling). Grundland and Dodgson select as their design objectives a relatively constant
contrast magnitude and polarity, as well as directly proportional dynamic range. They
convert the image to the YPQ color space and randomly construct a set of sample pixel
pairs. They introduce a dimensionality reduction technique dubbed predominant com-
ponent analysis in order to compute the color axis that best represents the chromatic
contrasts which are lost upon the grayscale mapping of the color image. The luminance
and chrominance channels are then linearly combined and the resulting dynamic range is
adjusted depending on the input image saturation as a final step. Figure 3.12 shows a
visual comparison between the results produced by the Grundland and Dodgson algorithm
and the traditional approach of using the luminance channel.
Figure 3.12: Color to grayscale mapping. Left – original image; Center – result of tra-
ditional approach using the luminance channel; Right – result of the contrast enhancing
color reduction of Grundland and Dodgson [121]. Source: [121]
Many direct methods for color reduction have been proposed in the literature. One of
the most well-known techniques is the K-means clustering [129] algorithm. The K-means
algorithm requires the apriori specification of K, the number of (color) clusters in the
result. It is also highly sensitive to cluster center seeding techniques, an issue analyzed in
detail by Arthur and Vassilvitskii [41]. Other well-known approaches for color reduction
which require the specification of the number of resulting cluster are the median cut [131]
and octree [117] techniques. A more powerful clustering technique which can also compute
the number of clusters by itself is the mean shift algorithm [80]. At its core, mean shift
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uses a gradient ascent approach for detecting the modes in the (color) density function.
While mean shift does in principle allow the use of spatial proximity information along with
color information, it has the disadvantage of a high computational cost and is sensitive
to input parameters controlling the gradient ascent step size. Statistical region merging
(SRM), introduced by Nock and Nielsen in 2004 [196] allows a more elegant integration
of spatial relationships by employing a region merging approach. A new statistical local
merging predicate is proposed, along with an ordering criterion for merging tests. Most
significantly, the authors prove that (with high probability) their algorithm suffers from
only a single source of error: overmerging, and the overmerging error is provably small.
This is in contrast to other approaches, where undermerging and hybrid merging cases are
just as likely to occur. Another method capable of incorporating spatial information along
with color, is the approach using maximally stable color regions (MSCR) of Forssén [108].
Note that the method represents a generalization of the maximally stable extremal region
(MSER) concept for grayscale images [180]. MSERs (and MSCRs by extension) are defined
as the parts of an image where local binarization is stable over a wide range of thresholds.
They were shown to be one of the most reliable affine-invariant region detectors in recent
comparisons [186]. Note that MSCR is not per-se a color reduction method, but can be used
for example to significantly and intelligently reduce the number of clusters for a subsequent
k-means or mean shift procedure. Since the K-clustering problem with variable K is NP
complete [111], many other approximate color reduction methods have been proposed. A
recent comprehensive survey of clustering algorithms was done by Xu and Wunsch [292].
In the area of document image analysis, color reduction methods are relatively sparse and in
many times incorporated as integral part of the geometric layout analysis algorithms. As a
recent example of such color document segmentation algorithm, we mention the approach of
Tsai and Lee [271]. They propose an efficient method for document segmentation using a set
of pre-defined segmentation and classification rules. While the authors report visual results
superior to those of the commercial products ABBYY FineReader and PenPower OCR
on a heterogeneous set of color document scans with simple layouts (books, magazines,
name cards, receipts), it is unclear whether the presented methodology generalizes well to
documents featuring complex multi-column layouts.
Nikolaou and Papamarkos [193] specifically target complex color documents in their ap-
proach. As a first step, they use an edge preserving filter to remove small noise components.
A set of color samples is then extracted from the interior of the objects in the input image
(detected using an edge map). Finally, a mean-shift procedure is applied on the extracted
3-dimensional color samples to quantize the input image. The authors compare the pro-
posed method with other color reduction techniques on a set of 50manually ground truthed
color documents using as measure the correspondences between the connected components
located in the text areas. A further step up in difficulty is made by Lacroix [159] in the
work on automatic palette detection for color graphics containing large non-text regions,
such as photographs, maps, artwork, logos. The author introduces a novel clustering al-
gorithm, named median shift, which operates in an incremental fashion similarly to mean
shift. In addition, for making the approach more robust to outliers, the authors require the
specification of an expected radius for the clusters and apply an iterative post-processing
step for discarding small clusters. A specialized color bleeding removal procedure is ap-
plied prior to the clustering step in the CIE L∗a∗b∗ color space. The algorithm is shown to
generate good visual color reduction results on a set of 6 printed maps and the Macbeth
color reference chart.
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3.2.2 Guidelines for Holistic Color Reduction in Digitized Documents
This section is dedicated to presenting several important guidelines concerning the im-
plementation of a truly generic color reduction framework for digitized documents. We
present these ideas because we strongly believe that the very nature of document images
requires a holistic approach combining and in some cases going beyond the current state-
of-the-art methods. We make the aforementioned claim on the grounds that the coloring
and composition rules based on which documents are created have been and continue to
be specifically adapted for human readers.
Firstly, in the previous section we mentioned the necessity of using vector filtering for
effectively removing both small noise and color bleeding artifacts. The color reduction
step must also make full use of vector operations and requires in many cases a non-trivial
reformulation of the color reduction algorithms. While this certainly represents a step in
the right direction, we have also seen that even vector-based approaches must in most
cases interpolate between colors. This will invariably cause problems in any color space
(including CIE L∗a∗b∗) simply because at present there does not exist any color space
that is even close to perceptually uniform. The lack of perceptual uniformity is easy to
see from the ever increasing amount of color distance measures proposed to partially solve
the color comparison problem [100, 138, 188]. Note that the use of more accurate color
distance measures does not affect the interpolation issue at all – the latter is still prone to
generate the same perceptual inconsistencies. An interesting, but not entirely successful
attempt to transform color spaces in such way that the simple Euclidean metric reflects
the more complex color distance metrics (e.g. as part of IPT or CIECAM02 [100, 188])
was recently subject to the work of Xue [294]. The performance of the Euclidean distance
in the transformed color space for the CIECAM02 [188] distance was nearly as good as
using the non-Euclidean distance metric in the original color space. However, for the
IPT [101] distance metric the errors were significantly higher in the transformed color
space. The transformed color spaces are of special interest because of the possibility of
making unrestricted use of the Euclidean metric for color interpolation while generating
less color artifacts.
This observation leads us to our second guideline. Since even in the transformed Euclidean
color spaces the interpolation is still error prone, a successful vector-based approach must
minimize the amount of color interpolations performed. This can be accomplished for
example via vector median filters or by more complex methods minimizing the sum of
spatial volumes over which the interpolations are performed. Note that the magnitude
of the potential maximum color error is directly proportional to the distance between the
colors, thus minimizing the overall distances considered will minimize the color error.
Thirdly, all methods we have seen so far in our review do not take into account many
important particularities of the human visual system (HVS). The HVS detects patterns
of light rather than being sensitive to the absolute magnitude of the light energy ([247],
pp. 479). Several examples of effects specific to the HVS commonly encountered in (static)
digital images are:
• lightness constancy – the perceived brightness of a surface is invariant to large changes
in the actual illumination
• simultaneous contrast – the modification of the perceived brightness of a surface with
respect to the contrasting brightness of the surrounding region
• subjective contours – the HVS has a tendency to create edges for cases where the
resulting form looks more complete. Note that the artificial edges can be generated
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Figure 3.13: Prediction of hue spreading (top row) and simultaneous contrast in the iCAM
framework. Source: [101]
both by color (hue spreading) and by the spatial arrangement of objects/ patterns,
irrespective of color
• Hunt effect – for constant cromaticity, the perceived colorfulness increases with lu-
minance
• Stevens effect – perceived lightness contrast increases with increasing luminance -
i.e. when luminance increases dark colors look darker and light colors look lighter
• Bartleson-Breneman effect – perceived contrast increases with increasing luminance
• light, dark and chromatic adaptation – automatic visual acuity/ color balancing
The layouts and colors of document images have been specifically optimized to make use
of these effects. For example the logical grouping of a set of paragraphs into an article
can be inferred easily by humans via hue spreading even for a very sparse (e.g. halftoned),
gradient background coloring. If the background color is wrongly discarded in the color
reduction step, the aforementioned logical grouping will become much harder to detect
correctly in the later processing stages. Traditional color spaces completely disregard
these effects. More recently, color appearance models were introduced as holistic frame-
works for the simulation of the human visual system. They manage to partially address
the aforementioned issues. The most complete color model currently in large-scale use
is CIECAM02 [188], introduced in 2002. In the meantime, some of its deficiencies were
addressed by iCAM [101], proposed in the scientific literature by Fairchild and Johnson
right after the standardization of CIECAM02 [100].
We note that while these issues are generally known to color specialists, until now there
exist no works in document image analysis where they have been taken into account and
combined as part of a consequent approach. A first step in this direction was the recent
work of Rodriguez Valadez [224], done under the supervision of the author of the current
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Figure 3.14: Overview of the methodology used by Rodriguez Valadez [224] for evaluating
different combinations of color appearance models and color segmentation algorithms for
the purpose of text extraction from document images. Source: [224]
thesis. Rodriguez Valadez used the framework depicted in figure 3.14 to compare the
viability of different color spaces (RGB, CIE c) and color appearance models (S-CIE L∗a∗b∗,
IPT) for the purpose of color reduction in document images. The comparison comprised
several popular methods of color reduction, including K-means, median cut, mean shift
and statistical region merging. Unfortunately, all approaches were tested using their scalar
version, as opposed to the preferable vector version. One must note that the vectorization
of the color reduction approaches is in many cases a non-trivial endeavor, especially due
to the additional computational complexity entailed by vector operations.
3.2.3 Evaluating Color Reduction in Document Images – a Discussion
In this section we shall go over the evaluation performed by Rodriguez Valadez and discuss
some forthcoming issues relevant for future, meaningful evaluation methodologies. In order
to be able to obtain a meaningful quantification of the results produced by each combina-
tion of color model and color reduction technique, the author restricted the scope of the
evaluation to textual regions. Textual regions can be described more precisely than non-
text with respect to the expected result. Three data sets consisting of real-life documents
were used for testing. Each set exhibited different distortions: old text-only documents
showing paper and ink degradations; text-only documents showing different degrees of
compression artifacts; partially degraded documents containing both text and non-text
content. The ground truth was generated by manual pixel-accurate labeling of the text
content, as can be observed in figure 3.15. The reader is advised to note that practically
all previous scientific papers containing an assessment of the results of color reduction have
done so either just by visual inspection or via generic matching measures. In the work of
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Rodriguez Valadez [224] the F-measure was selected for quantifying the closeness of the
results to the ground truth.
Figure 3.15: Example of manual pixel-accurate ground truth segmentation. While for
clearly defined contours the limits can be easily defined, the segmentation of degraded
portions require a subjective decision. Source: [224]
It is clear that the pixel-accurate labeling results produced as ground truth by any human
are inherently subjective. So why choose them as ground truth instead of the more tradi-
tional OCR results? In the past, OCR-based measures have indeed been the norm among
the document image analysis community. Over the years, the community has realized
that OCR-based measures also contain a heavy bias due to the different engines and the
corresponding (oftentimes opaque) parameter settings. The opaque bias of OCR systems
was generally found to be even less desirable as ground for an objective evaluation than
the fully transparent pixel-accurate ground truth produced by human annotators. One
possibility of reducing the subjectiveness of the labeling is the combination of multiple
annotations for the same content. Sadly, in most situations, this approach is not feasible
due to the high cost of human labor. We shall return to the labeling issue shortly.
Before doing so, we describe the state-of-the-art evaluation measures working on pixel-
accurate ground truth in document image analysis. In the most recent and largest com-
parisons of document binarization methods to date, the DIBCO 2009 [115] and 2011 [218]
two highly similar sets of evaluation measures were used for ranking the participating












TP , FP and FN denote the true positive, false positive and false negative values, respec-
tively.
The other two evaluation measures common to both competitions were the peak signal-to-
noise ratio (PSNR) and the misclassification penalty metric (MPM). The former represents
a similarity measure between two images, whereas the latter encodes the ability of an
algorithm to produce an accurate representation of the borders of a set of objects (here:
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connected components). The exact definitions of the two measures are:








y=1(I(x, y)− I ′(x, y))
M ×N
M ,N represent the width and height of the input image I, respectively, whereas I ′ repre-

















Here diFN and d
j
FP denote the distance of the i
th false negative and jth false positive from
the contour of the ground truth, respectively.
In addition to the three aforementioned measures, DIBCO 2009 employed the negative rate
metric (NRM), defined as a combination of the false negative and the false positive rates.
DIBCO 2011 replaced the NRM with the distance reciprocal distortion metric, a measure
proposed by Lu et al. [172] for the comparison of binary image in order to better correlate
to the human visual perception. Upon closer inspection, one may see that practically none
of these metrics fare well when confronted to the more subjective ground truth portions.
This is because they do not allow for any kind of (small) deviation from the ground truth
without immediately incurring a penalty. This issue has been analyzed in more detail by
Smith [248]. The author employs multiple human annotators on the same ground truth
data as used in the DIBCO 2009. Interestingly, it was found that the variability among the
human-generated ground truth was actually larger than that among the algorithms taking
part in the competition. Even more significantly, the human annotations were comparable
in closeness to the top DIBCO results. As Smith notes, this is likely an indication that in a
contest, a differentiation between algorithms above a certain level is bound to be arbitrary.
Thus the best method will actually be the one best fitting the preferences of the contest
organizer.
As we can indeed see from figure 3.16, the S-CIE L∗a∗b∗ result subjectively appears to
be better than the binarization results produced using the other color spaces. Yet, the
F-measure and all other measures presented here will invariably rank such results as sig-
nificantly worse. The ranking using the F-measure can be observed in figure 3.17. Note
that an OCR-based evaluation would in this case most likely not be able to differentiate in
any way between the different methods. Beside the previously discussed issues regarding
reproducibility, the poor discriminative power is one of the main reasons why we advise
against returning to OCR-based evaluation methods. Instead we propose as possible so-
lution a weighted average of two measures: a contour-based measure and a skeleton-based
measure. Reliable and accurate algorithms for extracting contours and skeletons exist in
the specialized literature [69, 234]. A resolution-independent smoothing/pruning of both
representations is also possible in order to partially cope with the invariably subjective
ground truth data. The contour and skeleton can then be approximated via polygonal
shapes which can efficiently be matched against the ground truth [88, 232, 299].
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a) Section of original image b) Ground truth
a) IPT color space (iCAM) b) RGB
a) CIE L∗a∗b∗ b) S-CIE L∗a∗b∗
Figure 3.16: Comparison of results obtained in a section of an image using different color
models. Source: [224]
Figure 3.17: Test results obtained by Rodriguez Valadez [224] on a data set containing
5 highly degraded, text-only document scans using different color reduction methods: K-
Means, median cut, statistical region merging [196] and mean shift [80]. Source: [224]
3.3 Conclusions
In the first part of the current section we have introduced the problematic of thresholding in
the context of document analysis. From a review of the state of the art global and adaptive
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methods, we have identified the main deficiencies of each class of algorithms. A theoreti-
cally optimal solution from both computational complexity- and threshold selection point
of view was introduced as original work. The proposed framework allows the adaptation of
global algorithms into local ones, while maintaining the lowest possible computation cost.
The framework was validated by the implementation of two optimal global algorithms, well
known in the document analysis community for their excellent performance on document
materials. Our tests show that traditional implementations have a running time signifi-
cantly higher than that using our framework. For example, when using local windows of
radius 125, our implementations are around 30 times faster. Further speed gains can be
obtained by using a sampling grid with a period proportional to the automatically detected
character height in the dominant font.
The second part of the chapter introduced the complex set of issues posed by color re-
duction both in a generic context and specifics related to document scans. We reviewed
the current stand of science in the areas of color filtering, vector filtering and color reduc-
tion/segmentation. We saw that while the future will invariably belong to color digitized
documents, the state of the art in document analysis still contains very few methods pro-
cessing such materials effectively. A set of guidelines were offered as possible solution to the
generic document color reduction problem. The guidelines refer to the use of vector-based
approaches for both filtering and color reduction, the necessity of minimizing the color
interpolation errors and the use of color models which more accurately reproduce the hu-
man vision system. Additional practical problems regarding the objective and meaningful
evaluation of such color reduction frameworks were discussed using the practical example
of the system proposed by Rodriguez Valadez [224]. We conclude the chapter with the ob-
servation that even a holistic color reduction approach as discussed in the previous sections
may still identify wrong palettes for highly-degraded documents or for pages containing
large halftones. This is why future algorithmic solutions in this area must combine the
individual per-page results with assumptions regarding style consistency among sets of pe-
riodical issues or within whole books. Thus, apriori knowledge about the logical borders
of the issues/books must either be available from human annotators or (semi-)automated
approaches such as the one proposed in section 6.2 can be exploited as part of an extended,
iterative document image understanding workflow.
Chapter 4
Skew and Orientation Detection
The way you see things depends a great deal on where you look at
them from.
– N. Juster (The Phantom Tollbooth)
Document skew is a very common distortion found in document images as a result of
the digitization process, or as a feature of the document’s layout. In most cases, even
small skew angles have an obvious detrimental effect on the accuracy of the subsequent
geometric and logical layout analysis steps. This is due to the fact that most existing
algorithms require a proper document alignment before application, although there exist
a few methods which do not require any previous skew correction [39, 98, 150]. One must
however take note that the skew-independent layout analysis methods either pose certain
restrictions on the possible angle range, or are considered in isolation from the subsequent
processing operations, such as region classification or text line extraction. As a result, the
apparent simplification leads to the necessity of applying more sophisticated techniques for
other tasks.
In general, the skew within a document page can fall into one of the following three
categories (see figure 4.1): global skew, assuming that (almost) all page blocks have the
same slant; multiple skew, when certain blocks have a different slant than the others and
non-uniform skew, when the slant fluctuates (such as lines having a wavy shape). It is worth
noting that whereas multiple skew is most commonly an intentional layout feature, non-
uniform skew is usually the result of an imperfect digitization process possibly combined
with paper degradation/crumpling. As such, non-uniform skew is most pronounced on
historical documents or on document photographs taken with a regular digital camera or
mobile phone. Perhaps the most common occurrence of non-uniform skew can be observed
in book scans in close proximity to the book fold, where the text lines are visibly curled.
In case the non-uniform skew is highly pronounced (i.e. incl. perspective distortions and
page folds/curls), the skew detection and correction process is commonly referred to as
document dewarping.
In the current work, we focus mainly on global skew estimation, as it represents by far
the most prevalent type of skew found in (semi-) professionally digitized documents. In
contrast, non-uniform skew is almost absent from such scans – the only notable exception
being the area close to the book fold in case of book scans. The first section of the current
chapter contains a holistic overview of the document skew detection area, including the
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Figure 4.1: Different types of skew found in document scans: global skew (top left), multiple
skew (top right) and two common instances showing non-uniform skew (bottom)
current state of the art in multiple- and non-uniform skew detection. The second section
offers solutions to several pressing issues in global skew detection by means of a generic
framework built upon a solid theoretical basis. The framework represents an extension of
the work presented in [154]. Despite posing only weak assumptions on the input document
images, the proposed framework is experimentally shown to be able to accurately identify
the document skew on a heterogeneous data set consisting of around 110 000 document
scans. By making use of the experimental observations, we are further able to devise a
confidence measure for each obtained result. We conclude the chapter with a short review
and promising directions for future research.
4.1 Overview
4.1.1 Global Skew and Orientation Detection
Given a single digital document page, the task of a global skew detection algorithm is
straightforward: determine the angle by which it was skewed as accurately as possible.
Having computed the skew angle, a classic image processing algorithm or one specialized
for documents [47] can afterward be applied for rotating the image in the reverse direction.
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Subsequently the deskewed image is fed into the next processing module, along with the
information regarding the original skew angle. This information is in many cases useful,
e.g. for highlighting or visualization purposes on the original scan.
Perhaps the simplest skew detection solution which springs to mind is to determine the
location of at least two corners of the original document and subsequently use them to
compute the skew angle. After all, algorithms for corner detection such as the Harris
detector [127] have been thoroughly investigated and are invariant to rotation, scaling
and illumination variations [231]. But what happens when the digitized pages did not lie
completely flat on the platen or had folded sections, when the page edges are completely
invisible (i.e. white digitization background) or when close to the page edge there are
other prominent corners to be found (e.g. from photographs)? Situations such as these are
commonplace in mass document processing and they show just how error-prone traditional
computer vision-oriented approaches can be when directly applied to document processing.
This is also the reason why virtually all techniques for document skew detection employ
specialized algorithms and much more robust features (often extracted from the page text)
in order to compute the skew angle.
The largest classes of methods for skew detection are based on projection profile analysis,
Hough transforms and nearest neighbor clustering. Recently the focus of the research
community has shifted more towards the nearest neighbor approaches, as they seem to
offer the greatest flexibility and accuracy. Detailed surveys of algorithms capable of dealing
with both global and multiple skew may be found in [46, 48, 66, 134].
A common characteristic of most skew detection algorithms is their assumption that the
input document contains some amount of text. In such case, the detection of the document
skew is reduced to detecting the skew of the text lines, as text lines are usually aligned
with the horizontal (or vertical) axis of the page. Techniques described in the scientific
and patent literature are commonly categorized into the following groups:
• Projection profile analysis methods [49, 50, 217, 251]
• Methods using the Hough transform [253, 298]
• Methods based on nearest neighbor clustering [46, 174, 198, 277]
• Methods based on cross-correlation [208, 295]
• Other methods – such as those based on morphological transformations [74], gradient
direction analysis [228], Fourier spectrum analysis [217], subspace line detection [19],
particle swarm optimization [225] a.s.o.
As one of the earliest class of global skew detection algorithms, projection profile analysis
methods make very strong assumptions on the input documents. More specifically, they
require documents to consist exclusively of text regions, which must be arranged along
parallel straight lines. When this restriction holds, the (smoothed) projection profile along
the correct skew angle will naturally lead to much higher histogram peaks. This property
of the histogram is encoded via an objective function, and as such the determination of the
document skew angle reduces to finding the angle with a maximum value for the objective
function. Repeatedly computing the projection profile along each skew angle for each
object pixel in the image is a very computationally expensive process, and because of this
many variants of the basic method have been proposed. Their aim is to reduce the amount
of data involved in the computation of the projection profile and/or to improve the search
strategy (e.g. coarse-to-fine search).
Postl [217], in one of the earliest such methods, uses only points on a coarse grid to compute
the projection profile, whereas the objective function to maximize is the sum of squared
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Figure 4.2: Top row: ideal image with no skew and its corresponding horizontal projection
profile; Bottom row: same image, skewed by 5◦ along with its corresponding horizontal
projection. Note the more pronounced higher peaks and deeper valleys in the skew-free
histogram [134]
differences between successive bins in the projection. Baird [50] selects for computing
the projection only the midpoints of the bottom side of the bounding boxes surrounding
each connected component. Also, in order to speed up the search for the optimum skew
angle, an iterative search method is proposed. In the first step, the whole angular range
is searched at a coarse angular resolution. Afterward, in each iteration, the angular range
is restricted to a neighborhood of the current best angle and the angular resolution is
increased. A thorough comparison and evaluation of the Postl and Baird methods, along
with two other algorithms, may be found in [48]. Such techniques were also adapted
for direct application on compressed document images [49]. A significant disadvantage of
projection profile methods is their brittleness on documents containing significant non-text
regions (e.g. line-art, halftones) and/or having multiple layout columns with differing text
line placement. As we shall see in section 6.3.1.2 however, in cases where the restrictions
hold (e.g. for small textual areas), the objective functions for projection profile assessment
offer very powerful discriminative features.
Techniques which use the Hough transform have been relatively well explored in many
scientific papers [253, 298]) and are based on two main assumptions: characters are aligned
in straight text lines and text lines are parallel to each other. The Hough transform maps
each object pixel (x, y) of the input image into a curve in the parameter space (ρ, θ) by
using the transform: ρ = x cos θ + y sin θ. Here, ρ denotes the distance from the origin to
the line and θ is the angle between the normal to the line makes and the horizontal axis.
In practice, a so-called accumulator array is parameterized by a range of discrete values
for ρ and θ. The values for θ and ρ which result from applying the given equation for each
input image pixel (x, y) are used as indices in the accumulator array, and the value of the
accumulator array at the respective location is incremented. Aligned pixels will produce
peaks in the Hough space, from which the dominant skew angle can easily be determined.
The angular resolution of the method depends on chosen resolution of the θ axis. The
complexity is linear with respect to the number of input points and the required angular
resolution. Also, the necessary amount of memory is directly proportional to the product
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of these two terms. Consequently, the different proposed methods try to minimize one or
both of these values using certain computational tricks, while still obtaining a high enough
angular accuracy. Such tricks commonly include the down-sampling of the input image, the
utilization of just the centroids of character-like connected components and the application
of the Hough transform in a hierarchical manner. While Hough transform-based methods
are mathematically well-founded, they generalize very poorly – i.e. an exact parametric
representation of the expected shape is required, and as such are unsuited for application
on documents exhibiting non-uniform skew.
The common denominator of all nearest neighbor-based skew detection algorithms is the
requirement that the input document image has already had its connected components
labeled. The individual connected components are then grouped into lines based on the
distances between them, and the skew of each line is computed using a certain method.
Finally, the computed skew angles are used to compute a histogram (or are simply sorted)
and the page skew is estimated to be the highest peak in the histogram (or the mean/-
median text line angle). Nearest-neighbor methods are in general more computationally
expensive than the other classes of methods, entailing connected component labeling and
repeated proximity searches. For obtaining a higher accuracy and/or improving the run-
time performance, some methods may also employ a coarse-to-fine search (as described for
projection profile-based algorithms). Nearest neighbor methods are the most appropriate
to deal with multiple skew angles [66], make fewer restrictions with regard to the maximum
possible skew angle and, unlike most other approaches, generally perform well on complex
pages containing relatively little text (see examples in [51, 174]). Furthermore, connected
components can be extracted directly from grayscale or color images by using suitable color
distance measures.
Although in the early years of document image analysis, nearest-neighbor approaches were
generally avoided because of their low speed relative to other methods, this does not hold
today anymore. Optimal algorithms for connected component labeling [69, 90], as well as
spatial search structures have increased their speed substantially – current approaches run
in much less than 1 second per document page. This reason coupled with their ability of
handling multiple- and non-uniform skew has made nearest neighbor approaches the most
popular class of algorithms for skew detection in the more recent years. Van Beusekom et
al. [277] use the RAST algorithm for computing the baseline, ascender- and descender line
for each text line on the page in descending order of quality for the linear fit. The skew
angle of the document is taken to be equal to that of the text line best fitting the linear
model. The document orientation is detected by making indirect use of the ascender-to-
descender ratio, reflected in a lower fit quality for the top N ascender lines versus the top
N descender lines. Ávila et al. [46] compute the set of text lines on the document page
by employing a heuristic in-memory traversal technique using as starting point the noise-
filtered set of connected components. Afterward, the skew of each text line is extracted from
a baseline and added to a 2-level histogram of skew angles (bin resolution: 1, respectively
0.1 degrees). A coarse-to-fine search for the histogram position of the maximum then
determines the document skew angle. The document orientation explicitly uses the total
number of ascenders and descenders computed over the set of text lines. It is interesting to
note that the novel framework to be introduced later in the current chapter also represents
an example of nearest neighbor approach.
Skew detection methods using cross-correlation aim at estimating the document skew by
measuring vertical deviations along the image. They make the assumption that deskewed
text regions have a homogeneous horizontal structure and that the document image con-
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sists almost entirely of text. In such case, the algorithms will select from the image several
vertical strips, distributed equidistantly [295] or randomly [208] along the horizontal di-
rection. Subsequently, for each pair of vertical stripes, the algorithm tries to maximize
their cross-correlation by shifting one of them along the vertical direction. The obtained
vertical shift s is then used to compute an estimate for the document skew angle θ via
the formula: θ = arctan(s/d), where d represents the horizontal distance between the
two stripes considered. Finally, the global skew will be given by the mean or median of
the estimated skew angles. The advantages of cross-correlation methods are their direct
applicability on grayscale or color images, as well as the fact that they require no prior
connected component identification.
Morphology-based skew detection algorithms try to extract text lines by repeated appli-
cation of the standard morphological operators. For example, the algorithm of Chen et
al. [74] recursively applies the closing operation on the document image. The structuring
element of the morphological operator depends on the expected skew angle range. After-
wards, the opening operation is applied recursively on the resulting image, until a stopping
criterion is met. At this point, ideally the text lines are represented by elongated connected
components whose principal direction can be estimated. In general, care must be taken to
avoid taking into consideration too many spurious connected components, resulting from
images, graphics or noise. As a final step, the text lines (connected components) whose
directions are near the median direction are selected and the global skew is estimated from
the selected components. Morphology-based algorithms have the advantage that they can
be applied directly to grayscale images, however the computational cost entailed by the
repeated application of morphological operators is generally quite high.
New skew detection methods still continue to appear every year in the specialized literature.
As observed by Cattoni et al. [66], there are two main causes for the continued research
work, namely the need for accurate and computationally efficient algorithms on one hand
and the relaxation of the requirements on the input documents on the other. At this
point, it is important to note that although the number of publications in this area is
indeed significant, virtually all the aforementioned algorithms only work reliably for a very
limited skew angle range. Most of them are limited to the interval [-45◦, 45◦], while a
few are capable of coping with the larger (-90◦, 90◦) interval. For the processing of large
document collections however, such limited skew angle detection as offered by the classical
algorithms is insufficient, as documents may come in any possible orientation.
In order to cope with this issue, orientation detection algorithms have been developed as a
complement to classical skew detection. In contrast to skew detection techniques, methods
for orientation detection rely heavily upon script-specific features to determine the most
likely orientation. Thus most orientation detection algorithms either specifically require
an apriori knowledge of the script of the document, or they also detect the script as part of
the process. The specialized literature contains much fewer document orientation detection
algorithms, presumably because of the difficulty of finding robust, yet simple and at least
script-generic features.
One of the earliest methods capable of distinguishing between portrait and landscape ori-
entations was proposed by Akiyama et al. [24] in 1990 for Japanese documents. About the
same time, algorithms using the ascender-to-descender ratio for Roman script documents
were introduced for detecting the up/down orientation [58, 253]. In the recent years a
few algorithms capable of detecting both skew and orientation for Roman script document
images have appeared [46, 277]. Their skew detection part falls in the class of nearest
neighbor approaches and the orientation is detected based on the ascender-to-descender
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statistic. For documents making heavy use of majuscules (i.e. no ascenders or descen-
ders are present) or written in scripts other than Roman (e.g. Pashto, Hindi, Arabic) this
statistic is not applicable. Thus, a new decision criterion for orientation detection was
recently introduced by Aradhye [40]: the opening direction of the characters. Even with
the new criterion, one special situation remains where all proposed orientation detection
methods still fail, namely pages consisting (almost) exclusively of tables containing nu-
merical data, e.g. financial data. In such cases, with all characters having the same height
as well as no significant trend regading the direction of the openings it remains an unan-
swered question as how to efficiently determine the page orientation (without resorting to
the computationally expensive OCR).
4.1.2 Multiple- and Non-uniform Skew
In the previous section we have described the main classes of algorithms for global skew
detection and have seen that there exist many algorithms capable of performing this task
with various degrees of success, while exhibiting specific limitations. For real-life docu-
ments however, computing a single skew angle per document page is in some situations
an overly strong restriction (see figure 4.1). Both historical documents as well as modern
magazines exist featuring a layout with whole text paragraphs having a different skew or
even orientation. This layout feature is intentional and meant to better focus the reader’s
attention on the respective regions or in some cases, to provide additional optional in-
formation. A few of the surveys previously mentioned also briefly cover multiple skew
detection [46, 48, 66, 134].
In one of the earliest methods on multiple skew detection, Antonacopoulos [28] addresses
the problem of converting a generic global skew detection algorithm into a local one (thus
making it suitable for documents exhibiting multiple text skew angles). Without a loss of
generality, the author considers that a page segmentation step has already been applied
(with or without a global skew detection before it). Local skew detection is then applied
independently for the individual text regions. Using the aforementioned idea, practically
all global skew detection algorithms, including all those mentioned in the previous section,
can be adapted to work on multiple skew documents. It is worth noting that the skew
adaptation framework assumes that the region segmentation step is by itself capable of
differentiating between regions featuring different skews/orientations. As we will see in
section 5.1.2, there indeed exist segmentation algorithms which can successfully accomplish
this task, most notably those relying on texture analysis or Voronoi diagrams. Because
of the adaptation framework the number of algorithms proposed specifically for multiple
skew detection is very low.
Most notably, Antonacoupoulos [28] introduces an innovative approach using white tiles
to estimate the skew of individual text regions. White tiles are defined as the widest
background areas that can be accurately represented by rectangles. The core idea of the
algorithm is that the space that lies between characters on the same line as well as between
two adjacent text lines is also arranged in parallel lines of the same orientation. For text
regions where a reasonable number of white tiles can be extracted, the author claims a
good accuracy (error < 0.1◦). Problems may appear for short paragraphs (e.g. 1–2 text
lines) where the set of tiles in the white space cover has a low cardinality.
In contrast to multiple skew, non-uniform skew is normally caused by inaccuracies in
the digitization process and/or the physical degradation of the documents. In the earlier
years of document analysis, non-uniform skew was mostly treated as a 2-D problem but
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more mature methods have appeared recently treating the document scans as proper 3-D
surfaces and allowing for perspective distortions. In case the deformations of the image are
significant, non-uniform skew detection and correction is commonly known as dewarping.
Spitz [251] addresses a common problem with scanners using a sheet feed mechanism: an
uneven feed rate leading to a deformed page aspect. The technique introduced by Spitz is
capable of handling compressed domain images, more specifically images compressed using
a CCITT Group 4 coding scheme (e.g. faxes, lossless TIFFs). Interestingly, the author
does not require a prior segmentation of the text regions and instead divides the document
image into a resolution-dependent number of horizontal stripes of constant height. Using
the stripes, a vertical skew profile of the page is computed and subsequently used to cut,
rotate and reassemble the image. As observed in the original paper, this approach has the
advantage of simplicity and speed, however it may not produce optimal skew detection and
correction results in some circumstances.
Ezaki et al. [99] still essentially treat the document image as a 2-dimensional surface and
construct a warping model of the document image via a set of cubic splines. Each spline
is fitted robustly to either a the text lines or an inter-line space. The spline parameters
are optimized globally over the whole document using a dynamic programming approach.
This allows its application on documents containing only short formulae, small figures and
little text.
Figure 4.3: Document image before and after rectification using the Wu et al. [287] method.
Source: [287]
The Document Image Dewarping Contest [238] held in 2007 as part of the camera-based
document analysis and recognition workshop (CBDAR) compares several methods for doc-
ument dewarping on a larger dataset consisting of 102 images captured with a handheld
camera. The winning algrithm of Wu et al. [287] is one of the first algorithms to explicitly
model document scans as fully-fledged 3-dimensional surfaces. Just as previously intro-
duced by Dance [83], the method of Wu et al. estimates the perspective parameters by
using the text lines and the left and right column boundaries (see fig. 4.3). In addition,
Wu et al. take into account the surface curvature by explicitly modeling the appearance of
the document (here: the top page from a bound book) as a parametrized function. Finally,
for document pages exhibiting pronounced shadows new methods for geometric and pho-
tometric distortion modeling using a shape-from-shading and in-painting approach have
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recently been proposed [300]. Such images are often the result of using a strong flash close
to the physical page – a typical case for modern mobile phone cameras.
It is interesting to note that practically all methods for document dewarping use the OCR
accuracy as evaluation measure, either directly or indirectly via the Levenshtein (edit) dis-
tance to the ground truth. In case of the techniques taking part in the Document Image
Dewarping Contest, a mean edit distance of less than 1% was achieved by using Omnipage
Pro 14.0, a commercial OCR software. Unfortunately, OCR accuracy as evaluation mea-
sure has the great disadvantage of being OCR engine-specific, not allowing an accurate
comparison of the performance of dewarping algorithms which already produce very good
OCR results (as we have seen, many actually do), as well as offering no clue about how
well the algorithms perform in non-textual areas. Only very recently, in 2011, Bukhari
et al. [63] have introduced a more comprehensive image based evaluation measure which
addresses these limitations. They compute a score between a ground truth image and the
dewarped results using the ratio of matching SIFT features and the matching error as the
mean of the vectorial distances between the matching SIFT descriptors. They use the novel
methodology to more accurately rank the methods from the Document Image Dewarping
Contest, together with a newer active contour (snake) based book dewarping method [62].
4.2 Seamless Skew and Orientation Detection
In the current section we present two new algorithms for global skew detection using the
same generic framework. The algorithms belong to the class of nearest neighbor approaches
and use connected components as basic building blocks. Since connected components can
be computed for any kind of color space of the input image (given an appropriate distance
function), the proposed framework may be applied directly to any digital document image.
We first introduce a basic, layout- and script-independent algorithm which is able to deal
with document images having a global skew angle within [−90◦, 90◦]. A more robust
version of the algorithm is then introduced as a specialization for Roman script documents.
The improved algorithm can deal with document skew from the full angle range of −180◦
to 180◦, while at the same time exhibiting a better accuracy. Both algorithms are very fast,
their runtime speed being directly comparable to that of the early projection profile-based
methods [50].
4.2.1 Layout- and Script-Independent Skew Detection
In this section we describe a generic, script-independent skew detection algorithm capable
of handling documents exhibiting global skew angles from the range [−90◦, 90◦]. The
proposed framework is afterward entirely reused in the more advanced version of the al-
gorithm, capable of detecting both skew and orientation for Roman-script documents and
which is presented in the next section.
In order to be able to robustly deal with generic document images containing non-text
regions of significant size, the first step consists of a basic filtering of potential charac-
ters/character parts from non-text content (incl. noise). Note that for document images
known not to contain significant noise or any large halftones or graphics this step can
be skipped entirely. We offer formal proof of this assertion in section 4.2.3, as well as a
modality of computing the degree to which the result accuracy depends upon the ratio of
remaining non-text components to the number of text components.
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The foremost purpose of the filtering is to reduce the amount of small noise in the image,
be it impulse-like or small connected components from large dithered halftones/drawings.
More specifically, we denote as “large” halftones and graphics those regions whose total
number of connected components is on the same or a higher magnitude order with that of
the components located within the textual regions from the same document page. Such
large non-text components and/or high noise levels are extremely rare in practice in any
professional scans – for example, in the UW-I [215] test set consisting of 979 scanned test
images (many showing parts of the adjacent page) a single image falls into this category.
Two simple filtering rules were applied for each connected component throughout all our
experiments:
1. The width and height do not differ by more than a factor of 10. The relatively
large threshold ensures that thin letters (such as “i” or “l”) are kept, along with any
components consisting of a few wrongly merged characters (possibly as an artifact of
the binarization process). Note that this condition was found to be optional in the
performed tests, as its effect is almost unnoticeable under normal circumstances.
2. The width and height are larger than certain thresholds. The thresholds in our
case were set to 50% of the size of the dominant character width/height on the
page, determined as described in [155]. In this way the thresholds are resolution-
independent. Note that since neither the orientation nor the skew of the page are
known at this stage, the width and height thresholds must also be used interchanged
in the condition.
The reader may observe that both filtering conditions are very generic and can be applied
to any kind of digital document images (including most script types in use nowadays).
Next, we take the centers of the bounding boxes of the filtered connected components
and compute the Euclidean minimum spanning tree (MST) of this set of points. It was
experimentally determined that for an unrestricted skew range, the center points provide
a more robust estimate of the global skew than both the upper and lower mid-points
of the bounding boxes. The Euclidean MST for a set of points can be computed either
directly [18] or indirectly by using the property that the MST edges are a subset of the
edges of the Delaunay triangulation [122] and determining the respective subset by any
standard MST algorithm, such as that of Kruskal. A worst-case running time of O(n log n),
where n represents the number of points, is achievable by using either variant.
A binned histogram spanning the angle range [−90◦, 90◦) is computed from the skew angles
of the MST edges. In our experiments we have used a bin size of 0.1◦, as skew angles lower
than this value are practically indistinguishable by humans.
The final step is the detection of the skew angle from the computed histogram. Unlike
other binned histogram-based methods [50] we do not employ an iterative coarse-to-fine
search method, as we have found it to be too sensitive at larger skew angles (i.e. ≥15–
20◦). Instead, we assume that the skew angle errors are normally distributed around the
global skew angle and convolve the histogram circularly with a Gaussian mask. Thus,
the location of the maximum value in the result of the circular convolution is expected
to correspond to the desired skew angle. In our experiments we have determined that a
Gaussian mask diameter equal to the number of bins corresponding to 90◦ in the histogram
performs well. For obtaining a higher/lower accuracy, the histogram bin size can easily be
reduced/extended, having a direct influence on the running time of the algorithm. This is
especially visible for very fine-grained histograms, where the O(n2) convolution time will
be the dominant factor in the overall running time of the algorithm.
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Figure 4.4: (a) Portion of original document scan; (b) Same scan with superimposed
Euclidean MST edges constructed from the connected components’ midpoints; (c) Corre-
sponding binned histogram of the MST skew angles; (d) Histogram convolution result with
a Gaussian mask spanning 90◦
At this point it is important to note that the algorithm presented in this section is entirely
script-independent, since its sole indirect assumption is that character spacing is usually
smaller than line spacing. An additional advantage of using an MST and histogram-based
approach is that the influence of page portions featuring a multiple- or non-uniform skew
is practically non-existent. The Euclidean MST basically “models” text lines as piecewise
linear functions as opposed to the more simple and error-prone linear model employed by
all known previous approaches.
Using the notation from algorithm listing 2, the components forming the common frame-
work are:
• Filtering of connected components by size (optional) – Filter(CCList)
• Euclidean minimum spanning tree of a set of planar points – EMST (P )
• Binned histogram of given accuracy from a set of 1-d values –
BinHist(V alues,RangeStart, RangeEnd,BinSize)
• 1-Dimensional circular convolution with a discrete Gaussian kernel –
GaussCircConv(InputArrray,WindowDiameter)
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Algorithm 2 Generic skew detection algorithm
Require: binary document image I, histogram bin size bsize (default 0.1), dominant
character height dch as in [1]
Ensure: global skew angle α ∈ [-90◦, 90◦); confidence measure for spacing Cspc
CC ← Filter(ConnectedComponentLabeling(I), dch)





for i = 1 to Nedges do
Add angle(EdgeListi) to Angles
end for
Hconv ← GaussCircConv(
BinHist(Angles,−90, 90, bsize), 90/bsize)




4.2.2 Seamless Orientation Detection for Roman Script Documents
To the best of the author’s knowledge, the idea of using an Euclidean MST for determining
the orientation of text lines was first introduced by Ittner and Baird in [140]. However,
due of the fact that their method only made use of the center points for each connected
component, it was inherently unable to differentiate between top-left and top-right orien-
tations.
In contrast to Ittner and Baird’s method and the previously presented algorithm, the
method proposed in the following is specific to Roman script documents. More exactly, it
makes indirect use of the fact that in a typical text the number of descenders is lower than
the number of ascenders. This holds true for many languages having Roman script, such
as English, German, Spanish and French. One may easily verify this fact from existing
tables containing character frequencies for each language, such as the ones for the English
language in [40].
As a first step of the improved algorithm we use the result provided by the basic algorithm
as an approximation of the actual page skew. Next, for each of the filtered connected
components we compute the top-left and bottom-right coordinates of its bounding box in
the document image deskewed using the approximated skew. This can be accomplished by
applying the appropriate, pre-computed rotation matrix to each pixel within a connected
component. Note that it is not actually necessary to consider each pixel of a component,
just the pixels located on its border. The processing time gain by applying this trick
has been found to be insignificant, however. We now compute two sets of points, namely
the top and bottom mid-points for each component. Afterward, the same processing as
in the basic algorithm is applied on each of the two sets of points and two histograms
convolved with Gaussian masks are obtained. One may now make use of the ascender-to-
descender ratio property to conclude that the histogram containing the higher maximum
value corresponds to the actual alignment points (bottom mid-points) of the characters on
the page. This holds true because the histogram of the alignment point edges has more
angles close to the page skew and their distribution will naturally feature a taller and
sharper peak. Thus the correct up/down orientation of the page is determined. Finally,
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Figure 4.5: (a) Portion of original document scan; (b) Same scan with superimposed
Euclidean MST edges constructed from the alignment and top-mid points of the connected
components, respectively; (c) Corresponding binned histograms of the MST skew angles;
(d) Histogram convolution result with a Gaussian mask spanning 90◦
we can improve the initial approximation of the page skew by selecting instead the bin
containing the maximum value from the histogram of approximated alignment points as
the one corresponding to the desired result.
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Algorithm 3 Enhanced skew and orientation detection algorithm
Require: binary document image I, histogram bin size bsize (default 0.1), dominant
character height dch as in [155]
Ensure: global skew angle α ∈ [-180◦, 180◦); confidence measure for spacing Cspc; confi-
dence measure for validity of ascender-to-descender ratio Cad
CC ← Filter(ConnectedComponentLabeling(I), dch)
α← BasicSkewDetection(I, bsize, dch)
for i = 1 to Ncc do







for i = 1 to NedgesTop do
Add angle(EdgeListTopi) to AnglesTop
end for
HconvTop ← GaussCircConv(
BinHist(AnglesTop,−90, 90, bsize), 90/bsize)
EdgeListBottom← EMST (MidBottomPoints)
for i = 1 to NedgesBottom do
Add angle(EdgeListBottmi) to AnglesBottom
end for
HconvBottom ← GaussCircConv(
BinHist(AnglesBottom,−90, 90, bsize), 90/bsize)
α← argmax(HconvBottom)
if max(HconvTop) > max(HconvBottom) then
α← argmax(HconvTop)
Cspc = 1− HconvTop(argmax(HconvTop)+90
◦)
max(HconvTop)
{always make sure result lies within [-180◦, 180◦)}






Cad = 1− min(max(HconvTop),max(HconvBottom))max(max(HconvTop),max(HconvBottom))
Return α, Cspc, Cad
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4.2.3 Theoretical Basis
After having described the steps of both skew detection algorithms, we are now able to
provide a formal foundation in order to better understand the individual steps and their
role.
At first let us consider an input image consisting exclusively of text, that is the document
is completely noise-free and contains no non-text (e.g. graphics, halftones, formulae, etc.)
regions. More formally, we can express this as |Edoc| = |Et|, where Edoc is the set of edges
from the Euclidean MST constructed using all connected components in the document
and Et represents the set of edges in the Euclidean MST constructed using only the text
connected components. We are interested in computing the global skew αdoc of the doc-
ument, which we define as the average skew of the text lines, denoted αline. Considering
the MST edges as independent variables Xi, i = 1, |Edoc| we are therefore looking for the
best approximation for 1|Edoc|
∑|Edoc|
i=1 α(Ei).
The central limit theorem [104] states that the probability distribution of any statistic
of independent and identically distributed random variables will converge to a normal
distribution as the sample size approaches infinity. As seen in the previous section, in our
case the population consists of the set of edges from the Euclidean MST built using the
mid-/alignment/top-mid points of the connected components extracted from a document
page. The statistic of interest is the mean angle of the vectors. As such, once the number
of observed vectors is high enough, its probability distribution will converge to a Gaussian






d−→ N (αline, 1|Et|σ
2
αt) (4.1)
Note that, regardless of the distribution of the initial population, the probability distribu-
tion of the mean angle is still normal. Thus, our restriction that the population consists
solely of Euclidean MST edges is completely irrelevant to the shape of the distribution.
The restriction has a different purpose however: to ensure that the mean angle of the
vectors converges to the global skew angle of the document. The latter convergence can
only be ensured when the majority of the vectors indeed approximate the global skew,
which equals by definition the average skew of the text lines. In other words, most vectors
must lie between connected components located on the same text line. It is precisely at
this point that our additional requirement that the inter-line distance is higher than the
inter-character distance comes into play. By ensuring this, we have the certainty that ma-
jority of the Euclidean MST edges will indeed connect those components located on the
same line. The reasoning for this is straightforward: since characters on the same line do
on average lie closer than characters located on different text lines, such edges will more
likely minimize the total cost (=distance) of connecting all input points and consequently
they will be the ones selected as part of the Euclidean MST:
Dinter−character < Dinter−line ⇒ lim|Et|→∞αline → αt
Let us consider now the case in which the input document image also contains non-text
layout elements, e.g. halftones, line-art, separators, etc.. These elements will further on
be generically referred to as graphic elements. In this situation we have:
|Edoc| = |Et|+ |Eg|+ |Etg|,
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where |Eg| denotes the set of edges where each joins 2 graphical elements and |Etg| denotes
the set of edges each joining one graphical element and one text element. Because graphical




⇒ |Edoc| ≈ |Et|+ |Eg| (4.2)
Additionally, the restriction regarding the inter-line distance is irrelevant for graphical
elements and as such the average angle of edges joining graphical elements will converge
to zero. Note that this only happens under the usual assumption of a uniform or random
normal distribution for the graphical edges. In short, for documents containing both text



































The only situation remaining to consider is when the input document image contains noise,
in addition to text and graphics. Unfortunately, unlike graphics or text, noise areas are not
only contiguous but may also be found interweaved within other regions. The distinction
between graphical elements and noise elements located within the same contiguous area is
irrelevant in our case, especially since both types of elements are usually considered to be
zero-centered, uniformly or normally-distributed. Equation (4.2) now becomes:
|Egn| ≈ 0 ⇒ |Edoc| ≈ |Et|+ |Eg|+ |En|+ |Ent| (4.4)
As in the case of graphical elements, the average angle of edges joining 2 noise elements
or one noise element with a text element will converge to zero (again, under the clas-
sic assumption of zero-centered noise). Finally, based on equation (4.4) for documents

























In the following we discuss how the presented generic algorithm can be derived from for-
mula (4.5). One may clearly see that noise has a twofold influence on the accuracy of
the determined skew angle of the document. Therefore, minimizing the number of noise
components taken into account in the construction of the Euclidean MST will produce the
largest immediate accuracy improvement. In accordance to this observation, the removal
of noise components is accomplished right at the start of the algorithm by the generic
filtering step described in the previous section. Noise component filtering also has another
reason apparent from formula (4.5): the required estimations for the number of edges be-
longing to each class (i.e. text, graphics or noise) are in general not available or cannot
be directly computed at this early stage. Instead, by ensuring that |Et| ≈ |Edoc| (which
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implies that |Eg| ≪ |Et|, |En| ≪ |Et| and |Ent| ≪ |Et|) we are able to obtain a close
enough approximation of the global skew distribution.
Next, for practical purposes we may substitute |E| with |V |, where V represents the set
of vertices from the respective tree. This is possible since generally in any tree |Etree| =
|Vtree|+ 1 and the cardinalities of the sets we are usually working with are at least in the
order of 103. Additionally, due to the large cardinalities of the sets of connected components





≈ x⌊N/2⌋ ≈ Median(xi), where xi ≤ xi+1,∀i ∈ [1, N ] (4.6)
This allows us to construct the edge angle histogram using the original edge angles, instead
of average angles for all edge pairs within the Euclidean MST. The construction of the edge
angle histogram represents the second step of the proposed skew detection algorithm.
A convolution with a Gaussian of known parameters (default: N (0, 15◦)) is afterward
employed. It is well-known that the convolution operation with a certain mask produces
the maximum response at locations which are spatially most similar to the mask. In fact
this represents the basis of many template matching methods. As such, convolution with a
Gaussian mask provides us with an elegant solution to the practical difficulty of computing
a robust value for the expectation of the skew angle distribution from its rough histogram
approximation. Note that the expectation value remains unchanged by this operation, as
convolution is equivalent to the addition with a Gaussian, which in our case is known to
have a zero mean. The proposed variance of the Gaussian convolution mask corresponds
to a digital window approximation of diameter 90◦ and was experimentally determined
to offer a good compromise between accuracy and noise removal strength. The other
important consideration at this point is the existence of noise in the average skew angle
samples. One cannot realistically expect the initial generic noise component filtering to
produce near-perfect results on all types of document images. But luckily this is exactly
what the Gaussian kernel is most well-known for: its excellent noise reduction properties
(low-pass filtering). So, in conclusion the (circular) convolution with a Gaussian kernel
provides the optimal solution for two issues in our case: robust detection of the skew angle
distribution peak and noise attenuation. The interested reader may find more information
about the useful properties of Gaussians in image enhancement in section 2.1.1.
Finally, since we require a single value for the global skew angle, we are now able to
compute the one having the highest probability of being the right one. It is known that
the expectation of the normal distribution has the highest probability value. Extracting
the global skew at this point amounts to a straightforward search for the maximum value
in the distribution histogram and converting its index into the right angular value (using
the histogram bin resolution).
4.2.4 Algorithm Assumptions and Confidence Measures
The theoretical analysis of the algorithms from the previous section has provided us with
formula (4.5), which allows us in theory to exactly estimate the uncertainty of the detected
global skew angle. The keyword here is “in theory”, because as already mentioned most of
the necessary parameters cannot be reliably estimated at this stage. However, the model
parameters can be estimated well after the page segmentation step. As such, an interesting
idea to pursue would be an iterative processing architecture in which skew detection and
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page segmentation are executed as many times as necessary until a fixed certainty threshold
for the global skew determination has been reached. While undoubtedly of theoretical
interest, such an approach would be much too computationally expensive for application
in current mass digitization projects.
In this section we describe a straightforward way of obtaining a meaningful confidence
estimate for the computed skew angle without resorting to knowledge from later processing
stages. It is important to state from the beginning that the proposed confidence estimates
do not have a purely mathematical basis and are not meant to be as accurate as those
which can be obtained from formula (4.5). In contrast, our goal is solely to obtain a value
from a pre-defined, document-independent interval which directly reflects the certainty
that the computed global skew angle for a document is indeed close to its actual global
skew. Even such a confidence value is extremely useful for practical purposes, where it is
simply not feasible to screen all input documents in order to find out which ones do satisfy
the preconditions for our algorithms. In this context, confidence estimates can be used to
significantly reduce the portion of documents in need of correctness checking by a human
operator.
Let us go over the implicit and explicit assumptions made by the proposed algorithms in
their order of appearance. First, we require as input a sequence of all connected compo-
nents on the document image. We approximate the non-noise components by their center/
alignment/ top-mid points and construct the Euclidean MST of the point set. An im-
plicit assumption from this point forward in both algorithms is that the number of MST
edges approaches infinity, i.e. it is high enough to warrant the application of the central
limit theorem and provide an actual distribution which resembles the theoretical normal
one. Since this assumption is crucial for the entire functioning of the algorithm, we set a
minimum threshold of 30 non-noise components below which the returned confidence has
its minimum value. Exact relations between the number of samples and the reliability of
the outputs were found by Chang et al. [70, 71] for a few situations, so it appears to be
possible to derive such formulae in more cases. For practical purposes having an exact
formula modeling this relationship is not strictly necessary, however it is an interesting
direction to explore in future work.
An explicit assumption of both algorithms is that the character spacing is on average
lower than the line spacing. This guarantees the convergence of the MST edge skew angle
to the text line skew, as opposed to the layout column skew (defined by the distances
between lines). In figure 4.4 (d) one may see a typical example of an output histogram
distribution – bimodal with the maxima separated by approx. 90◦, corresponding to the
text line skew and the layout column skew, respectively. The ratio between the average
line spacing and the average character spacing is directly reflected by the ratio of the two
modes. Consequently, the degree to which the spacing assumption holds can immediately
be extracted via the aforementioned ratio. More specifically, a ratio near 1 reflects that the
assumption most likely does not hold, whereas a value closer to 0 reflects a high confidence
in the validity of the assumption. Using the notation from algorithm 2, the spacing-related
confidence value Cspc can be defined as:
Cspc = 1− Hconv(argmax(Hconv) + 90
◦)
max(Hconv)
More accurately, the second mode of the circular histogram (corresponding to the lay-
out column skew) can be found by searching for the local maximum located closest to
argmax(Hconv) + 90
◦, as opposed to directly using the histogram value at this location.
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One must observe that while the ratio feature works generally well, in cases in which the
line spacing is clearly lower than the character spacing it will provide a wrong indication.
In practice however, we have not observed such a situation yet and it remains an open
question whether there indeed exist scripts/documents where this does happen.
For the basic algorithm which restricts itself to the determination of the skew only, there
are no other explicit or implicit assumptions. In the Roman script specialized algorithm
however, there exists another explicit assumption: that the ratio of the number of ascenders
to the number of descenders is higher than 1. This holds true for many, if not all Roman
script languages, such as English, German, Spanish and French. The property can be
readily verified by checking the character frequency language-specific tables computed on
large text corpora, such as the ones for English [40] or German [57]. It is interesting to
note that a important application area of letter frequency tables is in cryptography [57].
The caveat with this feature lies in its generality – while it is very likely to be true for
long texts, in case of single document pages with just a few lines of text it may not be
stable enough. The ascender-to-descender ratio feature also implicitly assumes another
important fact: that the page in question does indeed feature minuscules, i.e. it was not
entirely printed using capitals or contains only numbers. For such pages, one must resort to
other specialized orientation detection algorithms, such as those proposed by Aradhye [40].
Fortunately, the computed histogram-based approximations of the probability distributions
for the global skew angle allow us to detect this kind of situations. In figure 4.5 (d) we
see a typical example of the computed text line skew distributions. The ratio between
the expectations for the global skew of the two point sets constitutes a robust feature for
gaging the validity of the ascender-to-descender ratio in the current document. Using the
notation from algorithm 3, the ascender-to-descender confidence value Cad is computed as:
Cad = 1− min(max(HconvTop),max(HconvBottom))
max(max(HconvTop),max(HconvBottom))
Just like for the previous confidence feature, a value close to 1 indicates a most likely valid
assumption, whereas a value close to 0 indicates a high probability that the assumption
does not hold.
Since in the case of the basic skew detection algorithm we can only make use of confidence
feature Cspc, we currently use a hard threshold set to 0.5 and accept all skew detection
results with spacing confidence features with a value above or equal to this threshold. For
the specialized algorithm, we use in addition the confidence feature Cad for gaging the
orientation detection success. The fixed threshold for the minimum ascender-to-descender
confidence feature determined from our experiments is set to 0.1. As an alternative, one
may also use a weighted linear combination of the confidence features as an overall confi-
dence indicator:
Ctot = αCspc + (1− α)Cad, α ∈ [0, 1]
A method for determining a proper generic weighting (α) for the two features remains as
topic for future work.
4.2.5 Evaluation
For testing the orientation detection accuracy of our algorithm, we have used 5 different
test sets. In all our experiments we have differentiated between 4 different orientations:
top-up, top-down (180◦), top-left (90◦ counter-clockwise) and top-right (90◦ clockwise).
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a) b)
c) d)
Figure 4.6: a) Document image with the maximum error in skew angle detection due
to a contained document image reproduction; b-d) Orientation detection failures due to:
all-uppercase listings, math formulas or graphic objects arranged such that the character
spacing is higher than the line spacing
The first test set consisted of the 979 test images from the UW-I dataset [215], containing
technical journal scans featuring one, two or three layout columns. Our second test set was
the OCRopus test set [277], consisting of 9 different images, each scanned in four different
resolutions, namely 150, 200, 300 and 400 dpi. Each image was also rotated in all four
orientations, thus resulting in a total number of 144 test images. The third and fourth test
sets consisted of 100 single-column, respectively 109 two-column journal images, obtained
by converting the PDF version of several recent articles into 300 dpi raster images. Each
of the images in these test sets was rotated 360 times using bicubic interpolation with an
interval of 1◦, starting from −180◦, thus totaling 36 000, respectively 39 240 images. The
last test set consisted of a uniform sample of 100 images from the UW-I test set, selected
manually from their “skew-free” version, available as part of the UW-III database. Again,
each of the images was considered in 360 different rotated variants, leading to a test set
size of 36 000 images. Since the “skew-free” variants of the UW-I images were obtained
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by the UW creators using an automatic skew detection and correction algorithm, their
real skew had to be checked manually and those images were selected where the difference
to the real skew was at most about 0.1◦. Note that since the scans feature wavy lines,
distortions near the book fold and significant skew differences among the different layout
columns of the same document, the slant of the text lines even within the same page frame
varies considerably – up to about 0.42◦ in our selection.
In order to evaluate the skew detection accuracy we have used the last three datasets,
as they are the only ones large enough to obtain meaningful results. For computing the
skew detection error for each image we have considered that the orientation was detected
correctly, i.e. the skew angle for each orientation falls between [−45◦, 45◦). This has allowed
us a direct accuracy comparison with the proposed basic algorithm on the complete data
sets.
Bloomberg van Beusekom
Total et al. [58] et al. [277] ProposedUW-I images # correct # correct # correct
top-up 970 935 963 966
top-left 9 2 7 7
top-down 0 0 0 0
top-right 0 0 0 0
Total 95.8% 99.1% 99.4%
Table 4.1: Orientation detection results on the UW-I dataset
On the UW-I test set our algorithm performed very well and failed only on images contain-
ing almost exclusively majuscules, digits and/or mathematical formulae. As also noted in
section 4.2.4, for all algorithms relying on the ascender-to-descender ratio such documents
are inherently impossible to classify correctly. In such case, a combination with methods
using other orientation-dependent features (e.g. [40]) is necessary.
Bloomberg van Beusekom
Total et al. [58] et al. [277] ProposedUW-I images # correct # correct # correct
150 dpi 36 36 36 36
200 dpi 36 36 36 36
300 dpi 36 36 36 36
400 dpi 36 27 36 36
Total 93.8% 100% 100%
Table 4.2: Orientation detection results on the OCRopus dataset
For the OCRopus test set, the proposed orientation detection achieved a 100% success
rate, the same as the algorithm proposed by van Beusekom et al. [277] and better than
the Bloomberg et al. method [58] with 93.8%. The perfect result was possible because the
test set consists exclusively of text-only, artificial images. Note that the main purpose of
this data set was to test the resolution independence property without the influence of any
other factors.
From table 4.3 one may see as expected that the accuracy of the improved algorithm was
indeed better than that of the basic algorithm. The rising average erorrs directly reflect
the increasing difficulty of the data sets. In case of the UW-I subset the sharp rise of the
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SSkewDet SSkewDet
Basic ImprovedTotal
avg. std. max. avg. std. max. orient.images
err. dev. err. err. dev. err. errors
1 col.
PDF 36 000 0.21 0.28 1.95 0.08 0.13 1.2 84
2 col.
PDF 39 240 0.22 0.28 1.65 0.09 0.14 1.0 0
UW-I
selection 36 000 0.26 0.32 1.55 0.15 0.2 1.0 0
Table 4.3: Skew and orientation detection results on datasets 3–5
average errors and their corresponding standard deviations also points at the inaccuracy
of the “ground truth”. Overall, the accuracy of both algorithms was very good, being
similar to that of algorithms having constraints on the logical layout [46]. In fact, the only
observed errors produced by the orientation detection algorithm were for documents where
its preconditions were violated (as seen in figure 4.6).
The processing times on a 300 dpi A4 document image (approx. 2500 × 3500 pixels) are
0.01 seconds for the basic algorithm and 0.11 seconds for the improved version. For a 200
dpi image the times are 0.01 seconds and 0.07 seconds, respectively. The computer used for
the tests had a Core2Duo 2.66Ghz processor. In comparison, the fastest state-of-the-art
algorithm reported around 0.01 sec processing time on 200 dpi images [46] on a relatively
similar computer configuration.
4.3 Conclusions
This chapter has introduced the problem of document skew estimation and presented a
comprehensive review of the state of the art in the area. Global skew detection was
selected as the current work’s focus. This follows the observation that in the case of
document collections of (semi-)professional scans (as found in mass digitization projects)
it represents by far the most common type of skew.
Our contribution to the research area consists of two new algorithms for global skew detec-
tion falling in the category on nearest-neighbor approaches and employing the same frame-
work. An important distinguishing feature of the proposed framework is the existence of
a theoretical foundation, in contrast to the ad-hoc nature of most other state-of-the-art
global skew detection algorithms. Another crucial feature contributing to the robustness
and speed of both algorithms is the fact that, unlike other recent approaches [46, 277], we
do not require any kind of prior layout analysis, such as text line determination. This fact is
highly significant because it completely discards all hidden or layout-dependent parameters
otherwise necessary. Consequently, we do not require any explicit parameters within the
algorithms. It is interesting to note that despite its simplicity, the underlying Euclidean
MST essentially approximates the text lines via piecewise linear functions, as opposed to
the more error-prone linear model used in all other state-of-the-art techniques. Finally,
we introduced a way to assign meaningful confidence estimates to the global skew angles
computed by both algorithms. Such confidence measures represent an invaluable tool for
automatically assessing the overall DIU system output in view of further manual correc-
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tion or for presentation purposes. Extensive testing on a total set of about 110 000 images
was used to validate the proposed techniques and compare them to other state-of-the-art
methods with regard to both skew- and orientation detection accuracy.
A further evaluation on a grayscale/color document image dataset with respect to different
binarization/color reduction algorithms would be of great interest, as this would be more in
line with the current demands for real-life document digitization projects. Unfortunately
to the author’s best knowledge no large datasets suitable for this task currently exist.
We believe that holistic skew estimation by integrating multiple sources of information
represents a highly promising research direction. More specifically, our current model
disregards other valuable sources of information, such as the direction and curvature of
solid separators (see sections 5.1.1 and 5.2.1), edges of halftones, as well as all shading
information. These elements, together with the available text line and word directions can
be integrated into a fine-grained whole-page skew map, thus allowing an accurate non-
uniform skew correction. Beside the improvement of the overall robustness gained by the
use of a larger set of (mostly) uncorrelated features, such an approach would allow for a
uniform treatment of all skew types.
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Chapter 5
Page Segmentation
It sounded logical – but I could not forget Kettering’s Law: “Logic
is an organized way of going wrong with confidence."
– R.A. Heinlein (The Number of the Beast)
Page segmentation is also known in the specialized literature as physical or geometric
layout analysis. Its purpose is to segment a document image into homogeneous zones and
categorize each zone into a certain class of physical layout elements. Most commonly, the
physical layout elements are divided into text, graphics, halftone pictures, horizontal and
vertical rulers. As already mentioned in the introductory section of the current work, some
publications consider more and others fewer classes of physical layout structures, depending
on the target area. For example, identifying mathematical formulae and chemical structure
diagrams is important when having to deal with textbooks or journal papers in the area
of natural sciences, but largely irrelevant when processing newspapers or fiction novels.
Ideally, the document image analysis process should be based solely on the geometric char-
acteristics of the document image, without requiring any apriori information (such as a
specific document format). Actual implementations and theoretical methods rely upon dif-
ferent apriori information about the document layout. Most frequently, an important dis-
tinction is made between the so-called Manhattan and non-Manhattan (arbitrary) layouts.
One must note that, contrary to the belief of many authors, a consensus on the definition
of Manhattan layouts does not currently exist in the document analysis community [66].
This is probably due to different characteristics considered to define the Manhattan layout.
One view is that the main characteristic is given by the background regions (corresponding
to the Manhattan streets) which always clearly delimit the foreground areas at 90◦ angles
and are never completely contained within foreground regions [202, 257]. The other view
is that the foreground regions directly correspond to the city blocks in Manhattan, thus
are always rectangular [126, 239]. The two perspectives are not equivalent, since the first
one allows for foreground regions to be naturally represented as simple isothetic polygons
(polygons without holes having all edges parallel to the coordinate axes). Since document
processing is performed on digitized images, one may argue that practically any region can
be represented as an isothetic polygon (at its most extreme having 1–pixel long edges).
This ambiguity is for the most part clarified by the requirement (present in both cases)
of having a clear separation between regions. In other words the spacing of elements (or
the texture) in both regions must be strictly lower (or different) than that of the back-
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ground region(s) located in–between. In this paper we adhere to the train of thought that
Manhattan layouts allow the existence of simple isothetic polygonal foreground regions.
Nowadays, most printed newspapers and scientific journals feature a Manhattan layout.
Figure 5.1: Document scans exhibiting different layouts: rectangular-, Manhattan- and
Non-Manhattan (arbitrary) layout (left to right)
Another type of assumption is related to the characteristics of the input image. In most
cases the input image must be binary, as well as noise- and skew-free, although a few
algorithms have been proposed which are able to deal with grayscale/color images, skewed
and/or noisy documents. In the case of mass digitization, pre-processing steps are practi-
cally unavoidable due to the enormous variety within the input material. Consequently, the
common limitation to a binary-only skew-free input image is in practice of no consequence.
A much more important issue arises on the exact definition of a physical page region,
especially in the case of text regions. Many authors (e.g. [38]) consider that the correct
separation of text regions exhibiting different characteristics (such as font size, stroke width,
etc.) represents the task of geometric layout analysis. In our opinion, this is a dangerous
requirement, as it is highly unclear what “different characteristics” actually mean in the
case of text regions. A wide variety of (ever changing) layout styles are in use today and
in some situations the features necessary for a correct segmentation of the text regions
are simply not available at this early a point in the processing chain. Take for example
a sequence of words typewritten in italics, but located within an otherwise similar but
non-italic text body. Without any further assumptions, it is unclear if the sequence of
words should indeed be considered to be an independent geometric region or not. At
the very least, a simple threshold based on the length of the region (possibly in relation
to the containing layout column) is probably necessary in this case to make a correct
decision. After all, if the sequence is very short it is likely that it represents a feature
detection error. Another common unclear situation is at the end of a paragraph and the
start of a new, indented paragraph with the exact same font characteristics, featuring no
additional vertical spacing at the start. Human-generated page segmentations (used as
ground truth for evaluation [38, 239]) normally show one region corresponding to each
of the paragraphs. However, since the paragraphs have identical font characteristics, the
decision as to whether and exactly where to separate the paragraphs from each other falls
over to their indentation characteristics. These in turn depend heavily on the publisher’s
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current layout style. Clearly such decisions are not universally valid and furthermore they
fall into the realm of logical layout analysis, as they are exactly of the same type as those
used to label logical regions. In effect, having this kind of unclear rules for text region
separation is detrimental for the evaluation process. As such, in the current work we shall
consider that the exact separation of text regions is not in any way the task of the page
segmentation module. Instead we consider it as an early part in the logical layout analysis
step. The evaluation results in table 5.2 directly reflect our position in this matter.
The current chapter is divided into three main parts followed by a summary and directions
for future research. In the first part, we go over the research developments in the areas of
document separator detection, page segmentation and segmentation evaluation methodolo-
gies. The second section introduces a series of improvements over the current state of the
art, as currently implemented in the Fraunhofer DIU system. As mentioned in section 1.1,
the Fraunhofer DIU system has already been extensively used in mass processing of het-
erogeneous newspaper and book archives totalling well over 1 million pages. The third
section describes the evaluation methodologies for page segmentation used in the current
work and discusses the experimental results obtained on a few data sets containing scanned
images of different types: newspapers, journals, magazines and historical documents.
5.1 State of the Art
Page segmentation methods are traditionally categorized into three groups: top-down
(model-driven), bottom-up (data-driven) and hybrid approaches.
In top-down techniques, documents are recursively divided from entire images to smaller
regions. These techniques are generally very fast, but they are only useful when apriori
knowledge about the document layout is available. To this class belong methods using
projection profiles [123], X-Y cuts [124], or white streams [23].
Bottom-up methods start from pixels, merging them successively into higher-level regions,
such as connected components, text lines, and text blocks. These methods are generally
more flexible and tolerant to page skew (even multiple skew), but are also slower than
top-down methods. Some popular bottom-up techniques make use of region growing ([142,
150, 198]), run-length smearing [280], or mathematical morphology [26, 112].
Many other methods exist which do not fit exactly into either of these categories; they
were consequently called hybrid methods. Hybrid approaches [96, 211] try to combine the
high speed of the top-down approaches with the robustness of the bottom-up approaches.
Within this category fall all texture-based approaches, such as those employing Gabor
filters, multi-scale wavelet analysis [91], or fractal signatures [262].
Although useful, the aforementioned classification methodology leads to many ambiguities,
evidenced by the fact that often the same algorithm is assigned to different classes by
different authors [66]. Several other classification schemes for page segmentation algorithms
were proposed [66, 201, 202]. In the current work, we adopt a straightforward classification
of the page segmentation methods, based on the functionality offered by each algorithm. As
such, we divide page segmentation algorithms into two classes: region detection algorithms
which segment the document into homogeneous regions (but in many instances do not
actually classify them) and region classification algorithms, which solely classify a set of
pre-determined regions.
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In order to segment a document into independent regions, for many algorithms it is ad-
vantageous to make use of the set of all separators present on the respective document
page. Some methods [59] require a full list of separators explicitly, whereas for most oth-
ers [124, 150, 198, 257] such a list may easily be incorporated (e.g. as constraints) and
used to increase the accuracy of the segmentation process. There also exist monolithic
segmentation algorithms [142] which include separator detection methods. In such cases,
the integrated separator detection methods tend to have an ad-hoc character and can be
substituted with more generic methods with relatively little effort. Before delving into
state-of-the-art page segmentation algorithms, we go over several popular methods for
generic separator detection.
It is worth noting that both commercial OCR products [1, 14] and open-source OCR en-
gines [13, 15] (see section 1.2.2) are constantly improving their geometric layout analysis
modules. While their traditional focus on born-digital documents remains obvious, their
transition towards agile distribution models (e.g. mobile apps, web services) in the hope of
a larger user basis is increasingly forcing them to adopt more robust segmentation meth-
ods. Currently, the vast majority of research algorithms are suitable only for rectangular or
Manhattan layouts [66, 178, 202, 239]. Page segmentation methods capable of reliably pro-
cessing non-Manhattan and multiple skew layouts with irregular column structure remain
a rarity.
5.1.1 Separator Detection
Separators present in typical documents can be classified into two main classes: 1. long
horizontal/vertical line segments, henceforth dubbed solid separators, and 2. large, elon-
gated empty areas (dubbed whitespaces). This is due to nearly universal conventions of
legibility, such as those described in the Chicago Manual of Style [197]. Depending on
the publisher and the publication type, a document may contain either or both types of
separators. Thus, without apriori knowledge about the document layout, one must be able
to identify both kinds of separators.
Arguably, the simplest methods for detecting solid separators make use of connected com-
ponents. In general, such methods assume that each separating line consists of a single
connected component (or several closely-aligned components). After labeling the con-
nected components, vertical and horizontal lines are detected by using relatively simple
rules based on the component size, shape or run-length characteristics. In the early IC-
DAR Page Segmentation Competitions [34, 36, 113], several connected component-based
detection methods [125, 187] have been evaluated. Surprisingly, it was found that they
are able to perform moderately well (about 50% detection ratio), even when applied on
document images having different layout types, scanning resolutions and noise levels. One
must however keep in mind that the competitions are exclusively focused on documents
showing little to no distortions, digitized under constant lighting conditions, in other words
the kind of digitized documents one expects from a professional scan service provider.
Another popular method of detecting solid separators is the use of the Hough transform.
The straightforward application of the Hough transform returns only the determining pa-
rameters of each infinite line; furthermore, due to the voting algorithm, short segments
are normally not detected. These issues, along with the low execution speed, have been
the main focus of the algorithms for separating line detection proposed in the scientific
literature [43, 189].
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Figure 5.2: Examples of separator types found in documents: left – original portion of
newspaper scan; center – solid separators (cyan= horizontal; blue= vertical); right – ver-
tical whitespaces (green)
Algorithms for separating line detection based on mathematical morphology [85, 176] have
also been evaluated in the ICDAR page segmentation competition [34, 36]. Their detec-
tion performance was found to be close to that of connected component-based methods.
Morphology-based approaches, however, have the advantage that they can be directly ap-
plied to a grayscale image. In general, such algorithms work by initially improving the
quality of the separators by means of successive opening and closing operations. The sec-
ond and final step is the extraction of vertical/horizontal separators, in a manner similar
to the connected component-based approach previously described. Considerably better de-
tection results were reported using the morphological approach of Gatos et al. [112]. This
method makes use of the average character width and height in order to better estimate
the mask employed by the morphological operators.
Based on directional single-connected chains (DSCC), a fast algorithm capable of detecting
diagonal lines with arbitrary slopes was proposed by Zhang et al. [302]. A DSCC is defined
as an array of adjacent black pixel run-lengths. Separating lines are detected by merging
DSCCs under certain constraints. This approach was found to perform well, even in
case of noisy images and severely broken lines [112, 301]. A more detailed description of
this algorithm may be found in section 5.2, as part of the Fraunhofer page segmentation
method. Other proposed methods for solid separator detection use 2-D wavelets [291] or
general-purpose vectorization algorithms [169].
The problem of finding whitespaces within a document image is closely related to the de-
termination of a full covering of the document background using disjoint rectangular areas.
In principle, given the page area and a set of obstacles (in the form of points or bounding
boxes), covering algorithms try to find at each step the maximal empty rectangular area.
Afterward, the rectangle is added to the set of obstacles, and the procedure is repeated
until the whole page background has been covered. Transforming a covering algorithm into
one for finding the whitespaces can be accomplished easily: one must only add a stopping
criterion (such as a minimum area for the rectangle) as well as allow a certain overlap for
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the determined rectangles [59].
There exist several algorithms for solving maximal empty rectangle problems, such as those
from computational geometry [203] and document analysis [53]. These early algorithms,
although computationally efficient, have not found widespread use, mainly due to their
relatively difficult implementation [59]. More recently, two new globally optimal algorithms
were proposed by Breuel [59, 60], the latter also being able to detect rectangles at arbitrary
orientations. Although both methods employ a branch-and-bound search strategy, they
were found to be fast enough on real-world DIN A4-sized document scans [239]. Our tests
on larger newspaper scans from section 5.3 confirm this conclusion.
5.1.2 Region Detection
One of the most well-known and widespread methods for segmenting document images
with rectangular layouts is based on recursive X-Y cuts (RXYC). The original method was
introduced in 1984 [190], and since then many authors have improved upon the original
algorithm [123, 124]. In its initial variant, the X-Y cut algorithm is a classical top-down
algorithm, based on a hierarchical (tree-like) decomposition of the document page. The
root of the tree represents the entire document image, while the set of all leaf nodes in the
tree represents the final page segmentation. At each step of the algorithm, the horizontal
and vertical projection profiles of each node are computed by considering all their contained
black pixels. In the two obtained profiles, the width of each valley is compared to some
predefined threshold values (one for the X- and another for the Y-axis). If a valley is wider
than the respective threshold, the node is split vertically or horizontally at the mid-point
of the valley into two children nodes. The process continues until no nodes can be split
further. As a final step, noise regions are removed using a few heuristic criteria. Arguably
the most important improvement in the RXYC algorithm, as proposed by Ha et al. [123],
is the usage of the bounding boxes of connected components for computing the projection
profiles. This results in a significant speedup, and practically transforms the original top-
down algorithm into a hybrid algorithm (connected component labeling is a bottom-up
process).
A popular method which can handle documents with Manhattan layouts is the run-length
smearing algorithm (RLSA) [286]. The basic 1-D RLSA, when applied to a sequence of
black and white pixels, has the effect of linking together black intervals that are separated
by white intervals having a width less than C pixels (where C is a fixed value). The 1-D
RLSA is applied row-by-row and column-by-column (with different values of C), resulting
in two distinct images, which are subsequently combined pixel by pixel using the logical
AND operator. It is worth mentioning that a more efficient method of performing the
2-D smearing was introduced by Wahl and Wong [281]. Finally, each obtained block
of black pixels is categorized into text, graphic/halftone images and horizontal/vertical
separators by using a few pre-defined rules. These rules use features such as the number
of horizontal white-black transitions, the ratio of the number of block pixels to the area
of the surrounding rectangle, the mean horizontal length of the black runs and the total
number of black pixels in a block. More recently, the RLSA algorithm was modified so as
to be able to work on arbitrary document layouts [257]. The improved algorithm, called
selective constraint run-length algorithm (CRLA), uses several properties of the connected
components in the original image in order to assign one of the 4 possible labels to each
pixel. Thereafter, the selective CRLA procedure is applied twice on the labeled image,
yielding as output the text regions in the page. Although straightforward to implement,
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both algorithms are heavily dependent on the choice of the horizontal and vertical C values,
and are quite sensitive to noise [239].
An algorithm usable for documents with Manhattan layouts, which is capable of dealing
with moderate amounts of skew and noise, was proposed by Jain and Yu [142]. Based on a
novel representation of the document image, the block-adjacency graph (BAG), the authors
describe a bottom-up algorithm capable of both segmenting and classifying the physical
regions of a document image. The algorithm was shown to perform well on a wide variety
of non-noisy journal and newspaper images. Problems were identified in documents where
large variations in font size and text spacing were present, as well as in the discrimination
between drawings and halftone images. A more detailed description of the Jain and Yu
method can be found alongside the Fraunhofer page segmentation method in section 5.2.
Relatively few algorithms can deal with documents having arbitrary layouts. One such
method, which has performed well in recent comparisons [177, 239] was introduced by Kise
et al. [150]. It is a bottom-up algorithm, based on constructing the approximated area
Voronoi diagram constructed from points sampled from the boundaries of the connected
components. Afterward, many superfluous Voronoi edges are removed by using two char-
acteristic features: a minimum inter-character distance and the area ratio of connected
components. The output of the algorithm is a list of polygonal regions, representing the
physical regions of the given document page. The obtained regions are not classified, thus,
most commonly, a further necessary step is the transformation of the arbitrarily-shaped
polygons into isothetic polygons or rectangles, in view of subsequent classification [177].
The well-known open-source OCR engine Tesseract [15] incorporated in 2009 its own geo-
metric layout analysis module [250]. The new segmentation module is capable of handling
Manhattan layouts and irregular, complex column structures. Smith proposes a bottom-
up method based on connected component grouping to detect the tab stops (i.e. white
rectangles) in a document image and uses the tab stops to deduce its column layout.
Subsequently, the document is segmented into homogeneous polygonal regions under the
restraint posed by the column layout. An innovative method for page region segmentation
was recently introduced by Gao and Wang [110] of the Palo Alto Research Center (PARC).
Their algorithm first creates an over-segmented representation of the document into words
and compute a word graph via generic visual features. A set of zone hypotheses are gen-
erated from the word graph. Document image decomposition is then formulated as a
maximum a posteriori zone inference problem and the zone partition having the maximum
probability given the extracted word graph is computed using the A∗ search algorithm.
Many other algorithms for region detection have been proposed in the literature. For a more
complete overview one may consult the most recent surveys, such as [66, 178, 201, 239].
The ICDAR page segmentation competitions [33, 38] offer a good reference point regarding
the maturity of important state-of-the-art systems and methods.
5.1.3 Region Classification
With respect to the classification strategies employed, region classification algorithms
are typically divided into two major categories [282]: rule-based (grammar-driven) and
statistical-based (parametric or non-parametric). Rule-based algorithms use a set of heuris-
tic rules or pre-defined syntax rules of grammars to derive their decisions. The heuristic
rules or the syntax of the grammar are fixed and empirically determined, most commonly
tuned to specific layouts or other document properties. In the statistical-based algorithms,
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the decision parameters are usually obtained by an off-line training process. In this sec-
tion, we briefly present several notable document zone classification algorithms, which can
work independently of the region detection process. At this point it is worth noting that
there also exist research papers presenting algorithms for document whole-page classifica-
tion [67]. The goal in such case is to classify a given document page as a whole into one
of several pre-defined categories, such as title-, index-, regular- or advertisement page. In
order to achieve a reliable whole-page classification, higher-level features are commonly
employed, including OCR results and the positions and labels for the physical regions.
Consequently, these methods are a basic form of logical layout analysis which makes the
subject of chapter 6.
A rule-based region classification algorithm specifically adapted for technical journal pages
was described by Lee et al. [161]. In a manner very similar to Niyogi and Srihari [194],
they construct a knowledge base, which encodes both publication-specific characteristics
and common characteristics of technical journals in the form of rules. Based on their func-
tionality, some rules are dedicated to page segmentation, while the rest are used in region
type identification. The system comprising of over 100 rules is capable of classifying regions
into text lines, equations, images, drawings, tables and rulers. Experiments performed on
372 scanned images from the journal “IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine
Intelligence” showed that the method produced a correct geometric layout analysis in more
than 99% of the test images.
In their newspaper image segmentation algorithm [187] evaluated during the First Interna-
tional Newspaper Segmentation Contest [113], Mitchell et al. used a bottom-up approach
to segment a newspaper image into regions. Subsequently, each region was classified into
text, title, inverse text, photo, graphic/drawing, vertical line, and horizontal line by using
several pre-defined rules. The utilized rules were based on features such as size, shape,
black pixel numbers and black run-length characteristics. This algorithm did not achieve
high recognition rates (above 50%) for any of the region types [113], perhaps due to the
insufficient number of rules utilized. However, it is worth noting that another algorithm,
using a similar rule-based approach (proprietary to Océ Technologies B.V.) had the highest
overall classification rate in the ICDAR2003 Page Segmentation Competition [36].
In contrast to rule-based algorithms, statistical-based methods typically require a significant
amount of training data, but have the major advantage that all parameters relevant for
the classification are automatically learned. Wang et al. [283] describe such an approach,
which represents each rectangular region by using a 25-dimensional feature vector. An
optimized decision tree classifier is then constructed from the ground-truthed University
of Washington III database [215] and used to classify each zone into one of nine possible
zone content classes. The authors propose a performance evaluation protocol, according
to which the achieved accuracy is 98.45%, with a mean false alarm rate of 0.50%.
Jain et al. [141, 143] use a neural network to learn a small set of masks which best discrimi-
nate between text, background, drawings, and pictures. The convolution of the masks with
the input image produces texture features that are further used in a neural network [143]
to classify each pixel into one of three classes (text+drawings, images, background). The
regions from the first category are subsequently binarized and separated into text and
drawings by a component size threshold. The method was shown to be robust to different
image layouts and it is also able to discriminate between text paragraphs written in dif-
ferent languages (such as Chinese vs English). A more detailed and complete overview of
texture-based classification algorithms is given by Tuceryan and Jain [274].
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A more recent development is the Document Image Content Extraction (DICE) system,
proposed by the document research group at the Lehigh University, USA. Their system is
capable of performing classification on a pixel-level and only then enforces local uniformity
constraints [27]. In this way, the authors avoid an arbitrary lock down on an artificially-
restricted set of possible region shapes. Note that the DICE system was one of the systems
participating in the ICDAR 2009 Page Segmentation Contest and proved to be capable
of reasonably segmenting complex layouts and color documents even when restricted to a
rather small training set.
Keysers et al. [148] review the specialized literature and select a promising set of fully
generic features, directly expanding on the work of Wang et al. [283]. They test each feature
and several combinations of features with respect to their classification performance on a
subset of the University of Washington UW-III document database containing around
13 800 zones. Considering that all features investigated can be computed from binary
images (no color information is used), the achieved error rate of 1.5% for 8 zone types is
highly competitive. More interestingly, the authors identify a few subsets of features which
allow a very fast computation and still achieve a low error rate of 1.8 – 2.1%.
Finally, Baird and Casey [52] discuss in detail the issues arising from the attempt to solve
the document content classification problem in its full generality. They mention the lack
of agreement within the research community as to what constitutes a representative set
of samples and discuss how such a set could be constructed by the principled enrichment
of sample sets using synthetic variations. They conclude with an overview of possible
classification methodologies capable of learning efficiently from such huge data sets. From
the number of remaining open issues, it becomes clear that the generic problem of document
zone classification is still far from solved.
5.1.4 Evaluation Methodologies
As seen in the previous sections, many algorithms for performing geometrical layout anal-
ysis have been proposed during the last two decades. Despite the abundance of methods
for performing document image analysis, currently it is still a difficult task to compare
the accuracies of different methods. Most often, new algorithms are tested on different
datasets, under different initial conditions and having widely varying objectives [201]. In
the last 5 years, significant progress has been made with respect to evaluation techniques,
however sufficiently large and varied datasets open to the public still represent a thorny
issue.
The problem of automatic evaluation of page segmentation algorithms has in the last 10
years become an important issue as the number of approaches proposed in the literature
has grown. Major problems arise due to the lack of a common dataset, a wide diversity
of objectives, and the lack of a standardized, meaningful quantitative evaluation [239].
Attempts to provide an adequate dataset and a general evaluation methodology have been
made in the past (e.g. [215, 296]), without much success ([201, 239]). A promising effort
in this direction is currently being made by the PRImA Research Lab, from the University
of Salford, UK (see [31, 37]). In general, evaluation methodologies can be divided into two
categories: text-based and region-based.
The text-based approach was the first proposed in the literature [145, 146]. Following such
a methodology, the quality of page segmentation is evaluated by analyzing the errors in
the text produced by the OCR module. First, page decomposition and OCR are applied
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to the document page, and the result is output as a character string. The quality score
is then computed based on an approximation of the cost of human editing to convert the
obtained string into the ground truth string. For example, in [145] and [146], the quality
score is obtained as the sum of the costs associated with each edit operation from the best
possible edit sequence which transforms an OCR output to the correct text. The authors
consider three possible edit operations: insert, delete and move, each having its own cost.
Determination of the best possible edit sequence is done via specialized string-matching
algorithms [275]. Mao et al. [177] presented an empirical performance evaluation method-
ology and used it to compare three research algorithms [150, 190, 198] and two popular
commercial products (now both incorporated into Nuance’s Omnipage [14]). As the goal
of commercial products is to provide a high OCR accuracy, their evaluation methodology
was based on text-line detection accuracy. The advantages of text-based approaches is
that ground truth files are very easy to create and they do not require the page segmen-
tation module to specifically output any kind of zoning results. Although the underlying
string-matching algorithms are quite elaborate, the overall approach is straightforward.
Therefore, text-based zoning evaluation approaches have been well accepted by the docu-
ment image analysis community [296]. Nevertheless, such a methodology suffers from the
limitation that it can only deal with text regions, while at present, documents containing
non-textual regions are by far preponderant.
To overcome these limitations, region-based approaches have been introduced in the late
’90s [31, 164, 296]. Here, a document is regarded as having a hierarchical logical struc-
ture (e.g. physical layout structure and logical structure). Segmentation quality may thus
be evaluated at different levels of the document representation. The performance metrics
employed are based on finding matches between the homogeneous regions from the seg-
mentation output of the considered system and the corresponding existing ground truth.
According to [66], the major difficulty for such approaches is the definition of a distance
measure between two sets of regions: it has to encompass and to balance several elements
such as correspondence between regions, overlap degree between regions and presence of
unmatched regions in the two sets.
Liang et al. [164] propose a quality measure which is based on the overlapping between
rectangular regions coming, respectively, from the ground truth and the page segmentation
algorithm. Given two sets of rectangular regions: G = {G1, G2, . . . , GM} corresponding
to the ground truth regions, and S = {S1, S2, . . . , SM}, corresponding to the obtained
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Correct matches and errors (i.e. missing, false detection, merging and splitting) are detected
by analyzing the matrices (σij) and (τij). The overall quality score is defined as a weighted
sum of these quantities.
Yanikoglu et al. [296] presented a region-based page segmentation benchmarking environ-
ment, named Pink Panther. In their approach, a region is represented as a polygon together
with various attributes (such as child regions and partial order information). By analyzing
matches between ground truth and segmented regions, errors like missing, false detection,
merging, and splitting are detected and scored. Most importantly, the detailed shape of
regions is not taken into account for matching purposes, so that small irrelevant differences
between ground truth and segmented polygons are ignored. Instead, the authors perform
a per-pixel region matching by using just the contained black pixels of each region. The
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overall page decomposition quality is computed as the normalized weighted sum of the
individual matching scores. Antonacopoulos et al. [31] present a more elaborated version
of this algorithm which, among other features, allows each region to specify its background
and foreground colors.
A more recent performance metric was proposed by Shafait et al [240]. It is interesting to
note that approach of Shafait et al. shares many similarities with the proposed evaluation
method for newspaper scans, as it was also developed for complex, multi-column layouts.
Their method is region-based and works on pixel-level, thus allowing arbitrary-shaped
segmentation regions. For region matching Shafait et al. propose a relative tolerance ratio
of 0.1, regardless of the region type. Additionally, the authors use an absolute threshold
(i.e. a fixed number of foreground pixels) for ensuring that overlaps greater than this
value are never ignored. The evaluation of the quality of a page segmentation is done by
computing the following metrics: total over- and under-segmentations, over- and under-
segmented components, missed components and false alarms.
Finally, the biennial ICDAR page segmentation competitions starting from 2001 have seen
the introduction of several novel methodologies. The early competitions [34–36, 113],
up until 2007, used a classic region-based approach computing the intersection between
ground truth and segmentation results on a pixel-level. The ICDAR 2009 segmentation
contest [38] saw the introduction of scenario-based evaluation [29], which allowed the seg-
mentation scores to more accurately reflect the performance of algorithms under real-life
application cases. This in turn enabled a more accurate and meaningful comparison of
the strengths and weaknesses of a large range of algorithms. The latest ICDAR document
segmentation competition in 2011 focused specifically on the challenging issue of historical
materials. Evaluation scenarios were extended in order to be able to reflect the additional
difficulties posed by degraded printed documents [79]. More details about the scenario-
based evaluation methods may be found in section 5.3.2.1, as they were used to evaluate
the Fraunhofer DIU system on two datasets.
5.2 Page Segmentation for Mass Digitization
As seen in the previous sections, the majority of the state-of-the-art page segmentation
methods are only capable of dealing with rectangular or Manhattan layouts. Furthermore,
they are almost exclusively targeted toward single- or double-column layouts and are tuned
for certain pixel resolutions. These limitations make them unsuitable for use in mass
digitization projects, which are naturally characterized by a wide variety of layouts and
large variations in digitized material quality. The current section presents a possible way
in which the aforementioned constraints can be eliminated, via the practical example of
the Fraunhofer DIU system. In the following one may find detailed descriptions of the
proposed algorithms, as well as exhaustive evaluation results.
5.2.1 Separator Detection
The most challenging issues a solid separator detection algorithm has to face are severely
broken lines, wavy lines and correctly dealing with intersections between characters and
line segments.
From figure 5.3, it is clear that simple approaches, such as those based on measurements
of the bounding boxes of connected components, Hough transforms and morphological
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Figure 5.3: Common examples of situations having to be dealt with during solid separator
detection: broken segment; wavy segment; curved segment; line-character intersections
transforms cannot handle all the presented situations correctly. A promising approach
however, is the one described for the purpose of line extraction from forms by Zheng et
al. [302], based on directional single-connected components (DSCC). For the purpose of
representing solid separators with pixel-level accuracy, we also make use of the DSCC
structure. A DSCC is defined as a collection of vertical/horizontal black run-lengths in
which any two adjacent ones are vertically/horizontally overlapped. Additionally DSCCs
end as soon as one run-length has more than than one neighboring run-length on either
side (single-connectedness property). Figure 5.4 shows all vertical DSCCs (longer than a
certain threshold) extracted from a single printed character.
Figure 5.4: Gothic minuscule “z” and all its contained vertical DSCCs with a height greater
than 4 pixels superimposed (C1 – C7)
A complete separator is then formed by merging all DSCCs having approximately the
same direction and located close to one another. The main direction of each DSCC is
approximated using a robust mid-point line fit. In the example from figure 5.4, good
candidates for merging would be the DSCCs C1, C3 and C4. The original algorithm
has already been shown to have a good performance when working with severely broken
separators [301], as it was designed specifically to be able to deal with forms filled in by
hand and containing numerous intersections between handwriting and the form. Moreover,
we observe that the definition of a DSCC is not inherently limited to straight line segments,
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but naturally allows the representation of (arbitrarily slanted) wavy and curved separators.
A practical issue arising with the standard algorithm is the fact that the DSCC merging
procedure is very slow for high-resolution images, even when using the search area reduction
trick [302]. The reason for this is the computational complexity of O(N2) in the number
of DSCCs together with the fact that a regular DIN A3 newspaper image contains about
50 000 – 100 000 DSCCs (most of which are very short). An additional issue with the
standard algorithms is that, for very short separators or separators with a high deviation
of the run-length widths, the results of using mid-point line fit are often imprecise and the
merging procedure will consequently perform poorly.
In order to solve both issues, we employ a morphology-based improvement procedure simi-
lar to that proposed by Gatos et al [112]. In essence, a series of morphological operators are
used on the document image to improve the appearance and contiguity of separators, with
masks specifically tailored for nearly vertical or horizontal lines. The crucial part of the im-
provement procedure is that special care must be taken so as not to merge adjacent printed
characters and thus generate many false potential line segments. We accomplish this by
adapting the size of the morphology masks to that of the characters from the dominant
font on the page. The methodology proposed for determining the width and height of the
dominant has been described in detail in section 3.1.3.1. The morphologically-optimized
pages will contain more clearly defined separators with uniform widths, dramatically re-
ducing the number of candidate DSCCs and simultaneously increasing the accuracy of the
mid-point line fit for each DSCC segment. Since a small number of false positives caused
by the morphological optimization is practically unavoidable, we subsequently employ the
image/text area removal procedure proposed in [112] as pruning step. A visual example
of the execution of the combined procedure is shown in figure 5.7. In the following we
describe the complete algorithm in detail.
As the first step, we use the novel algorithm described in section 3.1.3.1 for computing
a robust estimate for the dominant character width and height. It is worth mentioning
that we are able to obtain accurate size values even when dealing with complex, multi-font
document images containing graphic elements. Next, based on the obtained dominant
character width AW and height AH we construct several masks to be used by the mor-
phological operators for improving nearly horizontal and vertical lines. As proposed by
Gatos et al., two separate images IH and IV are used for detecting horizontal and vertical
separators, respectively. Each of the images is obtained as the result of the application of
a certain set of morphological operators on the original image, as one can see in figure 5.5.
The goal of this step is to connect broken horizontal/vertical segments, but not to connect
neighboring characters. Note that in the resulting images, there will still exist occasional
cases when neighboring characters are wrongly connected, but such isolate situations have
only a minor influence on the overall performance of the algorithm.
It is now possible to apply the DSCC-based line detection procedure for extracting hori-
zontal, respectively vertical separators on the obtained improved images IH and IV . Zheng
et al. define two types of DSCCs, corresponding to vertical, respectively horizontal sep-
arators. Only the case of horizontal separators will be treated here, as the situation for
vertical separators can easily be inferred by analogy. A vertical black run-length Ri is a
one-pixel wide sequence of vertically neighboring black pixels, defined as follows:
Ri(xi, ysi, yei) = {(x, y)|∀I(x, y) = 1, x = xi, y = ysi, yei,
I(xi, ysi − 1) = I(xi, yei + 1) = 0},
where I(x, y) is the value of the image pixel (x, y), with 0 representing background pixels
and 1 representing foreground pixels; xi, ysi and yei are respectively the x-, starting-,
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Figure 5.5: Creation of the morphological masks for horizontal and vertical line improve-
ment, and their application sequence for obtaining the images IH and IV from the initial
image I. ⊖ denotes denotes morphological erosion, while ⊕ denotes dilation [112]
and ending y coordinates of Ri. A horizontal DSCC Ch is a sequence of vertical run-
lengths: R1R2 . . . Rm, where each two neighboring run-lengths Ri and Ri+1 satisfy the
following conditions: 1. they are connected in the horizontal direction, that is xi = xi+1
and 2. they are single-connected, meaning that on each side of Ri and Ri+1 there exists
a single connected run-length, and that run-length belongs to Ch. Naturally, the single-
connectedness property is satisfied everywhere, except to the left of the chain’s starting
run-length and to the right of its ending run-length.
Ideally, a straight line segment is formed by a single chain. In reality, the printed separa-
tor is most commonly broken, intersected by characters, or subject to other (non-linear)
deformations, and will be formed by more than one non-overlapped DSCC. For merging
purposes, a straight line is fitted to each DSCC, by using the mid-points of its vertical
run-lengths. Algorithms for finding the best linear fit for a given set of points are readily
available in the specialized literature (e.g. [219], pp. 661–712). The “co-line distance”, an
indicator whether two DSCCs C = R1R2 . . . Rn and C ′ = R′1R′2 . . . R′m lie on the same
supporting line, can then be computed as follows:
dC′C =










M , dx > 0
,
where dx = max(x1, x′1)−min(xn, x′m); y(x′i) is the mid-point fitting of C; x1 and xn are
the x coordinates of the left and right edges of chain C; x′1 and x′m are the x coordinates
of the left and right edges of chain C ′. Only the run-lengths having a size differing by
at most a factor of two from the median run-length size in a DSCC are used to compute
the co-line distance. Two DSCCs C and C ′ are merged in case either one of the following
conditions is satisfied:
1. Gap- & linear extending condition: dx < 1.5 × AW and
√
dC′C − dx < 1.2 × W ,
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Figure 5.6: Results produced by the morphological line improvement using mask dimen-
sions proportional to the dominant font. Top: portion of original image I; Bottom: its
corresponding result images IV (left) and IH (right)
where W is the median height of the run-lengths in chain C
2. Black connectedness condition: the space between the two chains (on the supporting
lines of both DSCCs) consists at least 75% of black pixels
At this point it is possible to discard all chains with a slope greater than a certain threshold,
since in most cases we are only interested in nearly horizontal or vertical separators. The
Fraunhofer DIU system uses by default a threshold of 1.5◦ for the allowed deviation from the
horizontal/vertical. In order to eliminate all false separators created by the morphological
optimization procedure within text regions, we make use of the image/text area removal
procedure proposed by Gatos et al.. As a first step, all remaining chains are removed from
the original image. A smearing procedure is then applied, once with a vertical mask of
size 1.2AH, and a second time (on the resulting image), with a horizontal mask of size
1.2AW . The effect of this procedure is that all graphics, images or text will appear as
individual connected components in the resulting image. Finally, all chains located within
the bounding box of a connected component from the smeared image are eliminated.
Before concluding with the presentation of the enhanced separating line detection algo-
rithm, a few noteworthy practical issues will be discussed. As mentioned in the intro-
ductory paragraphs of this section, the number of initial DSCCs extracted from a typical
4500 × 6300 DIN A3 newspaper image is in the order of 50 000 – 100 000, possibly more
in case of a noisy image. We are able to reduce this number significantly (3 – 4 times) via
the morphological improvement procedure. For DIN A4- or A5-sized documents, such as




Figure 5.7: Illustrated steps of the proposed DSCC-based separator detection algorithm:
a) initial DSCCs; b) image after the merging and discarding of short DSCCs; c) smeared
image used as pruning mask; d) final set of solid separators
dpi) has been used for the digitization. However, in case of newspaper images (DIN A3
and above), the number of extracted DSCCs is still too large for the merging algorithm,
which has a complexity of O(N2) in the number of DSCCs. Another reduction in the
number of initial DSCCs (2 – 3 times) is to discard from the very beginning all chains
shorter than 3 pixels in length. The merging procedure may be accelerated at the cost
of accuracy as follows: we divide the list of vertical/horizontal DSCCs into portions hav-
ing a pre-specified maximum number of elements. Then, the merging procedure will only
be applied internally on the DSCCs within each resulting list segment. The list division
should be done in such a way that as many potential mergings as possible will still be
performed. One can achieve this goal by initially ordering the list of horizontal/vertical
DSCCs by their minimum x, respectively y component and only afterward splitting of the
separator lists. Finally, the smearing and morphological operators can be greatly sped up
by using integral images. The integral image as a tool useful in image analysis was first
described by Viola et al. [279], inspired after the concept of summed-area tables used in
computer graphics since 1984 [81]. By means of the integral image, any rectangular sum
of gray values within an image can be computed using just four memory access operations.
Although for small document images and/or small local window sizes, this improvement
is not directly noticeable, for larger document images it makes a huge difference in the
required computing time (a factor of 100 is typical).
Until now we have seen how the Fraunhofer DIU system extracts a complete set of vertical
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and horizontal solid separators from a document page. For the sake of generality, we
also extract all logical separators or white spaces. We require that all solid separators have
been entirely erased from the input image. This allows us to detect the inter-column spaces
much more robustly, since now two kinds of separators will potentially be used to describe
it. While solid separators are in many situations broken (especially in low quality scans),
white spaces act as a failsafe and can provide the needed separation constraints. Recently,
two new algorithms for white space detection were proposed in [59] and [60], the latter
also being able to detect rectangles at arbitrary orientations. Both algorithms employ
a branch-and-bound search strategy for extracting the set of maximally empty (rotated)
rectangles and are guaranteed to return globally optimal solutions.
For execution speed reasons and because of the high reliability of the skew and orientation
detection algorithm introduced in section 4.2.2, the Fraunhofer DIU system employs the
algorithm with no rotation tolerance. A few noteworthy changes have been made to the
base algorithm, which we describe in the following. Most importantly, we skip the detection
of horizontal white spaces entirely. In practice, we have found horizontal white spaces
to be highly unreliable (e.g. frequently occurring between figures and their captions or
between titles and the article bodies), and pruning such spurious occurrences presents a
more complex problem in itself. After the application of the pruning rules described by
Breuel [59], we additionally discard all superfluous separators. A superfluous white space is
one that does not have non-white space regions on both sides in its direct vicinity. Finally
we employ a refinement procedure in order to reduce the size and/or split the separators to
their exact useful length. The first part of the refinement procedure consists in splitting all
separators located directly between two vertically-overlapping connected components and
having a width of less than 0.8 times the average height of the two adjacent components.
This heuristic is necessary on pages with large font differences (such as large titles vs. body
text) in order to prevent the splitting of textual regions featuring a large font size. Since
separators are henceforth regarded as hard (non-intersection) constraints for all further
purposes, the importance of this step becomes clear. The second and final part of the
refinement procedure consists of the trimming of all separators to their exact necessary
size. In practice it was found to be highly desirable to trim the separators at both ends so
that they end exactly above or below the last layout elements located in close proximity
to the separator. Needlessly long separators, when regarded as hard constraints often
interfere with the correct functioning of the (generalized) text line creation (as introduced
in the following section). Most likely to be affected by untrimmed separators are the larger
layout elements, such as titles or bright halftones.
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Figure 5.8: Top: portion of original newspaper image; Bottom-left: initial set of detected
vertical whitespaces; Bottom-right: final set of vertical whitespaces after cutting using
horizontal solid separators, deletion of redundant whitespaces and exact resizing. Green –
valid whitespaces; magenta – discarded whitespaces
5.2.2 Region Detection and Classification
The original algorithm of Jain and Yu [142] belongs to the class of pure bottom-up page
segmentation algorithms. Its main strengths are its inherent design versatility and the
descriptive power of the resulting document representation. These features make it in
our view a perfect candidate as a framework for testing and building different specialized
algorithms combinations. In this section, using Jain and Yu’s framework we describe a
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hybrid, resolution-independent algorithm capable of handling isothetic polygonal regions
and multiple text orientations on a single page.
As precondition, we require that the document image be binary, margin noise-free, show
no apparent global skew and contain no solid separators. The method for solid separator
detection presented in the previous section allows a pixel-accurate representation of the
separators, which in turn can be used to erase them from the input document image.
The first step of the algorithm consists of the labeling of connected components. For achiev-
ing this goal, the Jain and Yu algorithms creates the block adjacency graph (BAG) [299]
in one pass over the image and then uses the nodes from the created BAG to extract
the connected components. In the Fraunhofer DIU system, a different method is used for
labeling the connected components. The method is based on the algorithm described in
[90] and allows the efficient, constant-time extraction of connected components without
the need of any additional memory beside the label image.
Subsequently, the algorithm of Jain and Yu creates a hierarchical representation of the
document, by grouping connected components into generalized text lines (GTLs) and the
GTLs into region blocks. The hierarchical representation of the document makes it easy
to extract features at any level of the model, downward to single pixels and upward to
region (i.e. logical) blocks. We retain the same representation scheme, while generalizing
the scheme for building the GTLs and the higher-level regions. For consistency reasons,
we will use in the following the same notations as in the original paper [142]. Any object o
within the hierarchical representation will henceforth be regarded in terms of its bounding
box with the left, right, bottom and top coordinates denoted respectively as Xu(o), Xl(o),
Yl(o), Yu(o). The horizontal and vertical distances between any two objects in this case
are:
Dx(oi, oj) = max(Xu(oi), Xu(oj))−min(Xl(oi), Xl(oj)),
Dy(oi, oj) = max(Yu(oi), Yu(oj))−min(Yl(oi), Yl(oj))
If Dx(oi, oj) < 0, we say that the objects oi and oj overlap horizontally, whereas if
Dy(oi, oj) < 0, the two objects are said to overlap vertically.
Figure 5.9: Visualization of object coordinate notations and inter-object distance calcula-
tions using bounding boxes (axis-aligned rectangles) [142]
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Given a set O of objects, which contains at least two elements, we say that the ob-
jects are horizontally close and vertically overlapped (denoted HClose(O, Td)) or ver-
tically close and horizontally overlapped (denoted V Close(O, Td)) at a distance Td, if
∀oj , ok ∈ O,∃
{
oj , oj1 , oj2 , . . . , ojp , ok
}
such that ∀ojl ∈ O, l = 1, p and
Dx(oj , oj1) < Td, Vy(oj , oj1) > 0.25
Dx(ojp , ok) < Td, Vy(ojp , ok) > 0.25
Dx(ojl−1 , ojl) < Td, Vy(ojl−1 , ojl) > 0.25, l = 2, p
or, respectively: 
Dy(oj , oj1) < Td, Vx(oj , oj1) > 0.5
Dy(ojp , ok) < Td, Vx(ojp , ok) > 0.5







min(Yl(oi)− Yu(oi), Yl(oj)− Yu(oj))
Using these additional definitions, one can now create one by one each GTL from the con-
nected components as a maximal set O of objects which satisfy HClose(O,Dh). GTLs are
then classified into text and non-text as explained in the next paragraph. In a similar man-
ner, region blocks are constructed from the obtained GTLs. A text region is a maximal set
O of text GTLs which satisfy V Close(O, 0.25cm), whereas a non-text region is a maximal
set O of non-text GTLs which either satisfy V Close(O, 0.25cm) or HClose(O, 0.5cm).
At his point, it is important to notice that the direct application of the GTL building
algorithm with a static threshold Dh, as suggested by Jain and Yu, is very sensitive to
the presence of noise. More specifically, if very small connected components are located
at a distance less than the pre-defined threshold, the procedure will wrongly keep inte-
grating them into the current GTL and expanding its bounding box. For enhancing the
noise resilience of the GTL creation procedure, the Fraunhofer DIU system uses a dynamic
threshold. The closeness threshold Dh equals twice the median height of the connected
components contained in the GTL under construction. At the same time, only connected
components with a height differing by at most a factor of 2 from the median height of the
GTL are allowed to be appended. These conditions together hinder the creation of GTLs
consisting primarily of noise, as well as the integration of noise components into otherwise
semantically sound GTLs. It should be noted that in contrast to the original form of
the Jain and Yu algorithm, we consider that new connected components/GTLs can only
be appended if there exist no horizontal or vertical separators in between them and the
GTL/region. The intersection tests, despite being necessary for every append operation,
are still very fast, as they amount to simple line segment to bounding box intersection
checks.
At the start of the region classification process, GTLs are categorized into text and non-
text using simple statistical features. At this point, a basic, fast classification is entirely
sufficient for our purposes. After obtaining the final regions however, it can be advanta-
geous to use more powerful classifiers and features in order to guarantee the best labeling
performance. For example, Keysers et al. [148] have recently investigated different types of
features and feature combinations with regard to their classification performance for pre-
segmented page regions. A GTL is categorized as text if either of the following conditions
is met by its constituent connected components:
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Figure 5.10: Left: GTLs created from the connected components of a document image;
Right: region blocks created from the GTLs (green: text; red: non-text; blue: vertical
separator; cyan: horizontal separator)
• The height of the GTL is less or equal than 0.75 cm and the standard deviation of
the bottom edge of its connected components is less than 0.13 cm.
• The height of the GTL is higher than 0.75 cm, but its width is greater than 2.5 cm
and the ratio between the standard deviation and the mean values of the height of
its connected components is less than 0.3.
In both previous conditions, only those connected components are considered which have
a height of at least 0.3 times the height of the containing GTL. Such components are
considered to be noise, punctuation marks or dots belonging to letters, such as “i” or
“ä”. After the non-text regions have been completely constructed, each of these regions is
checked if it represents a halftone picture. In contrast to the original approach of Jain and
Yu, we regard all remaining regions as belonging to the drawing class. Note that it is only
possible to do this if the page is guaranteed not to contain any solid separators, incl. those
part of tables or forms. In our case, this requirement was covered by the precondition.
The basic criteria used to decide if non-text element represents a halftone picture are the
following:
• Both the width and height of the region are greater than 1.3cm, and
• The ratio of the number of contained black pixels to its area is greater than 0.4.
At this point it is worth noting that the algorithm as presented above is indeed fully
resolution-independent if the scanning resolution is considered to be known. For profes-
sional and semi-professional scans, this is indeed always the case. However, in case of
camera-captured images the resolution is most often unavailable. In such situations, it
is possible to obtain a reliable lower bound of the equivalent scanning resolution via the
already computed dominant font character height feature (see section 3.1.3.1). The char-
acter height provides a baseline for computing the lower limit of the equivalent scanning
resolution by assuming it to be equal to the minimum easily human-readable character
height, which is about 0.09cm.
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We are now able to introduce a series of generalizations which shall allow the presented
algorithm to be seamlessly applied to document featuring multiple skew, without any limi-
tation with respect to the to the skew angle differences among the regions. The reader must
take note that the generalized framework presented in the following has not yet been sub-
jected to rigorous testing – i.e. all tests in section 5.3 were obtained using the single-skew
algorithm variant. To our knowledge, currently there exist no algorithms in the specialized
literature which are able to accommodate for multiple skew without posing significant an-
gle restrictions. For example, the original algorithm of Jain and Yu [142] limits the possible
orientation variations to ±5◦. From the algorithm description in the current section we
can see that the parts hindering its multi-skew feasibility are the building of GTLs and
subsequently the region building from the GTLs. The GTL building process can be made
fully generic by introducing the notion of a dominant skew direction. We define the domi-
nant skew direction of a connected component/GTL as the skew of the local homogeneous
region to which it logically belongs. As such, if a textual region is printed using a 30◦ slant,
this value also represents the main direction of all its contained GTLs and characters. The
GTL building procedure via bounding box proximity search can also be applied in case of
GTLs having a dominant direction different from 0◦ by simply considering a coordinate
system rotated by the dominant direction. Once the GTLs “generalized” in this way have
been constructed, the regions may also be built in a similar manner via the same dominant
direction (merging for GTLs on the 90◦ rotated direction). As such, the key to a multiple
skew generalization is the detection of a robust estimate for the dominant direction for
each connected component. At this point, we must refer the reader to section 4.2, where
we have introduced a generic, layout-independent framework for global skew detection.
The same framework can be “localized” so that it computes the dominant direction, as well
as a confidence value for each connected component. The localization of the skew angle
for each connected component can be readily accomplished by restricting the histogram
building step to use only the Euclidean MST edges connecting the components located at
a distance of at most N steps from the considered component. A suitable value for the
neighborhood radius N , such as 30 can be used. Note that the radius of the neighborhood
is directly proportional to the minimum size of the detectable differently slanted regions.
On one hand, a low value of N will allow the detection of very small slanted regions, on
the other it will cause much more instability in the accuracy of the local skew detection.
Therefore finding an optimal value for the neighborhood radius is an interesting direction
for investigation. Dominant directions with a low corresponding confidence value may sim-
ply default to 0◦, or be computed by interpolating between the dominant directions of its
neighbors within the Delaunay triangulation (used as basis for constructing the Euclidean
MST). An important observation is that the confidence values can be used to provide a
strict ordering for the construction of GTLs, in that one may always construct the next
GTL by taking as starting point the connected component with the highest confidence
for the dominant direction. Finally, one may observe that the additional computational
effort for the per-connected component dominant direction detection in comparison to the
global skew detection is negligible. Most computational resources are necessary for the
construction of the Euclidean MST – executed only once per document. Subsequently, the
neighbors within radius N of each connected component can be determined via a quick
breadth-first search in the tree.
Until now we have considered for computational efficiency purposes that all layout elements
(connected components, GTLs, regions) are solely described by their bounding boxes. By
taking advantage of the hierarchical structure one is however perfectly able to describe
Manhattan and non-Manhattan (arbitrary) layouts. For example, regions can be refined as
sets of GTL bounding boxes, which in turn may be refined as sets of connected component
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Figure 5.11: Examples of segmented document images: top – newspaper scan, bottom –
magazine scan (green: text, red: halftone, orange: drawing, blue: vertical separator, cyan:
horizontal separator)
bounding boxes. In most cases however, it is actually not desirable to have an overly
accurate representation of certain layout elements. This happens because some of the
components which should be contained in one such region may have been lost during the
binarization step or simply ignored because of their small size. Common examples in
the case of text areas are punctuation marks, accents, broken letter parts, while for non-
text regions most usually encountered are bright portions of halftones from which only
relatively small connected components remain. What we actually desire at this point is
to obtain the coarsest page representation which is still as accurate as possible. In order
to accomplish this, the Fraunhofer DIU system computes the exact intersection between
each text and non-text region and splits one or both bounding boxes in such a way that
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the intersection becomes empty. The core idea is to convert the regions to an isothetic
polygonal representation (i.e. set of bounding boxes) only where it is actually necessary.
At this point we put priority on the exact description of textual regions, as they are
much more valuable than halftones/drawings in view of further logical layout analysis and
semantic processing (e.g. text mining). Therefore, we now assume all non-text regions to
be rectangular (i.e. described solely by their minimum bounding axis-aligned rectangle),
while the text regions will each be described by a set of bounding boxes representing the
contained text lines. Considering all connected components from the non-text regions as
unassigned, we can now apply once again the modified GTL creation algorithm, albeit
starting from each existing text line. In this way, where appropriate, text lines will be
extended into the drawings/halftones and the contours of the non-text regions shall be
transformed into isothetic polygons only where intersections occur. As a final step, from
the list of bounding boxes corresponding to each textual region, one can readily compute
a minimal enclosing isothetic polygon.
A second important observation is the fact that although text regions are now well-
separated from non-text, the text region merging procedure employed was inaccurate and
thus regions with different physical or logical characteristics were merged together (such
as titles merged with body text). As mentioned at the start of the current chapter, we do
not consider that a more accurate separation is the responsibility of the page segmentation
algorithm, since it may depend on higher-level (logical) layout information – e.g. inden-
tation, detailed font characteristics, table cell alignment, column layout etc. . Therefore,
all evaluation performed in section 5.3.1 on the newspaper dataset uses the output of the
page segmentation algorithm in this state. However, for the magazine and journal dataset,
as well as for the historical document dataset evaluated as part of the ICDAR page seg-
mentation competitions a further refinement of the text regions was necessary. In order
to obtain a more accurate segmentation of the text lines and regions, the Fraunhofer DIU
system employs several steps which are mentioned in this work as part of the logical layout
analysis. The respective steps and features are described in detail in section 6.3.1 and we
will only briefly go over them here. We start by refining the dominant character size esti-
mate, this time by taking only the connected components located within the text regions.
By considering that the dominant font of the document is (nearly) always written in non-
slanted characters having a regular stroke width, one can now reliably detect italics and
boldface snippets. Information about the alignment of GTLs (now fully-fledged text lines),
as well as a more accurate merging of vertically overlapping lines can be computed with the
help of the layout columns (see section 6.3.1.1). The text regions computed as part of the
page segmentation process are now completely discarded. Instead, by making use of the
additional text and layout features, we compute the set of text regions minimizing a font
and alignment style inter-line merging cost via dynamic programming. Most noteworthy
is that the similarity/distance cost function is nearly universal, as the set of typographical
features is relatively static and already well established in the publishing industry.
5.3 Evaluation
In order to achieve success in mass digitization, one must first be able to effectively process
a wide variety of document types. Despite having employed the Fraunhofer DIU system in
the processing of more than 1 000 000 scanned document pages with visually satisfactory
results, only now we can make the claim that the test results are indeed sufficient to give
a good idea about the DIU system’s real-world capabilities. The exact quantitative eval-
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uation of page segmentation results on real-life and heterogeneous document scans is only
now starting to become a reality due to the recently proposed evaluation algorithms and
rich data sets. The current section will present rigorous testing and comparison results for
the Fraunhofer DIU system on several datasets with significant differences in composition
and quality. At present we are not aware of any other DIU system capable of handling
all datasets used in our tests. Consequently all comparisons are restricted to individual
datasets.
Attempts to provide an adequate dataset for the testing of document analysis algorithms
have been made in the past [215, 296], without much success until around the year
2007 [201, 239]. The most well-known document dataset preceding this date is the UW-III
dataset which consists of around 980 journal images with relatively simple layouts and no
significant noise. An interesting approach on automated newspaper ground truth gener-
ation was recently proposed by Strecker et al. [254]. Their method uses a 4-by-16 grid
structure to place manually ground truthed elements on a page, using different possible
styles mapped via a optimization procedure. The resulting documents can be printed,
then scanned for better simulating normal conditions. While the Strecker et al. approach
cannot match the variety of a dataset containing actual newspaper scans, it represents a
good starting point, especially for page segmentation methods requiring a larger amount
of training data.
A very promising and recent effort in this direction is being made starting from 1999 by
the PRImA Research Lab, from the University of Salford (see [31, 37]). The PRImA
dataset puts particular emphasis on real-life, color magazines and technical journals and
the manual ground truth contains exact polygonal representations for all contained regions.
It is in a state of continuous growth and development and was employed in the biennial
ICDAR Page Segmentation competitions starting with 2003 until 2009. Recently, in 2011,
the first ICDAR segmentation competition took place where the data set, also gathered
by the PRImA Research Lab, consisted of mixed historical documents (books, chronicles,
journals). As seen in the review section of the current chapter, evaluation methodologies
have also been continuously refined along with the data sets.
In the following we shall discuss the results obtained by the Fraunhofer DIU system on
a new dataset restricted to newspaper material, as well as on the ICDAR 2009 and 2011
page segmentation competition datasets [33, 38]. Since the three segmentation evaluations
have been performed throughout a number of years, the evaluation methodologies show
important differences and are presented along with the experimental results.
5.3.1 Newspaper Dataset
The newspaper dataset was put together in order to allow the evaluation of the system on
the specific use case of newspaper mass digitization. In contrast to magazines, books and
journals, newspapers pose a harder challenge regarding their varying multi-column layouts,
much larger font size and style differences and common non-linear deformations for the solid
separators. Also, since newspaper pages are generally much larger than book or magazine
pages, they are also more prone to physical deformations (before or during scanning).
Conversely, newspapers generally have simpler rectangular- or Manhattan layouts and rely
much less on color as a means to provide vital information.
The ground truth gathered for testing purposes consists of 22 manually annotated newspa-
per images coming from 6 different German-language newspaper publishers: “Frankfurter
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Allgemeine Zeitung” – 7 images, “Neue Zürcher Zeitung” – 3 images, “Liechtensteiner Volks-
blatt” – 3 images, “Saarbrücker Landes-Zeitung” – 2 images, “Süddeutsche Zeitung” – 3
images and “Völkischer Beobachter” – 4 images. All images were received in digital form
from professional scan providers and feature varying resolution of 300 to 400 dpi. The
image visual quality varies significantly, ranging from nearly perfect images (FAZ), to par-
tially washed-out images (SZ) and moderately noisy images (SLZ). Additionally, the time
period from which the newspaper pages originate ranges from the near-beginning to the
near-end of the 20th century. Having documents from different publishers allowed the eval-
uation of the response of the proposed system to different layouts exhibiting varied font
types (Antiqua vs. Gothic/Fraktur) and sizes. Several newspaper pages partially contain-
ing advertisements were also included. This was motivated by the fact that the editorial
content in newspapers nearly always has a Manhattan layout, unlike advertisements where
the layout is much more varied.
In total, the number of ground-truth regions used in our evaluation was around 1500. Al-
though this number is insufficient for an accurate performance benchmarking, we believe it
is high enough to be able to get an good estimation of the overall strengths and weaknesses
of the page segmentation modules. One must note that a typical newspaper page covers
an entire DIN A3- or A2-sized paper, whereas books pages are most commonly A5-sized
and magazines and journals A4-sized. Keeping this fact in mind, one may see that the
size of the newspaper dataset is actually on par, if not larger than most other available
data sets with respect to the printed surface to be analyzed. For comparison, the ICDAR
2009 test set [38] consists of 55 images depicting DIN A4-sized journals and magazines,
thus roughly totaling 3.5m2 of printed material, whereas the newspaper dataset comprises
around 4.1m2 printed using similar font sizes.
Figure 5.12: Sample scans from the newspaper dataset used in the evaluation, coming from
three different publishers. Left to right: Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, Süddeutsche
Zeitung, Saarbrücker Landes-Zeitung
5.3.1.1 Evaluation Methodology
We have seen in the first section of the chapter that there exist several page segmentation
evaluation methods. Because of their restricted availability for public use and/or for dif-
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ferent platforms, a novel methodology was developed. The used evaluation methodology
belongs to the class of region-based approaches, due to their improved informative value
and versatility compared to text-based methods. We have seen that text-based meth-
ods only take into account the text information, whereas for complex documents it is in
addition desirable to get a similar measure of goodness for non-text regions.
As in [296], the proposed methodology performs region matching on a per-pixel basis,
by using only the foreground pixels from each region. This aspect is very important,
allowing the algorithm to ignore small differences between ground truth and the obtained
regions. Matching is done between each region belonging to the ground truth region
set G = {G1, G2, ..., GM}, and each one belonging to the obtained page segmentation
S = {S1, S2, ..., SN}. It is worth noting that theoretically this methodology for region
matching would allow any region shape to be used, although in practice for performance
reasons one may wish to limit the possible shapes to rectangular or isothetic polygonal
regions. The area of a region is defined to be equal to the number of its contained foreground
pixels. Using this definition, one can compute the matrix: (Kij) = Area(Gi ∩ Sj), where
1 ≤ i ≤ M , 1 ≤ j ≤ N . In order to allow (slanted) separators and frames to be correctly
evaluated, we have initially considered these region types to be hollow [296]. A hollow
region contains only those foreground pixels within its shape which are not part of any
non-hollow region from the same region set. The pixels belonging to each segmentation
region from a given region set (either ground truth or obtained as a result) can then
be efficiently computed by utilizing an extra image, representing an exact map of the
respective segmentation (as suggested in [296]). In conformance to the common practice,
the evaluation procedure was divided into zoning and labeling. Zoning refers to the correct
decomposition of the document page into regions, disregarding their types, whereas labeling
is concerned with the correctness of the assigned region types (here, for each foreground
pixel). Two parameters influence the behavior of our evaluation methodology:
• Zoning tolerance ratio Zr – belongs to [0, 1). Represents the tolerance, as a ratio
between the number of overlapped pixels and the area of a region. A region i is
said to have a matching region j, iff (if and only if) (Kij) ≥ Zr × Area(i). The
lower Zr is, the more precise the zoning procedure becomes, at the expense of not
tolerating small inaccuracies in ground truth. Throughout testing, Zr was set to 0.1
for separators, and to 0.075 for all other region types.
• Leftover tolerance ratio Lr – belongs to [0, 1). Represents the leftover tolerance and
is used to determine when a region is noise, was missed, split or mislabeled, i.e. the
number of pixels “left out” is greater than the region’s area multiplied by Lr. The
leftover ratio was set to 0.2 for separators (as they are much more affected by noise)
and to 0.075 for all other region types.
By using the aforementioned matrix K and the two parameters Zr and Lr, the evaluation
process computes for a given pair of page segmentations, the number of regions falling into
each of the following categories:
• Noise (zoning). A region j from the computed region set S is considered to be noise,
iff
∑M
i=1Kij < Lr ×Area (Sj)
• Missed (zoning). A region i from the ground truth region set G is considered to be
missed, iff
∑N
j=1Kij < Lr ×Area (Gi)
• Split (zoning). A region i from the ground truth region set G, which was not missed,
is considered to be split in two cases: a) if the number of matching regions from S
is greater than 1; b) Area (Gi) −
∑N
j=1Kij < Lr × Area (Gi) and the number of
matching regions from S is exactly 1 (i.e. an insufficient match).
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• Merged (zoning). A region i from the ground truth region set G, is considered to
have been (incorrectly) merged with another, if it constitutes a match for a region in
S, along with at least one other ground truth region.
• Mislabeled (labeling). A region i from the ground truth region set G, is considered
to have been mislabeled if
∑N
j=1Kij ≥ Lr × Area (Gi), where only those regions j
(from S) having a different label from the chosen region have been considered.
Additionally, in order to better characterize the errors of the page segmentation process,
two additional properties are computed:
• Mislabeling ratio (labeling) – belongs to [0, 1) and is computed solely for the mis-
labeled regions. Denotes for each region type, the average ratio of the mislabeled
portions. By using this property, one can readily observe whether errors occurred
because regions were not identified correctly (i.e. split), in which case this value is
relatively low, or if the regions were usually identified correctly, but were simply
mislabeled as another region type.
• Mislabeling count (labeling) – is a T × T matrix, where T denotes the number of
all possible region types. For two region type indices i and j, the matrix element
at location (i, j) contains the number of times ground truth regions of type i have
been incorrectly mislabeled as belonging to type j. Note that due to region splitting,
multiple types may have been (wrongly) assigned to the same region, thus it is
possible for the sum of the values on row i to be greater than the total number of
ground truth regions of type i actually evaluated.
It is important to notice that some of the previous definitions will possibly not be fully
consistent if there exist multiple regions from the same set overlapping in the same image
area. Therefore, a precondition of the evaluation algorithm is that every foreground pixel
belongs to at most one region. Also, a significant problem was encountered when consid-
ering separators (or frame regions) as hollow and evaluating them together with the other
regions (as was the case in [296]). Doing so will yield very few noise- or missed separators,
as they will most likely be part of a text or drawing region. Moreover, in such case a
mislabeling will be reported only if the respective separator is large enough in comparison
to the enclosing region. This is certainly not what one usually expects from an evaluation
of separator detection accuracy. This problem was corrected by performing the evaluation
of the “hollow” region types separately from the other regions, and at the same time re-
moving their “hollow” attribute in order to increase their noise resistance. In this way the
evaluation results are much more robust and fulfil the consistency expectations.
5.3.1.2 Results
We start by evaluating the separator detection performance, as an important building block
for page segmentation. Since white spaces are in effect just logical separators with no fixed
bounds, it is unclear how or whether it makes sense to evaluate white space detection
performance. Scientific papers concerning the evaluation of white space detection do not
appear to exist currently. Because of this, we have decided to discard them from our
evaluation entirely. Note that our decision does not imply that white spaces are not useful
for the segmentation of newspapers, but is simply caused by the lack of a robust and
expressive evaluation procedure.
One must observe that table 5.1 does not include columns for mergings or mislabelings,
because such situations never occurred in the performed tests. Splits in the horizontal
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# Noise Missed Split Prec. Rec. F1 Score(%) (%) (%)
Horizontal sep. 249 11 3 25 95.0 88.2 91.5
Vertical sep. 271 12 3 16 95.2 92.6 93.9
Total 520 23 6 41 95.1 90.5 92.7
Table 5.1: Solid separators detection results on the Fraunhofer newspaper dataset
or vertical separators occurred most commonly as the result of severely broken lines in
the binarized newspaper images or, in a few situations because of separators having a
non-standard appearance (see figure 5.13). The combined solid separator detection proce-
dure achieves an F1 score of 92.7%. This represents a clear improvement over the results
reported by the individual algorithms in [112], namely 80.6% for the morphology-based
algorithm and 70.1% obtained on the same data set by the original DSCC algorithm [302].
However, the test set used in [112] consisted of a more heterogeneous collection of document
images, such as forms, magazines, scientific papers, tickets, bank cheques, certificates and
handwritten documents. As we shall see for the other evaluation data sets, the Fraunhofer
DIU approach for solid separator detection achieves an overall top performance.
Figure 5.13: Results of solid separator detection: left – missed dashed horizontal separator
(labeled as text due to the regularity and size of the dashes); right – correctly labeled wavy
separators (green: text, cyan: horizontal separator, blue: vertical separator)
Next, we analyze the results for the overall page segmentation process. One must keep
in mind that the segmentation results are heavily influenced by the correctness of the
detected separators (both solid and white spaces). Another crucial observation is that
we have intentionally ignored the splits and merges for text regions. As discussed in the
introductory part of the chapter, we believe that page segmentation can only be expected
to detect geometrical regions, and not also include a logical analysis and merging/splitting
the text (as would be required for headers, captions, etc.). For example questions like
“should page segmentation be able to differentiate between text areas/words printed in
bold/italics from areas printed in regular fonts?” or “when is the font size difference large
enough to warrant the split of a text region?” can only be reliably answered in the context of
logical layout analysis. The answers to such questions generally require a certain semantic
knowledge about the layout type employed by the publisher. The layout geometry and
semantics, font properties and printing quality change drastically from one publisher or
data set to another, even for the same publisher over the years. Thus settling such issues
in a generic and deterministic manner at the level of geometric layout analysis is virtually
impossible.
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# Noise Missed Split Merged Mis- Misl. Prec. Recall F1 Sc.
labeled ratio (%) (%) (%)
Text 917 6 2 – – 35 0.79 99.3 95.9 97.5
Halftone 19 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 100 100 100
Drawing 43 0 0 12 12 18 0.87 100 58.1 73.5
Total 979 6 2 12 12 53 – 99.3 94.3 96.7
Table 5.2: Geometrical layout analysis – segmentation and labeling results for the Fraun-
hofer newspaper dataset. Region types considered: text, halftone, drawing
We now look more closely at the obtained figures. An interesting insight is offered by
the mislabeled ratio column, namely one can see that the mislabeled drawings and text
regions, were in general not split, but instead mislabeled completely. This fact is significant
because it shows that the zoning part of the algorithm outperforms the labeling part, thus
the algorithm would benefit more by improving the latter (e.g. by employing a larger set of
discriminant features [148] and possibly a better classifier). Notice that a region may be at
the same time split and merged, which is usually the case in drawings. The obtained results
for text and image regions are close to those reported by Jain and Yu [142], despite the
much more complex document dataset. Most of the test images used by Jain and Yu belong
to the UW-III document database [215], which, as we have previously mentioned, contains
predominantly journal pages (incl. many synthetic ones) featuring simple layouts [37].
Figure 5.14: Examples of observed page segmentation labeling errors. Left: handwritten
region identified as drawing; Right: Initial mislabeled as drawing. (green: text, orange:
drawing)
In general, based on the values from the mislabeling count matrix (not included here), we
observe that the most common errors for drawing regions are splits into text and image
components. Typical examples are advertisements areas with complex layouts. In such
situations a higher-level classifier (as part of the logical layout analysis) may be used to
merge the parts into a cohesive region by using features based on the positioning, size and
type of the constituent parts. The errors in case of text regions are of a different nature:
they are nearly always segmented correctly, but labeled as drawings. This phenomenon is
most frequent in case of slanted text, handwriting portions or paragraphs beginning with
an initial. A remedy in this case would be the introduction of additional region types as
part of the page segmentation process. The classification into the new region types can
simply be appended as the last step of the algorithm. In section 5.1.3 we gave an overview
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of document analysis papers which investigate low-level features and classifiers with respect
to their suitability for this task.
The average CPU time spent for the complete page segmentation of a newspaper page,
scanned at 300 dpi (containing approx. 5000 × 7000 pixels) is about 15 seconds on a
Core2Duo 2 GHz processor (using a single execution thread). More than 75% of the
processing time is spent on separator detection (solid separators and white spaces).
5.3.2 Magazine- and Historical Document Datasets
The first dataset for evaluating the page segmentation results in the current section rep-
resent a subset of the PRImA dataset, maintained by the PRImA Research Lab at the
University of Salford, UK [30]. According to its authors, the PRImA dataset contains a
wide selection of documents featuring both complex and simple layouts, along with ground
truth and extensive metadata. The ICDAR 2009 Page Segmentation Competition [38]
dataset represents step forward in both complexity and size as compared to the previous
such competitions [34–36, 113]. As training data a subset of 8 document images was se-
lected by the organizers, while the disjoint testing set comprised 55 images showing similar
characteristics. A few sample images can be seen in figure 5.15. Overall, the dataset
contains color scans of contemporary magazines and technical journals with little noise,
however exhibiting large font changes and layout complexity variations. A further impor-
tant characteristic of the ICDAR 2009 dataset is the fact that physical page degradations
are barely present and color information is paramount to the segmentation process (e.g. sep-
arators and body areas printed in light colors on bright background). As typical use case
for the digitization of contemporary material we mention media research – e.g. extraction
of product advertisement information, popularity- and sentiment analysis, etc.
In stark contrast regarding its characteristics stands the historical document dataset of
the ICDAR 2011 layout analysis competition [33]. The historical document dataset was
by comparison only recently created as part of the European IMPACT project [10]. The
purpose of the dataset is to offer a good sample of the conditions and artifacts of historical
documents, as present in the archives of many national European libraries. Furthermore,
the composition of the dataset also reflects the needs and priorities of libraries, in terms
of the types of documents which dominate their near- to medium-term digitization plans.
The documents feature several languages and their age ranges from the 17th to the early
20th century. The 100 images comprising the competition dataset cover difficult page seg-
mentation issues such as densely printed areas with minimal spacing, irregular spacing,
margin noise, layout columns of varying width and margin notes. Most of the aforemen-
tioned layout particularities are only present in the historical document class, as opposed
to the newspaper and magazine datasets. The training set for the ICDAR 2011 layout
analysis competition consisted of 6 documents, whereas the evaluation set comprised 100
images (including the 6 training samples).
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Figure 5.15: Sample scans from the datasets used in the evaluation. Top row: journal
and magazine dataset (ICDAR 2009); Bottom row: historical printed document dataset
(ICDAR 2011)
5.3.2.1 Evaluation Methodology
The ground truth for both datasets consists of exact isothetic polygonal representations of
all document regions together with type information (categories: text, line-art, halftones,
separators). Note that although more metadata is available in this case for the regions
(e.g. reading order, provenience, OCR results), it is unnecessary for the purpose of strictly
evaluating page segmentation results. An important particularity of both datasets is that
the ground truth text regions are delimited with respect to their semantics – i.e. titles, sub-
and intermediary titles, paragraphs and captions represent distinct regions, even where the
font characteristics differ only little from adjacent regions. In other words, for such regions
higher-level semantics need to be employed as part of the automatic page segmentation.
The additional logical layout analysis steps performed were described in the last paragraphs
of section 5.2.2.
We have seen the main ideas behind earlier region-based evaluation approaches in sec-
tion 5.1.4. Until the year 2007 (including the ICDAR 2007 Page Segmentation Compe-
tition [35], it was typical for such methods to operate in a fully generic manner. More
specifically, (pixel-)exact intersections for two sets of regions (represented as polygons) are
computed and the matching score depends solely on the ratios between the intersection and
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ground truth areas. A serious disadvantage of the generic approach is its inability to differ-
entiate between error types – for example merging two consecutive paragraphs on the same
layout column is considered to be as severe as merging two paragraphs located on different
layout columns. For practical purposes however, such as a further manual correction or
simply visual quality, differentiating between error types is crucial for obtaining a segmen-
tation quality value that is consistent with human expectations. Even more significantly,
the goals of the document image understanding process are constantly subject to change
(e.g. for different projects, individuals, libraries). For some, OCR quality is paramount,
for others the extraction of halftones (e.g. from photo albums) is the main goal, or in yet
another case (e.g. for preservation purposes) one must be able to reproduce the original
as exactly as possible using only the discovered, compressed semantic representation. The
ICDAR 2009 evaluation method [29] was the first to introduce scenario-driven evaluation
and assess the participating methods under different application scenarios. A scenario is
defined as the complete set of weights for the possible error types occurring during page
segmentation. For instance, in a scenario where only the extraction and quality of text is
relevant, the weights for all other regions types can be set to 0. Common application sce-
narios include general recognition, text indexing, full text recognition, image and graphics
extraction [79]. More recently, Clausner et al. [79] expanded upon their initial evalua-
tion method via a more comprehensive error type classification, while maintaining the
same region-based framework. The evaluation methods allow a fine-grained specification
of the scenarios via approx. 800 hierarchically-grouped error type weights. The Clausner
et al. [79] method was employed in the ICDAR 2011 Historical Document Layout Analysis
Competition.
5.3.2.2 Results
The 2009 ICDAR Page Segmentation competition was the first one to use the novel
scenario-driven evaluation. This change had the positive side-effect of allowing the or-
ganizers to re-compute the results of all previously submitted methods to the ICDAR
competitions into meaningful quality values and present them side-by-side (see fig. 5.16).
Note that a pure, unweighted region-based approach would have generated nearly indin-
stinguishable scores for the methods (see [38]). The other methods compared in figure 5.16
are: DICE, a research method proposed by the Document Analysis Group of the Lehigh
University (USA); REGIM-ENIS, a multi-script, multi-lingual method by M. Benjelil from
the University of Sfax (Tunisia); Google’s Tesseract page segmentation module [250]; the
leading commercial OCR engine Abbyy Finereader, version 8.1; the open source OCR en-
gine OCRopus, version 0.3.1, developed by the Image Understanding and Pattern Recog-
nition group of the German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence (DFKI); BESUS, a
research method from the Bengal Engineering and Science University (India) – winner of
the 2007 ICDAR Page Segmentation Competition; and two methods from the Tsinghua
University (China) – one of them winner of the 2005 ICDAR Page Segmentation Contest.
It is interesting to observe that the obtained results correlate well with the evaluation re-
sults for the newspaper dataset from the previous section. Although the two datasets have
an entirely different composition, a clearly distinguishable trend is that the segmentation
of textual regions versus the non-text ones was consistently better. This is in concor-
dance to our goals, as in our view text regions contain more valuable information than
drawing/halftones for the purpose of further semantic processing. The text-weighted ap-
plication scenario evaluated in the competition (see [38]) shows the text-biased character
of the current Fraunhofer DIU system even more markedly: for text regions the quality
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Figure 5.16: PRImA segmentation quality measure (generic scenario) for the ICDAR 2009
Page Segmentation Competition dataset, consisting of 63 scans from contemporary maga-
zines and journals. Source: [38]
difference to the next-best method grows significantly (50% difference). Another observa-
tion is that the relatively poor performance in the case of non-text was mainly caused by
difficulties encountered in the color reduction algorithm. More specifically, because of low
contrast between halftones and some separators and the document background (e.g. yel-
low on light grey), large parts of such non-text regions were simply not present (wrongly
labeled as background) in the binary image used for page segmentation. Since the scores
of the other methods on non-text are even lower, we infer that this represents a general
problem which should be of interest to the document analysis community. We shed more
light on color reduction-related issues for document scans in section 3.2.
The 2011 Historical Document Layout Analysis Competition [33] employed a refined ver-
sion of the 2009 evaluation method in order to be able to accurately reflect the additional
difficulties posed by historical documents. Figure 5.17 shows the side-by-side comparison
of the participating methods, including the Fraunhofer DIU system. The other methods
depicted are: the leading commercial OCR engine Abbyy FineReader, version 9; MEPhI,
a research method of A. Vilkin from the Moscow Engineering Physics Institute (Russia);
Jouve, from the eponymous commercial organization specialized in digitization services
(France); and EPITA, a method submitted by G. Lazzara of the Paris Graduate School
of Computer Science (France). Note that for this dataset we have used exactly the same
settings as for the newspaper and magazine data sets, with the sole exception of an ad-
ditional margin noise removal. Several input images show significant margin noise in the
form of black borders or large artifacts near the side(s) of the documents and its (partial)
removal is crucial for the correct functioning of subsequent processing modules. In the
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Figure 5.17: Left – PRImA quality measure (generic scenario) on the ICDAR 2011 Histor-
ical Document Layout Analysis Competition dataset, consisting of 100 scans from various
historic books, chronicles and newspapers; Right – breakdown of error sources for each
method. Source: [33]
introductory chapter, section 1.2.1 we have mentioned a few research algorithms proposed
for solving this problem.
In general, one may see that despite the simpler layouts of the historical documents, the
segmentation quality scores of all methods are far from perfect. Combined with the fact
that the Fraunhofer DIU system was able to obtain about the same result on color docu-
ments featuring more complex layouts (i.e. the magazine dataset), the crucial importance
of the pre-processing steps becomes apparent. In particular we note that artifact- and
margin noise removal have a highly-heuristic nature and produce unreliable results when
compared for example to global skew detection. The other methods participating in the
ICDAR 2011 segmentation competition also employ specialized techniques to deal with
artifacts and margin noise, ranging from adaptive, multi-scale binarization to filtering
heuristics based on connected components. The imperfect artifact removal of the Fraun-
hofer system is directly reflected in the comparatively higher number of falsely detected
regions (as seen in the error breakdown in figure 5.17). Unfortunately, since no other re-
search methods could compete on the historical document dataset we are unable to gain a
deeper insight into generic issues pertaining to historical documents. A problem specific to
our system was the existence of pages featuring margin notes located close to the body text.
Since we do not handle such notes any differently than all other text regions, and between
them and the body text the spacing is too thin for detecting white spaces, most margin
notes were wrongly segmented. A final issue is that several pages feature multiple skew
(incl. text regions rotated by 90◦). Although the described Fraunhofer page segmentation
module allows for a variant which supports this layout feature, it was not enabled so as
to be directly comparable with the system evaluated on the other two document datasets.
Finally, we notice that the Fraunhofer system produces very good results on most images,
but tends to fail catastrophically on a few, thus resulting in an overall lower score than
expected. This seems to be the case not only on the historical document dataset, but also
on the magazine and newspaper datasets. Detecting such failures automatically and mark-
ing them accordingly would be of great help for a subsequent prioritizing of the manual
correction of the results.
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5.4 Conclusions
The problem of page segmentation was discussed in detail in the current chapter. We
started with a definition of the document page segmentation problem, introduced the
three common types of layouts and put a clear delimitation between page segmentation
and logical layout analysis. We continued with an overview of the state of the art in
separator detection, page region segmentation, page region classification and evaluation
methodologies.
In the context of mass digitization, we introduced the flexible page segmentation approach
implemented in the Fraunhofer DIU system, featuring many improvements over the current
state of the art in document image analysis. At the heart of the proposed region detection
algorithm lies the generalized text line (GTL) structure, introduced by Jain and Yu [142],
enriched with dominant direction information. In contrast to the Jain and Yu approach, we
constructed isothetic polygonal regions in a fully resolution-independent and noise-resilient
manner. For accomplishing this, we used as hard merging constraints the complete set of
separators found in the document. To this end, we proposed a general-purpose solid sep-
arator detection method, obtained from the combination of two promising research algo-
rithms [112, 302]. Robust and accurate white spaces are found using an enhanced version
of Breuel’s globally-optimal algorithm [59]. We extended the region detection algorithm
for documents with arbitrary layouts (i.e. featuring text to non-text intersections) and in-
troduced a variant allowing the segmentation of pages with multiple skew, while posing no
restrictions on the allowable skew angle difference. The generality of the Fraunhofer DIU
system was put to test on three datasets containing document scans with wide variations
in layout complexity and image quality. Each dataset has a different target group as focus:
newspapers, magazines and historical documents, respectively. To our knowledge, ours is
the first DIU system able to obtain provably satisfying results on a large, heterogeneous
dataset resembling “in-the-wild” mass digitization.
From the obtained segmentation results, we were able to identify promising directions for
future work, not only for our system but for the document analysis community in general.
Most importantly, we see that color information is still insufficiently exploited in document
processing: for modern magazines many non-text elements are simply lost in later stages
because of this deficiency, whereas for historical documents remaining degradation artifacts
have a negative result on the segmentation quality. In section 3.2 we addressed this issue
from a color reduction perspective. Page segmentation algorithms capable of natively
operating on multi-thresholded images (i.e.N colors instead of just 2) represent a promising
research direction. Finally, page segmentation algorithms capable of computing overall or
per-region confidence values (or intervals) alongside the labeled polygonal regions would
allow a more efficient manual correction and even self-improving systems.
Chapter 6
Logical Layout Analysis
Of all the species, yours cannot abide stagnation. Change is at the
heart of what you are.
– M. Hurley and G. Roddenberry (Star Trek: The Next
Generation)
In general, paper documents have an inherent logical structure emphasized by the use of
many varied layout structures. In publishing, this is done with the purpose of greatly im-
proving the comprehension of the contents by human readers [197]. The objective of logical
layout analysis (LLA) is to (partially) extract these “hidden” semantics and thus provide
a solid basis for a rich visual presentation, interlinking and intelligent search facilities for
collections of electronic documents to a human user.
Under the hood, LLA builds upon the results of the page segmentation/ geometric lay-
out analysis step. It further segments the physical regions into meaningful logical units
according to their type (e.g. text lines, paragraphs), assigns a logical label to each of the
segmented regions, as well as determines the logical relationships between the logical re-
gions. The set of the possible logical labels is different for each type of document. For
example: title, abstract, paragraph, section, table, figure and footnote are possible logical
objects for technical papers, while: sender, receiver, date, body and signature emerge in
letters. Logical relationships are typically represented in a hierarchy of objects, depending
on the specific context [66]. Examples of logical relations are cross references to different
parts of a book, the grouping of layout parts into independent articles/ sections, as well as
the (partial) reading order of articles on a newspaper page. Taking these aspects into con-
sideration, it becomes clear that LLA may only be accomplished on the basis of some kind
of apriori information (knowledge) about the document class and its typical layout, i.e. a
model of the document. The prior knowledge can be available in many different forms, such
as heuristic rules, classification trees, formal grammars, probabilistic models (e.g. Hidden
Markov Models) a.s.o., and is an important point where LLA algorithms differ. Note that
in general it is not required (nor in many case even wanted) that all physical regions from
a given document be assigned logical labels by the same method. Many LLA algorithms
are purposely restricted to the detection or extraction of specific logical structures, some
by design, others in order to be able to achieve a satisfactory performance. Prominent
examples of such algorithms are the recognition of complete receiver address information
from (handwritten) envelopes (e.g. US Postal Service projects [235]) and the automated
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generation of table of contents structures from books [87, 92] using only the geometric
layout information and OCR results.
In this chapter we will put special focus on the processing of documents with complex
layouts, like newspapers. In the case where the processed document type is a periodical,
logical layout analysis will be referred to as article segmentation. We start with a brief
overview of LLA methods proposed in the scientific literature. We then present a novel
algorithm for front page detection specifically aimed at mass digitization projects. The
proposed algorithms allows the semi-automatic segmentation of large periodical collection
into issues and is thus indispensable for any further semantic processing. A more complex
and complete logical layout analysis for periodical publications is performed by a novel
minimum spanning tree-based technique detailed in section 6.3. It is worth noting that
both methods have already been extensively used as part of the Fraunhofer DIU system in
a few large scale (> 500 000 pages) document digitization projects. Both algorithms are
evaluated rigorously on significant subsets of these large, real-life datasets and complete
experimental results and observations are available in their respective sections. Finally,
as basis for future work we present a theoretical approach to the logical region labeling
problem based on Conditional Random Fields (CRF). As usual, the last section is dedicated
to a short review, as well as offering several pointers towards challenging topics for future
work in document logical layout analysis.
6.1 State of the Art
The number of LLA algorithms in the specialized literature is much lower than that of
geometrical layout analysis algorithms. Even so, this section can only present the main
ideas of several landmark methods and the interested reader is advised to consult one of
the more recent layout analysis papers, such as [75, 109, 276]. Note that all dedicated
surveys partially covering LLA [66, 126, 178] are currently outdated and only offer a good
summary of early layout analysis methods (i.e. up to the year 2000).
In one of the earliest works on logical layout analysis, Tsujimoto and Asada [273] regard
both the physical layout and logical structure as trees. They transform the geometrical
layout tree into a logical layout tree by using a small set of generic rules suitable for
multi-column documents, such as technical journals and newspapers. The physical tree is
constructed using block dominating rules. The blocks in the tree are then classified into
head and body using rules related to the physical properties of the block. Once this logical
tree is obtained, the final logical labels are assigned to the blocks using another set of rules.
The logical labels considered are: title, abstract, sub-title, paragraph, header, footer, page
number, and caption. A virtual field separator technique is introduced, in which separators
and frames are considered as virtual physical blocks in the physical tree. This technique
allows the tree transformation algorithm to function with a low number of transformation
rules. The authors tested their algorithm on 106 document pages from various sources and
reported a logical structure recognition accuracy of 88.7%. The most common error causes
were inaccurate physical segmentation results, insufficient transformation rules, and the
fact that some pages did not actually have hierarchical physical and/or logical structures.
A general algorithm for automatic derivation of logical document structure from physical
layout was described by Summers [256]. The algorithm is divided into segmentation of text
into zones and classification of these zones into logical components. The document logical
structure is obtained by computing a distance measure between a physical segment and
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predefined prototypes. The set of properties assigned to each prototype are the parameters
from which each distance value is calculated. The properties include contours, context,
successor, height, symbols, and children. Basic textual information was also used in order
to obtain a higher accuracy. The algorithm was tested on 196 pages from 9 randomly
selected computer science technical reports. The labeling result of each text block was
characterized as correct, over-generalized, or incorrect. Two metrics, precise accuracy and
generalized accuracy, were used to evaluate the performance. Both average accuracy values
were found to be greater than 86%.
About at the same time, Niyogi and Srihari [194] introduced the DeLoS system for doc-
ument logical structure derivation. DeLoS solves the logical layout analysis problem by
applying a general rule-based control structure, as well as a hierarchical multi-level knowl-
edge representation scheme. In this scheme, knowledge about the physical layouts and
logical structures of various types of documents is encoded into a knowledge base. The
system uses three types of rules: knowledge rules, control rules, and strategy rules. The
control rules manage the application of knowledge rules, whereas the strategy rules deter-
mine the usage of control rules. A document image is first segmented using a bottom-up
algorithm, followed by a geometric classification of the obtained regions. Finally, the phys-
ical regions are input into the DeLoS system and a logical tree structure is derived. The
DeLoS system was tested on 44 newspaper pages. Performance results were reported in
terms of block classification accuracy, block grouping accuracy, and read-order extraction
accuracy.
Gao et al. [163] presented a system for comprehensive typography extraction from born-
digital books (e.g. in PDF format). It is worth noting that their methods have been
incorporated in a commercial electronic book publishing software package. While the re-
striction of born-digital documents may appear too harsh, the authors do so only in order
to be able to skip all otherwise complex DIU processing steps up to and including page
segmentation. The presented system is able to segment and classify body text, chapter
headings, detect the page body area, headers, footers, layout columns and cope with mul-
tiple skew. The test set comprises 300 books with various styles and the authors report
precision and recall values higher than 92% for each of the aforementioned tasks.
In the recent years, research on logical layout analysis has shifted away from rigid rule-
based methods toward the application of machine learning methods in order to deal with
the required versatility. There are several examples for this. Esposito et al. [97] employ
machine learning in almost every aspect of document analysis, from page segmentation
to logical labeling. Their methods are based on inductive learning of knowledge that was
hand-coded in previous approaches. Chen et al. [75] use a set of training pages to learn
specific layout styles and logical labels. An unknown page is recognized by matching the
page’s layout tree to the trained models and applying the appropriate zone labels from
the best fit layout model. Similarly, the method of van Beusekom et al. [276] finds for a
given unlabeled page the best matching layout in a set of labeled example pages. The best
match is used to transfer the logical labels to the unlabeled page. The authors see this
as a light-weight yet effective approach. Rangoni and Belaïd [220] use an artificial neural
network as basis for their approach. Instead of a multi layer perceptron where the internal
state is unknown, they implement a Transparent Neural Network that allows introduction
of knowledge into the internal layers. The approach features a feedback mechanism by
which ambiguous results can be resolved by proposing likely and unlikely results to the
input layer based on the knowledge about the current context. The input layer can respond
by switching between different feature extraction algorithms, e.g. for determining the word
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count in a given block.
The logical layout analysis methods described so far have not been evaluated rigorously on
layouts more complex than journal papers. The complex, multi-column newspaper layouts
are targeted by Furmaniak [109]. This is one of very few publications on the subject
of article segmentation. It appears that the scarcity of publications in the area directly
reflects the difficulty of the task. Despite the challenging nature of the problem, the
author realizes that the mass digitization of newspapers represents the next step after the
current wave of book digitization projects. He proposes a method for learning the layout
of different newspapers in an unsupervised manner. In a first stage, a word similarity
analysis is performed for each pair of neighboring text blocks. The second stage uses
geometric and morphological features of pairs of text blocks to learn the block relations
that are characteristic for a specific newspaper layout. Results with high confidence from
the word similarity analysis serve as ground truth for the training of the second stage.
The method of Furmaniak obtains promising results and further strengthens the machine
learning approach to logical layout analysis.
It is worth mentioning that leading commercial OCR products such as ABBYY FineReader
[1] (now at version 11) and Nuance Omnipage [14] (version 18) are also increasingly improv-
ing their logical layout analysis. Currently, both products claim to be able to recognize
the structure of tables as well as identify large titles, headers and footers. In addition,
FineReader can (partially) handle footnotes, recognize page numbers and detect the lay-
out structure of documents. Interestingly, Omnipage recognizes the importance of a self-
improving document analysis system and employs a machine learning approach in order
to learn new layouts. Other less widespread DIU systems are also moving in the direction
of automatic logical layout analysis (see section 1.2.2).
As introduced in the first chapter of this work, logical layout analysis regions use as base
building blocks the geometrical regions produced by the page segmentation process. The
shortcomings in page segmentation evaluation mentioned in section 5.1.4 have lead to the
situation that, to the best of the author’s knowledge, virtually no objective evaluation
methodologies targeted solely at logical layout analysis exist. More recently, the new
scenario-based evaluation methods used in the ICDAR page segmentation competitions [33,
38] partially incorporate logical layout segmentation rules and weights. Note that while
both methods are still primarily focused on geometric layout analysis, a more substantial
extension for logical layout analysis would be possible.
6.2 Front Page Detection
Mass digitization projects aimed at periodicals often have as input streams of completely
unlabeled document images. In such situations, the results produced by the automatic
segmentation of the document stream into issues heavily influence the overall output quality
of a document image analysis system. This section will present a possible solution to for
the robust and efficient detection of front pages in periodical collections.
As seen from the previous chapters, a large number of scientific articles have been published
on topics concerning specific areas of document image analysis (see surveys [66, 178]).
In comparison, the problem of front page detection for issue separation is still largely
unexplored, although it is indispensable when working with large collections of unlabeled
images of periodicals (such as magazines or newspapers).
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Figure 6.1: Selection of digitized images from an unlabeled German-language newspaper
stream spanning about 70 years (Liechtensteiner Volksblatt). Note that in the original
dataset the ratio between front pages and non-front pages is much lower, around 1:16
Two topics closely related to front page detection are logo recognition and structural pat-
tern recognition. The detection and recognition of logos from document images are still
being actively pursued in the document analysis community [73, 156, 304]. In the vast
majority of papers dealing with logo recognition, logos are handled as unitary entities and
various statistical classifiers (e.g. support vector machines, neural networks, Fisher classi-
fiers, etc.) are used for the classification task. In contrast to the common approaches for
logo recognition, in the area of structural pattern recognition objects are described by their
topology or shape, most commonly encoded as different types of graphs. The graphs can
afterward be matched exactly or error-tolerantly using existing methods, many of which
have a strong theoretical basis (e.g. [184, 272]). Such approaches offer a great deal of
flexibility, as proved by their successful application in domains as distinct as object recog-
nition via skeletons or shapes [88, 232] and on-line graphics recognition [293]. Their main
drawback however, is that structural approaches are inherently sensitive to noise, therefore
specialized solutions are necessary for dealing with this problem. Noise robustness is of par-
ticular importance when working with real-world, error-prone document scans. Also, one
must note that graph and subgraph isomorphism in general is an NP-complete problem,
thus matching is only feasible for small graphs (exact speed/graph size measurements can
be found in [184]). For special cases, such as closed contours, algorithms exist which are
at the same time fast and guarantee the finding of optimal solutions [232]. In most other
cases, in order to circumvent the graph size issue, different heuristics for approximating
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the optimal matches have been proposed [118, 293].
6.2.1 Methodology
The proposed algorithm works by computing and assigning a reference weighted graph to
a front page model. As vertices in the constructed graph we use the salient connected
components from the front-page specific elements, such as the title and the logo of the
periodical. The exact methodology for the choice of salient components is described in
section 6.2.1.2. Each of the salient components is subsequently described by a Gaussian
distribution, approximated from a number of training samples. For all candidate pages, a
weighted graph is computed in a similar fashion from those connected components which
fit one of the trained Gaussian distribution models. Finally, the graph associated to each
candidate page is matched against the front page graph. A correspondence is found if the
matching score for the best correspondence exceeds the threshold value associated to the
front page model. The methodology for calculating the edge weights and the threshold for
each model graph is presented in section 6.2.1.4.
6.2.1.1 Pre-processing
We assume as input to the algorithm a deskewed and binarized document image. We have
mentioned in the previous chapters many methods for page skew detection and document
image binarization. It is important to note that most existing techniques for geometric and
logical layout analysis of documents make the same assumption about the input document
image [66]. This means that a regular document image analysis system will not require any
additional (computational or implementation) effort in order to satisfy the precondition of
the proposed front page detection method.
6.2.1.2 Salient Component Identification
From the binarized image, connected components (both black and white) must be labeled.
This can be accomplished efficiently using any standard algorithm (e.g. [90]). In the case of
noisy input images, it is advantageous at this point to apply certain hole-filling algorithms
or morphological operators so as to remove a significant part of the white/black noise. This
additional step is helpful (but not mandatory) for subsequently obtaining more consistent
feature descriptors for the salient components. Note that the subsequent steps described
in this section are only relevant for the training of the front page models and need not be
performed for the test data.
Next, we choose the salient components from among the set of labeled connected compo-
nents. Most commonly the chosen salient components will be single characters, connected
character groups or logos specific to the front page model being considered. The choice
of the salient components must currently be performed at least in part manually, as we
are not aware of any fully automated selection method satisfying (most of) the criteria
presented in the following. Some general guidelines for choosing the salient components
are: salient components are not likely to be merged with other connected components even
in the presence of noise, the selected set of salient components should span over as much of
the title section area as possible and each component should be large enough so that the
danger of it being mistaken for noise is minimized. For practical purposes, it is relatively
easy to implement (as was done in our case) a semi-automatic salient component candidate
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selection method. This method can simplify the manual task considerably by filtering out
those components which do not satisfy a set of simpler criteria, such as a minimum area,
a certain aspect ratio and a high enough proximity to other candidate components.
a) b) c)
d) e) f)
Figure 6.2: Illustrations depicting the main steps of the salient component selection process:
(a),(d) – portions of original magazine front page; (b),(e) – color reduction result; (c),(f)
– selected stable salient components marked in red
As an alternative for automating the choosing of the salient components, one may resort
to one of the existing affine region detectors [186]. A good repeatability and accuracy is
provided for example by maximally stable extremal regions [180], i.e. those parts of an
image where local binarization is stable over a wide range of thresholds. The density of the
detected stable regions contained in or partially overlapping a certain connected component
can be used as a clue about the stability of the respective component. Although any salient
region detector may be used, a very important factor to consider at this point is its runtime
performance, which varies widely [186].
6.2.1.3 Feature Extraction and Matching
As features for describing a salient component, we have chosen to use the coefficients of the
discrete cosine transform (DCT) applied to the component’s bitmap. The DCT is known
to be well-suited for the decorrelation of the pixels of images. It is used in the JPEG
image compression standard [213]. In our case, the feature descriptor for the image of a
component contains only the coefficients in the upper left triangle (low-pass) of the DCT
transformed image. Early experiments showed that using the first 36 coefficients generally
give good results, but decreasing or increasing the number of coefficients to 21, 28 or 45
produces very similar results. It is worth noting that the number of 36 coefficients was also
determined to be the most appropriate from the visual experiments performed during the
development of the MPEG-7 standard [139]. The feature extraction is similar to the one
used by Eickeler et al. [95] for face recognition. In their paper, the authors show that the
probability density function of the descriptors can be accurately modeled by a Gaussian
distribution with a diagonal covariance matrix.
Note that it is entirely feasible to use a different set of features instead, such as those
commonly employed for character recognition [270] or for generic content-based image
retrieval [68]. As observed in [270], there exist no features which perform best in all situa-
tions and therefore the best feature type is in general highly dependent on the application
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a) b) c)
d) e) f)
Figure 6.3: (a) Binary image depicting the latin letter “a” and its reconstruction using the
most significant N DCT coefficients: (b) N = 6; (c) N = 16; (d) N = 24; (e) N = 36; (f)
N = 54
domain.
An important reason for selecting the DCT was its scaling invariance property and the
efficient algorithms available for its computation. The scaling invariance is important
because many publishers frequently re-scale the size of their front page titles and/or logos



















Here, W and H respectively represent the width and the height of the connected compo-
nent, and I(x, y) represents the image gray value at the position (x, y).
Other types of features, such as the Zernike moments, also offer rotation- and limited dis-
tortion invariance. In our case, the rotation invariance is rendered unnecessary by the skew
correction already applied on the document (as a prerequisite). The distortion invariance
is of very limited practical use for real-world document images, since such pronounced dis-
tortions are extremely rare in any professional scans, as commonly employed in large-scale
digitization projects.
Using the Expectation-Maximization algorithm [183], a Gaussian distribution with a diag-
onal covariance matrix is now trained for each salient component having as input several
of its feature descriptors (obtained from different example front pages). From the per-
formed experiments, we have determined that between 5 and 10 samples per component
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are sufficient for obtaining an accurate Gaussian distribution model. In order to prevent
overfitting, a relatively large floor value of 0.1 was used for the variances.
Given the set of trained Gaussian distributions, one can subsequently determine for any
candidate component the distribution with the highest output probability for its feature
vector. In case the output probability is higher than a certain apriori fixed threshold value,
a match is considered to have been found.
6.2.1.4 Graph Construction and Matching
For modeling the topology of the identified salient components, we construct the point
Delaunay triangulation [122] using as input the centers of their bounding boxes. As an
alternative to the Delaunay triangulation we have also considered and tested the Euclidean
minimum spanning tree (EMST) applied to the same set of points. Although the EMST has
the advantage that the number of edges is about 3 times lower than for a triangulation (thus
the graph matching problem is substantially simplified), the appearance of the resulting tree
is more heavily influenced by small position changes of the tree vertices. This phenomenon
can be observed easiest when (some of) the sites are almost uniformly distributed - in such
case, even small perturbations of the node positions can produce very different spanning
trees, whereas the Delaunay triangulation remains almost unchanged.
Even with the increased structural stability provided by the Delaunay triangulation, the
obtained graphs are still sensitive to the loss of internal vertices. For enabling a robust
graph matching, we additionally assign a positive real weight to each edge. Assuming that
the probability of a node to be missing from the candidate graph is the same for all vertices,
one can readily see that the probability of certain edges to be absent from the resulting
triangulation is higher than for others. Our goal is that the edge weights are selected in
such a way that for each node, the sum of the weights of the adjacent edges will always be
equal to a certain constant. At the same time we need to minimize the absolute differences
between the weights of each pair of edges, so that no edges will have a (near) zero weight.
This is important because edges, just like vertices may also be absent from the graph and
this fact should be directly observable from the matching score.
Unfortunately, the problem posed in this manner is NP-hard, because of its equivalence to
the search for a solution with a maximum number of zeros in an underdetermined linear
system, which was shown to be NP-hard in [191]. Because of this, one must settle for a
heuristic choice of a function in order to compute approximates of the ideal edge weights.
Several weighting functions were evaluated on our training set and the function which
performed best in our tests is:
Weight(e) =
1
1 + (deg(v1)− degmin) + (deg(v2)− degmin)
(6.1)
Here, e = (v1, v2) is an edge in the graph between vertices v1 and v2, degmin is the minimum
vertex degree in the graph and deg(vi) is the degree of vertex vi.
By taking into account the computed edge weights, graph matching can now be readily
performed on an edge-by-edge basis. The matching algorithm traverses the edges of the
model graph in decreasing weight order and searches for the best correspondence within
the candidate graph. If a possible correspondence is found, the total distance between
the two graphs is incremented by the model edge weight multiplied with the modulus of
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a) b)
c) d)
Figure 6.4: Topological model - stability of EMST vs. Delaunay triangulation in case of 4
points arranged as a nearly perfect square: (a),(b) EMST with bottom-right point slightly
moved towards the inside and its corresponding Delaunay triangulation; (c),(d) EMST and
Delaunay triangulation with the bottom-right point slightly moved towards the outside.
Note the superior stability of the Delaunay triangulation, where the majority of the edges
remain unchanged
the sinus of the angle between the two edge vectors. The total distance must not exceed
a certain threshold ratio of the total sum of the edge weights of the model graph. The
experiments described in the following section helped in determining a generally suitable
range for the threshold ratio.
6.2.2 Experiments
Testing was carried out on a collection of 17 572 images from 1141 newspaper issues,
scanned at 200 or 300 dpi. The document scans have been provided by two major German-
language publishers. Five different front page models were trained and subsequently the
front page detection algorithm was run on the entire document collection. We have tested
two different threshold ratios for graph matching, as it was not clear what value would
constitute a well-performing generic threshold.
In table 6.1, we have included not only the recognition rate, but also the precision and the
recall, because the disparity between the number of front pages and regular pages make
the recognition rate much less meaningful.
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Figure 6.5: Left - The possibility of missing graph nodes (here: middle one) shows the
necessity of having (near-) equal node weights (i.e. equal sums of incident edges); Right -
Edges may also be missing in the candidate graph, thus an additional ideal requirement is
to have equal edge weights
Figure 6.6: Sample graphs with edge weights computed using formula (6.1). Note the
small edge weight differences and the nearly constant sums of incident edge weights for
each node
From the obtained results, one can see that a 70% graph matching threshold θ is in general
the better choice. It is important to notice that the 50% threshold, experimentally deter-
mined as being too high, generally implies that significantly more than half of the model
graph’s edges are present in a candidate graph, due to the additional penalties applied for
all imperfect vector matches. The overall results obtained are encouraging and show that
the described method can be applied with good results in digitization projects on a mass
scale.
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Figure 6.7: Three front page graph models (left), each along with a correctly recognized
candidate, illustrating (top-to-bottom): resilence to limited distortions, scaling, partial
occlusion
Recog. rate Recall Precision
Model θ Pages Issues [%] [%] [%]




















Table 6.1: Front page detection results obtained on a collection of 17 572 real-world news-
paper scans. Note that the near-perfect precision and recall is actually a must-have for an
automatic DIU system, as errors at this point would result in blatant inaccuracies to any
human observer or post-processing step (i.e. entire missing/extra issues)
6.3 Complete Article Segmentation for Periodicals
A step up in difficulty from the front page detection problem, the current section introduces
the logical layout analysis module of the Fraunhofer DIU system. The module is capable
of performing a complete logical layout analysis for periodicals featuring complex layouts.
More specifically, we present algorithms for extracting the exact layout columns, detecting
framed boxes, constructing logically coherent regions, labeling them (e.g. body text, titles,
captions, bylines, etc.), detecting a permissible reading order and segmenting a document
page into articles. All algorithms described in the current section have been extensively
used as part of the Fraunhofer DIU system in the processing of large-scale (i.e. > 500 000
pages) periodical collections. Note that many of the presented algorithms can be directly
applied to books as well. No formal evaluation of the article segmentation results was
performed on the complete document collections, because of the prohibitively large resource
cost necessary for a manual evaluation. However, we present the evaluation results obtained
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on several subsets of the processed data, including both newspaper- and chronicle scans.
6.3.1 Methodology
In case of complex layout documents, the logical layout analysis phase must be able to cope
with multiple columns and embedded commercial advertisements having a non-Manhattan
layout. Most importantly however, the approach has to be flexible enough so as to be
readily adaptable (or ideally adapt automatically) to the ever-changing layouts of each
publisher.
The current section describes the general framework of the Fraunhofer DIU layout analysis
modules, integrating a number of different algorithms. We require as input the complete
page segmentation results, namely the list of all physical regions and their respective type.
We do not require a fine-grained labeling of non-text regions, as our main focus lies on the
textual regions and the separators. From the rough textual regions which represent the
output of page segmentation we extract the text lines and compute a set of textual and
logical attributes for each of them. By defining a generic dissimilarity function between
text lines we can compute via dynamic programming the set of coherent logical regions
which minimizes the overall merging costs. The obtained coherent text regions undergo
a preliminary labeling into potential titles and captions by using a publisher-specific rule
set. A compound distance value, computed using the similarity of the textual, logical and
labeling attributes, along with the normalized physical distance and information about
separators located in between is computed for each pair of coherent text regions. The
minimum spanning tree (MST) is constructed from the set of computed edges and used
to produce a complete article segmentation of the page. The most likely reading order is
detected and used to merge matching article parts located on adjacent layout columns.
The last step consists of assigning to each region its final logical type label by making use
of all previously computed features for itself and all other text regions located within the
same article.
6.3.1.1 Logical Layout Analysis Feature Extraction
As we have seen from the framework discussed in the previous section, a significant number
of features must be computed as prerequisites for the different logical layout analysis steps.
This section presents the methodology for computing all non-trivial features required by
our algorithm. Note that not all features presented here are or even can be computed
at the same time, however the location in the overall algorithm where they are employed
should be clear from its description.
By making use of the page segmentation results, we are able to refine the estimation for the
dominant font characteristics. In order to accomplish this we take into account only the
connected components located within the input text regions and apply the character size
detection algorithm described in section 3.1.3.1. Using the assumption that the dominant
font of a document features (nearly) always non-slanted characters having a regular stroke
width, we can now reliably label italic- and boldface text lines as such. In order to extract
a better approximation for text lines, one can use any algorithm on the connected compo-
nents from the text regions. We employ again the enhanced GTL approach described in
section 5.2, but for example the constrained line finding algorithm of Breuel [59] may be
used as well.
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Computing the stroke width for a given text character is important for determining if
it was emphasized as boldface. A generic feature, it is useful during the logical layout
analysis of any kind of document, in order to detect titles, abstracts, captions, etc.. A
simple procedure to compute the stroke width of a character as the width of the mean
horizontal black run-length forming the respective character was proposed in [89]. Such an
approximation is error-prone and generally not accurate enough for computing this feature.
A slower, but much more exact and reliable alternative, is the computation of the Euclidean
distance transform. Given an input binary image, the Euclidean distance transform will
produce as result an image of the same size as the original, where the value at any location
represents the shortest distance to a background pixel. In such a way, the stroke width of
the considered character can simply be taken to be the maximum distance value within the
transformed representation of the character. Note that the Euclidean distance transform
and its approximations are closely related to the extraction of the character skeleton, a
feature widely used in OCR systems. The Fraunhofer DIU system uses a probability value
instead of a boolean in order to represent the “boldface” attribute in order to better cope
with printing errors – e.g. older printing machines had problems controlling exactly the ink
amount used for each glyph, erroneously resulting in visibly different stroke widths. The
probability is computed with respect to the ratio of the x-height to the stroke width in the
dominant font, which is considered to be equal to 0. More specifically, we consider a linear
scale with the maximum probability clipped at the value XHeightdomfontStrokeWidthdomfont × 0.65, where
the constant 0.65 was experimentally determined and performs well on a large range of
documents.
Figure 6.8: Top: text line showing the detected baseline and character x-height; Bottom:
result of applying the Euclidean distance transform on the same text line for the purpose
of determining the stroke width for each character (white: high distance values)
In general, Euclidean distance transform algorithms belong to one of two possible cate-
gories: approximate algorithms and exact algorithms. Approximate algorithms are gener-
ally much faster, but do not guarantee exact results, especially in case of wide, irregular
filled surfaces. As part of the proposed system, two different Euclidean distance transform
algorithms have been implemented: an approximate algorithm proposed by Danielsson [84]
and an exact algorithm proposed by Maurer et al. [181]. The algorithm of Danielsson is
based on vector propagation, i.e. while scanning over the image, the coordinates of the
nearest background pixel are propagated between neighboring object pixels. For relatively
thin components (stroke width less than 20 pixels) it provides exact results, and the error
margin grows with the thickness of the considered component. The algorithm of Maurer
et al. is based on partial Voronoi diagram construction, and by using a dimensionality re-
duction technique, recursively reduces the N-dimensional problem to an easily solvable 1-D
problem. Both algorithms have a worst-case complexity of O(N), but the hidden constant
in the Maurer et al. method is much higher than in case of the approximate algorithm.
This thesis does not contain a more detailed description of (Euclidean) distance transform
algorithms, but a good reference for the interested reader is the PhD thesis of O. Cuise-
naire [82], which deals with this issue in great detail. For practical purposes, using the
algorithm of Danielsson for determining the stroke width of text characters represents a
good compromise between speed and accuracy (see exact error analysis of Cuisenaire [82]).
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In order to compute the italic property for a text line, we employ a computationally-
efficient hierarchical approach. We consider at start a possible skew angle range of the main
character axes of R = [0◦, 45◦] and we set a target precision of 0.5◦. We logically divide
the interval into N bins of equal width and compute the alignment premium score [217]
for each bin K on the text line horizontally sheared by |R|N (K + 0.5) degrees. We set as
constant row for the shear operations the vertical center of the robust baseline fit for the
characters belonging to the text line. Postl defines the alignment premium score as the
sum of squared differences between the adjacent bin values from the vertical projection
of an image. Note that Postl initially proposed this measure for computing the global
document skew. Next, we find the bin with the maximum alignment premium and apply
the search process recursively on the respective interval. The process is repeated until the
interval size falls below the pre-specified target precision. The value obtained as a result of
this procedure represents the dominant skew angle of the main axes for the characters on
the text line. We experimentally determined that a generic, fixed threshold of 4.5 degrees
can safely be used for computing the boolean “italic” property.
Other important features describing a text line are the x-height and its capital letter height.
As input data for computing both values we require the heights of the portions of all likely
characters located above the baseline. As likely characters we consider those deviating less
than 2 times from the median connected component height in a text line. We apply a
k-means clustering [129] with k = 2 on the set of heights and consider the resulting lower
height to correspond to the x-height, and the higher height to the capital letter height.
Note that if the two obtained cluster centers are located very close or are identical, we
are most likely dealing with a text line containing just small or large characters/ digits.
As alternative one may also detect the two height values as the two tallest peaks from
the smoothed histogram of the input set of heights (and considering a minimum height
difference as search condition).
The features presented until now all have a highly local character – i.e. they can be com-
puted even for small groups of characters. By contrast, we must now compute a few
higher-level characteristics. One of these features is the set of closed (framed) regions.
Most commonly, such regions represent coherent logical units (e.g. single articles, adver-
tisements, tables, quotations, etc.) within a document. Therefore, frame boxes give us
important information about the logical connections between page elements, for both text
and non-text areas alike. The detection algorithms requires as input the lists of extracted
vertical and horizontal separators and produces as output a list of all detected rectangular
frames. We define a frame as a quadruple of separators, two vertical ones and two horizon-
tal ones, forming a complete or nearly complete rectangle. Note that it is entirely possible
to also detect frame boxes where one or more separators are broken. One can achieve this
by constructing beforehand the set of all possible “virtual” separators formed by merging
two or more separators of the same type located directly next to one another, where in
between there exists no separator of the opposite type. Instead of just the initial set of
separators one may also consider the constructed virtual separators in the following search
procedure. The underlying idea of the search function is simple, yet effective: for each hor-
izontal separator, the algorithm looks for a pair of vertical separators with approximately
the same height, one located on its left side, the other on its right side. Finally, a suitable
horizontal separator for closing the box at its top/bottom is searched for, and the frame
is validated if such a separator is found. Only two parameters are necessary – the relative
and absolute tolerance for the allowable (Euclidean) distance between the adjacent pairs of
separators in the framed boxes. The most challenging part of the proposed algorithm is the
search for the best matching vertical lines to the left/right of a given horizontal separator.
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An exhaustive search through all possible pairs of vertical separators and closing horizontal
separators, executed for each horizontal separator would result in a very slow execution
speed, especially for large newspaper pages with a large number of separators (e.g. tables,
advertisements). Therefore, we make use of spatial data structures in the form of binary
space partitioning (BSP) trees.
Figure 6.9: Left: original newspaper image; right: rectangular frames (darkened back-
ground) detected by the proposed algorithm from the sets of horizontal- (cyan) and vertical
solid separators (blue)
Another powerful global document feature is given by the positions, widths and heights
of the layout columns. For multi-column documents, such as journals and newspapers,
knowledge about the layout columns is crucial for computing the logical labels of text
regions, the extraction of tables and in the segmentation of articles. Furthermore, in
the case of newspapers it is possible to automatically differentiate between advertisement
pages and pages with editorial content solely based on the structure of the detected layout
columns. The proposed layout column detection algorithm requires as input the sets of
vertical and horizontal separators, as well as the bounding boxes of the identified text
lines. As output, the algorithm produces a set of axis-aligned rectangular regions having
the same height, corresponding to the layout columns present in the given page. In case
no valid columns are detected, the algorithm will return the smallest axis-aligned rectangle
containing all text lines – usually equivalent to the page’s print area. As the first step, a
binned histogram is created from the widths of the given text lines, using as bin radius
the width of the average character from the dominant font. Thereafter, the histogram
is traversed in descending order all peaks higher than a fixed threshold (default: 4) and
taller than half the highest peak are saved as possible column widths. For each of the
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candidate column widths, a search procedure is called for determining if the respective
average layout column width can produce a valid covering of the document page. The
algorithm stops when the column coverage search procedure finds more than one column,
or when all candidate column width have been investigated. The column coverage search
procedure employs dynamic programming in the attempt to find the longest sequence of
vertically overlapped vertical separators having between each consecutive pair a horizontal
distance of approximately the specified column width. Experimentally we have determined
that a relative tolerance for the column width difference of around 20% produces good
results. Note that since in general we do not know if two vertical separators (or white
spaces) do indeed exist at the left, respectively right side of the image, we initially add
two such dummy separators to the original separator set. This is necessary for the search
procedure, as the two separators act as beginning and end of page delimiters. In case the
search function finds a sequence of less than 3 separators in length, it is considered to
have been unsuccessful. Otherwise, two additional conditions must be satisfied in order to
accept the corresponding column layout as valid:
• The layout columns span more than 20% of the print area width
• In case the layout column span less than 60% of the print area, they must contain
most of the text lines on the page
Figure 6.10: Left: newspaper image; right: determined layout columns for the editorial
content
The two aforementioned conditions are derived from typical editorial layout rules regarding
the size and placement of advertisements. They are well-suited for classical newspapers
and journals, but may need to be adjusted for publications featuring a more free layout
style. If the conditions are satisfied, the bounding boxes corresponding to each text col-
umn between two consecutive separators are created with a height equal to the print area
height. The width of each text column is determined by taking the minimum and max-
imum x coordinate of the leftmost, respectively rightmost text line located between the
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two considered separators. If any solid horizontal separator intersects all created columns,
we split each column vertically and keep as final result only the part containing the high-
est number of text lines. One must note that such situations occur frequently on pages
containing both editorial text and advertisements. Finally, we compute an exact vertical
line fit for the each layout column’s left and right borders by computing a robust line fit
for the start and endpoints of all contained text lines. The exact fits are crucial for the
computation of accurate indentation attributes (i.e. centered, left-aligned, right-aligned)
for each text line and region.
The interested reader may find a more detailed description of other features relevant for
logical layout analysis in the recent work of Gao et al. [163].
6.3.1.2 Logical Region Building and Reading Order Detection
At this point we are in possession of the complete set of text lines on the document page,
as well as the set of all (solid and white) separators. The previous section describes the
exact modality of computing global document features, such as layout columns and framed
boxes, as well as local features specific to each text line: baseline, x-height, capital height,
boldface and italic indicators, alignment attributes, the set of intersected layout columns.
We can now use the aforementioned set of features for the text lines in order to define a
distance measure between any pair of text lines. In effect, any distance measure can be
used in the following as long as it is directly proportional to the distances between each
corresponding pair of feature values. While indeed tempting, one must note that it is not
directly possible to consider the sets of features as vectors and compute their dot product.
This is because of multiple issues which may arise. One of the issues involves the font size
distance (given by the pair x-height, capital height), which must account for lines featuring
only capitals/small characters versus ones where both values could be determined. Another
key point is the special treatment necessary for paragraph starts, i.e. indented text lines
following non-indented ones must reflect in a higher distance than that used in the case of
non-indented lines following indented ones.
The set of coherent text regions is constructed via dynamic programming internally using
the defined distance measure. The optimization goal for the dynamic programming func-
tion is the minimization of the overall distance measure between the adjacent text lines, as
well as the minimization of the intra-region variation of the inter-line distances. In addition
we do not allow adjacent text lines be merged into the same region if between them there
exists any separator. The modality for solving this minimization problem is very similar
to that of chain matrix multiplication using a minimum number of multiplications. We
shall not go into further detail, as many programming books exist which deal with the
subject exhaustively. What is important to observe is that the applicability of a dynamic
programming approach has as prerequisite a previous sorting of the text lines, hence the
notion of “adjacency”. In our case, the sorting of text lines is given by their reading order.
Note that the creation of text regions defined in this manner is completely generic and
results in an optimal partitioning of the page.
What remains to be discussed is the detection of the reading order between text regions.
Indeed, this is not a trivial problem and may depend not only on the geometric layout of
a document (which varies widely among publishers even for the same document type), but
also on linguistic and semantic content. It is entirely possible that many allowable reading
orders exists for a given sequence of text blocks. We are only interested in extracting
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one of these. For the reading order detection task we consider that each text line is
approximated by its bounding box. This is an important simplification, as one may be
able to use OCR results and linguistic modeling for obtaining much more accurate results
(i.e. reducing the cardinality of the set of allowable reading orders). As general framework
for reading order detection, we employ the method proposed by Breuel [61], enriched with
information regarding the layout columns. In short, we compute a partial ordering between
each pair of text lines and apply a topological sorting for determining an overall admissible
ordering. Liang et al. [165] observe common failure causes for the algorithm of Breuel
– they mention that Breuel’s algorithm fails most times due to the unsuitability of their
precedence relationships on multi-column layouts. We are able to remedy this problem
by making use of the computed exact layout columns. The resulting algorithm can easily
be adapted to different scripts (e.g. right-to-left, bottom-to-top). Interested readers can
find a reading order detection algorithm using a different approach in the work of Aiello
et al. [22].
6.3.1.3 Article Segmentation and Region Labeling
Beside the text regions and the set of separators on the document page, we require a
preliminary labeling of the text regions into possible titles and captions. The labeling
procedure in the Fraunhofer DIU system uses a rule-based approach, with generic as well
as publisher-specific rules. Such hand-crafted rules are necessary due to the large style
variations among publications, publishing houses and time epochs. In effect, this entails
that for obtaining optimum performance the logical region labeling procedure must be
specialized by the addition of publisher-specific rules.
As seen from the layout analysis module description at the start of the current section 6.3.1,
the construction of a MST constitutes the key part of the Fraunhofer layout analysis mod-
ule. We use a MST approach for generating an initial (over-)segmentation of a document
page into articles. There exist previous approaches in document layout analysis relying
on the MST [89, 140]. Ittner and Baird [140] construct the MST from the centers of the
connected components in the document image, and by means of a histogram of slopes of
the tree edges, they are able to detect the dominant orientation of the text lines. More
interesting in our case is the algorithm of Dias [89] which uses the MST to compute the
set of coherent text regions in a document. Dias constructs the MST from individual con-
nected components and, using automatically determined inter-character (horizontal) and
inter-line (vertical) spacing as splitting thresholds for the tree edges, produces as output
a segmentation of the document page into text regions. The most important problems
observed by Dias are the sensitivity of the MST to noise components and the fact that a
single incorrectly split branch has the potential to produce a poor segmentation.
At this point, we are able to compute a compound distance measure between any two text
regions. The distance measure is defined as a weighted mean of the Euclidean distance
between their bounding boxes and a value directly reflecting the “logical distance” between
the two text blocks. The logical distance between two text blocks is asymmetrical and
directly influenced by the number and type of separators present between the two text
blocks, as well as by their feature similarity (as defined for text region creation) and
title/caption/regular labeling. The weights assigned to each of the components forming
the logical distance can and must generally be adjusted so as to reflect the chosen layout
style of the considered publisher. Note that the publisher-specific influence is actually
much less important in this case than for the title/caption labeling. It is only relevant
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Figure 6.11: Sample visualization of the output of the proposed article segmentation al-
gorithm on a newspaper image: left – initial graph edges; right – logical layout analysis
result
for publishers making use of special editorial layouts, such as articles within articles or
sections featuring specific layouts. A few of the generic rules for computing the compound
distance are presented in the following. For example a regular text block located before a
title block in reading order will have a high logical distance to it (a probable article ending
is located between them). A provisional hierarchy of titles proved beneficial to use in our
tests, as it allows the formulation of rules such as: a lower-level title located (in reading
order) after a higher-level title with no other title in between has a low logical distance to
it (as they are very likely part of the same article). Also, for logical distance computation
purposes, the existence of (inter-column) separators between two regions results in a high
penalty factor.
By using the compound distance measure between text regions, the MST of the document
page can be constructed as the next step of the algorithm as a starting point for generating
an article (over-)segmentation. Keeping in mind the noise sensitivity remarked by Dias [89]
upon the construction of the MST, we can see that it is indeed greatly reduced in our case.
This happens because we use higher-level page components, i.e. logical blocks instead of
just connected components. Next, the obtained tree is split into a forest, each resulting
tree ideally corresponding to an article (or a part of one). The splitting operation can be
accomplished in a straightforward manner by “cutting” the edges with weights greater than
a certain threshold value. The considered threshold value is closely related to the logical
distance between blocks.
The final stage of the algorithm consists of the merging of broken article parts and the
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complete labeling of all regions within the articles. In order to merge the over-segmented
set of articles we again make use of the reading order algorithm presented in the previous
section. This time, we sort the articles in reading order by considering each article repre-
sented by the minimum area bounding box enclosing its regions. Next, we simply merge all
adjacent articles where the set of detected titles (hierarchical order and textual properties)
are compatible. We consider as additional restriction the presence of a solid horizontal
separator between two articles. A factor allowing the merging of otherwise non-adjacent
(but with compatible title hierarchies) articles is their belonging to the same frame box
(see section 6.3.1.1). Vertical separators are intentionally disregarded at this point, since
they were already taken into account as part of the layout column detection. Once the
final article set is obtained, the complete set of logical labels may be assigned to the text
and non-text regions. As for the previous labeling step, for optimum performance in case
of large layout differences one must resort to publisher-specific sets of rules in combination
with generic rules (the same ones as necessary for logical distance computation). Non-text
regions are assigned to the articles by minimizing the Manhattan distance (main criterion)
and maximizing overlap (as secondary criterion).
Figure 6.12: Visualizations of article segmentation results on scanned images from a news-
paper (left side) and a chronicle (right side). Articles are drawn in distinct colors and the
line segments indicate the detected reading order
The layout analysis algorithm described in this section has the advantage of being light on
computational power, robust to noise and easily adaptable to a wide variety of document
layouts. Its main shortcoming however, is the need for manual adaptation of the logical
distance measure and logical type labeling rules for each publisher or layout type in order
to obtain optimal results. Also, the current algorithm does not need to take into account
the text within each block, which is a useful property in cases where only certain parts of
the document page are of interest. The application of machine learning algorithms (such
as those described in section 6.4) for automating these tasks represents a most promising
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direction.
6.3.2 Experiments
In the current section we present the experimental results gathered as a result of human
evaluation. The total size of the test sets was very close to 250 pages, coming from newspa-
pers and chronicles published during the last 70 years. An important general observation is
that all results for the logical labeling process as well as the article segmentations are highly
dependent on the input page segmentation. The homogeneous physical regions wrongly
labeled by the page segmentation module will inevitably cause errors for all subsequent
DIU steps, as they cannot be re-labeled in the further steps. Consequently, all results
presented in the following reflect error sources from both the page segmentation and the
logical layout analysis. Note that even if one would know the exact errors made by the page
segmentation in each case, the evaluation of the layout analysis results in isolation would
still be inaccurate because of the interdependencies between logical regions. For example,
a title region which was mislabeled as non-text by the page segmentation may cause its
subtitle to be wrongly labeled as main title in the logical layout analysis step. Although
we know that the nonexistence/mislabeling of the real title region is caused by the page
segmentation, we cannot know whether in case the mislabeling would not have occurred
that the title and subtitle would have both been correctly labeled as such or not.
Year Total Complete Articles with Articles with Flawless
articles articles all titles labeled all author(s) labeled articles
1950 10 6 7 5 4
1960 23 16 17 9 8
1970 128 88 79 69 43
1980 5 5 2 3 2
Total 166 115 105 86 57
Percent 69,3% 63,3% 51,8% 34,3%
Table 6.2: Article segmentation results on a random subset of scans from the German
language newspaper “Die Zeit”. Note: “Titles” also include roof titles, subtitles and inter-
mediary titles
The first two data sets contain multi-column, grayscale newspaper images from the Ger-
man language newspapers “Die Zeit” and “Neues Deutschland”, respectively. The “Die Zeit”
set consisted of around 20 images containing 166 articles, while the “Neues Deutschland”
image set contained around 132 pages and 1731 articles. The scanning resolution for the
newspaper images varies between 300 and 400 dpi. The reader may see a typical layout
example in figure 6.12. While the sample size is significantly lower for the newspaper “Die
Zeit”, we can see that the overall evaluation results do not differ considerably. This fact is
significant because shows that the layout analysis algorithms processed are indeed able to
generalize well to different publishers. The most significant difference (≈ 15%) is visible
in the percentage of complete articles. We have investigated this discrepancy and found
out that it is caused by the more complex layout of the “Neues Deutschland” newspaper.
The manually coded rule sets were unable to adapt to all its peculiarities, thus causing
relatively many non-text regions assigned to the wrong articles as well as merging errors
caused by the consideration of only a single possible reading order. Another interesting ob-
servation is that the total percentage of flawlessly segmented and logically labeled articles
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is relatively low in both cases (close to 35%). This adequately reflects the difficulty of the
task and the considerable potential for improvement in the area of layout analysis. Note
that for the second dataset we added a category for “good” articles, which denotes articles
perfectly segmented and having all title types correctly labeled. This represents a better
approximation of a baseline for real-life performance, since for obtaining a more accurate
labeling/metadata extraction into an extended number of categories (e.g. authors, loca-
tions, bylines, leads, etc.) one may wish use other more powerful classification algorithms
and features (see research area of named entity recognition).
Issue date Total Complete Articles with Articles with Flawless Good
articles articles all titles all author(s) articles articles
labeled labeled
Jun.1949 104 44 54 56 29 40
Oct.1952 61 33 29 39 17 26
Feb.1956 97 49 41 57 26 46
Nov.1964 99 51 64 64 45 48
Sep.1967 123 38 67 51 24 34
Jun.1970 119 59 85 77 42 53
Apr.1973 114 71 84 85 56 67
Apr.1976 121 88 110 96 75 86
Jul.1979 96 49 66 79 44 49
Oct.1982 98 66 80 78 61 63
Jan.1986 148 89 93 99 72 82
Apr.1989 143 85 92 93 64 80
Aug.1992 159 71 98 78 46 65
May 1993 249 143 170 123 69 117
Total 1731 936 1133 1075 670 856
Percent 54,1% 65,5% 62,1% 38,7% 49,5%
Table 6.3: Article segmentation results on a random subset of scans covering 14 issues of the
German language newspaper “Neues Deutschland”, uniformly distributed throughout the
years 1949–1993 and totaling 132 digitized pages. Note: the term “titles” actually denotes
4 different types of titles (regular-, roof-, sub- and intermediary titles), while “good” articles
were considered to be those complete and with perfectly labeled titles, irrespective of the
author labeling success
The third dataset used in our evaluation consists of 100 multi-column chronicle images
printed in 2006. An example of the simple chronicle layout can be seen in figure 6.12. In
contrast to the newspaper scans, the chronicle images originally featured a 24-bit color
depth and a high scanning resolution of 600 dpi. In the test set there were 621 titles (incl.
subtitles, roof titles and intermediary titles), and for the detection and labeling task the
manual rule set achieved a precision of 86% and a recall of 96% (resulting in an F-measure
of 90.7%). For the detection of captions on the test set containing 255 instances, the rule
set was able to achieve an F-measure of 97.6% (precision 98.4% and recall 96.8%). These
values are only significant to show that a relatively simple labeling rule set is able to perform
quite well on known layouts, thus giving hope that such rule sets can be evolved in the
future automatically through machine learning methods. Based on the results produced
by these two manual rule sets, the article segmentation algorithm was able to correctly
segment 85.2% of the 311 total articles present in the test set. While the vast majority of
document images are segmented correctly, a few pages fail catastrophically, thus generating
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most of the observed errors (e.g. two pages were responsible for more than 75% of the title
labeling errors). Article split errors were the most common, totaling 13.2% and most often
these were generated as a direct consequence of errors during color reduction and/or page
segmentation (i.e. split non-text regions, such as tables and bright halftone images). The
large discrepancy between the success rate at article level between the newspaper- and the
chronicle datasets is partially explained by the simpler page layout in the latter case. Most
significantly, the majority of articles were printed within individual frame boxes, which we
are able to detect reliably (near 100% rate in case of non-broken forming separators).
# Instances # Correct Precision Recall F-Measure
Titles 621 596 86.0% 95.9% 90.7%
Captions 255 247 98.4% 96.8% 97.6%
# Instances # Complete Splits Merges Complete ratio
Articles 311 265 41 6 85.2%
Table 6.4: Article segmentation results on a 100-page subset of scans from the annual
chronicle 2006 (Jahreschronik). Note: the term “titles” actually denotes 4 different types
of titles (regular-, roof-, sub- and intermediary titles)
The average test image size was around 4000× 6000 pixels. In these conditions, the total
processing time for the logical layout analysis (incl. feature computation, region creation,
article segmentation and region labeling) on one document image was about 8 – 10 seconds
on a computer equipped with an Intel Core2Duo 2.66GHz processor and 2GB RAM.
6.4 Logical Region Labeling via Conditional Random Fields
As we have seen from the previous section, logical labeling plays the key role in the overall
logical layout analysis process. At the same time, it is exactly this module that relies most
heavily on publisher- or time period-dependent manual rule sets. Thus, intuition tells us
that by automating the logical labeling we can obtain the most gains for LLA as a whole.
Document logical layout analysis can generally use two sources of information. On the one
hand, as exploited in the previous sections, the layout of the page regions in the document
often gives many clues about the relation of different logical units like headings, body text,
references, captions, etc.. On the other hand the wording and the text content itself can
be exploited to recognize the interrelation and semantics of text regions. One must note
that until this point we have completely ignored the latter information source. This was
necessary in order to maintain acceptable computational costs at the current standards.
In contrast, our goal in the current section is to make use of all available information so as
to get closer to a truly universal and effective algorithm.
Deterministic models for LLA, such as the MST-based approach previously presented,
often can only handle a limited amount of noise or ambiguities. This is problematic, since
document pages almost always exhibit a certain degree of degradation, be it due to printing,
handling, paper aging, digitization process or other factors (see section 2.2). It is inevitable
that the outputs of the geometric structure analysis are not always correct and so the LLA
process must generally be able to cope with uncertain inputs. While the influence of noise
can indeed be greatly reduced by smart deterministic algorithms (as done in section 6.3.1),
it is even better to allow for the existence of noise (regions) by design.
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For this purpose, the use of machine learning techniques has been identified by researchers
as a promising new direction to take [179]. In the current section we take one step in
this direction by introducing a machine learning approach which captures the meaning of
document parts via hidden state variables. Probabilistic models are employed in order to
describe the relation between these state variables. The variables are thus allowed to have a
rich set of interactions with some observable features. Conditional Random Fields (CRFs)
are used to estimate the parameters of these models from training data. Consequently,
the models have the inherent potential to automatically and dynamically adapt to novel
structures and layouts.
As a final observation, our choice of a supervised machine learning algorithm was far from
arbitrary. The choice was motivated by the fact that layout composition rules are somewhat
arbitrary and can wildly differ among publishers and over time, as can also be observed
from figure 6.1. In other words, we believe that in our situation “teaching” these hidden
composition rules by example is a much more efficient and natural way of accomplishing
the learning task as opposed to providing artificial rewards (i.e. semi-supervised learning)/
completely uninformed search for patterns (unsupervised learning). Throughout the last 10
years, CRFs have been thoroughly investigated and successfully applied in many research
areas, such as computer vision [130, 157], text processing [212, 263] and bioinformatics [170,
227].
6.4.1 Basic Model





For simplicity we may write the words of the snippet including newlines and mark them
with T if they belong to the title, by A if they belong to the authors, and by O otherwise.
This gives the two vectors x of words and y of unknown states:
y O O O O T T T O O A A
x The new bestseller: \n Game of Thrones \n by George Martin
Text data in documents has two characteristics: first, statistical dependencies exist between
the words we wish to model and second, each word often has a rich set of features that can
aid classification. For example, when identifying titles in documents we can exploit the
format and font properties of the title itself, but the location and properties of an author
and an abstract in the neighborhood can improve performance.
To infer the unknown states we represent the relation between sequences y and x by a con-
ditional probability distribution p(y|x). More specifically let the variables y = (y1, . . . , yn)
represent the labels of the word that we wish to predict with a set Y of possible values. Let
the input variables x = (x1, . . . , xn) represent the observed words and their properties. If
I = {1, . . . , n} is the set of indices of y then we denote the subvector corresponding to the
indices in A ⊂ I by yA. Let φA(x, yA) > 0 be a factor function with x and the subvectors
yA as arguments and let C be a set of subsets of A ⊂ I. Each φA(x, yA) is a function
taking into account the relation between the labels in the subvector yA, which often are
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the adjacent labels in the sequence. Then we represent the conditional distribution by a










A∈C φA(x, yA) is a factor normalizing the sum of probabilities to 1.
The product structure enforces a specific dependency structure of the variables yi. Consider
the conditional distribution of yi given all other variables. It may be written as:
p(yi|yD(i), x) =
p(yi, yD(i), x)∑








as the factor functions φA(x, yA) where i /∈ A cancel. Therefore the conditional probability
of yi is completely determined if the values of x and the yB are known for all B which
contain i. The factor functions φA(x, yA) describe the interactions between the argument
variables. Obviously C determines the dependency structure of the components of y. A
probability distribution of this form is known as a conditional random field [160, 259].
As dependencies among the input variables x do not need to be explicitly represented,
rich, global input features x may be used. For example, in natural language tasks, useful
features include neighboring words and word N-grams, prefixes, suffixes, capitalization,
membership in domain-specific lexicons, and semantic information from sources such as
WordNet.
Usually there exist a number of different features for the same variables x, yA. For
A = {i} for instance φA(x, yi) may cover the feature that word xi is in bold and yi = T ,
i.e. is a title word. If we have KA features for A then we may write φA(x, yA) =
exp(
∑KA
k=1 λA,kfA,k(x, yA)). Here λA,k is a real-valued parameter determining the impor-
tance of the real-valued feature function fA,k(x, yA). The exponentiation ensures that the





















Often the feature functions are binary with value fA,k(x, yA) = 1 if the feature is present
and fA,k(x, yA) = 0 otherwise. If λA,k = 0 the corresponding feature has no influence. For
non-negative feature functions positive values for λA,k indicate that the feature increases
p(yA|x), while negative values decrease the conditional probability and have to be estimated
from training data by maximum likelihood.
A common special case is a linear chain conditional random field, where only interactions
between yt and yt−1 are allowed. If in addition we only take into account the corresponding
inputs xt and xt−1 the feature functions have the form f{t−1,t},k(xt−1, xt, yt−1, yt). There-
fore only the adjacent states yt−1 and yt influence each other directly. Figure 6.13 shows
a simplified example of such a linear chain.
In many cases it is safe to assume that the parameters do not depend on the particular
t and hence λ{t−1,t},k = λ{t,t+1},k for all t. This parameter tying drastically reduces the
number of unknown parameters. More generally, we may partition C = {C1, . . . , CQ} where
each Cq is a set of all A whose parameters are tied. Then we get the representation:
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We may estimate the unknown parameters according to the maximum likelihood criterion.
Assume we have observed a number of independent and identically distributed observations
(x(1), y(1)), . . . , (x(N), y(N)), e.g. different documents which are already labeled with the






















where YA is the set of all possible yA and p(yA|x(n);λ) is the probability of yA given x(n)
and the current parameter values λ.
The first sum contains the observed feature values for fA,k(x(n), y
(n)
A ) and the second sum
consists of the expected feature values given the current parameter λ. If the gradient is zero
both terms have to be equal. It can be shown that the log likelihood function is concave and
hence may be efficiently maximized by second-order techniques such as conjugate gradient
or L-BFGS [259]. To improve generalization a quadratic penalty term may be added which
keeps the parameter values small.
Gradient training requires the computation of the marginal distributions p(yA|x(i)). In the
case of a linear chain CRF this can efficiently done by the forward-backward algorithm
requiring 2N steps. Networks with cycles require more effort as the exact computation
grows exponentially with the diameter (see section 6.4.2 on loopy belief propagation).
If the parameters are known we have to determine the most likely state configuration for






which in the case of linear chain models can be efficiently calculated by dynamic pro-
gramming using the Viterbi algorithm. During prediction the linear-chain CRF takes into
account the correlations between adjacent states, which for many problems increase the
prediction quality.
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6.4.2 Linear-Chain and Graph-Structured CRFs
Linear chain CRFs have already seen successful application in the extraction of struc-
tural information from scientific papers. In their header extraction task Peng and Mc-
Callum [212] consider the first part of a paper which has to be labeled with the following
states: title, author, affiliation, address, note, email, date, abstract, introduction, phone,
keywords, web, degree, publication number, and page. A second reference task labels the
references at the end of a paper with the following states: author, title, editor, book title,
date, journal, volume, tech, institution, pages, location, publisher, note. They used the
following features:
• Local features describing the current word xi: word itself, starts with capital letter,
only capital letters, contains digit, only digits, contains dot, contains “–”, acronym,
capital letter and dot, matches regular expressions for phone number, zip code, URL,
email.
• Layout features: word at beginning of a line, word in the middle of a line, word at
the end of a line.
• External lexicon features: word in author list, word in date list (e.g. Jan., Feb.),
word in notes.
On a training set with 500 headers they achieve an average F1 of 94% for the different
fields, compared to 90% for SVMs and 76% for HMMs. For the reference extraction
task trained on 500 articles they yield and F1-value of 91.5% compared to 77.6% for an
HMM. A Gaussian prior was found to consistently perform best for the aforementioned
task. Schneider [233] uses linear CRFs to extract information like conference names, titles,
dates, locations, and submission deadlines from call for papers with the goal to compile
conference calenders automatically. He models the sequence of words in a conference paper
and uses the following layout features: first/last token in the line, first/last line in the text,
line contains only blanks/punctuations, line is indented, in first 10/20 lines of the text.
Using a training dataset of 128 conference papers they achieve an average F1-value of
about 60–70% for the title, date and other fields of a conference paper.
These examples show us that linear CRFs can be used with a very good success rate
for cases where the interdependencies between the logical elements are relatively simple.
However, our real target for mass digitization consists of complex, multi-column documents.
We will now discuss graph-like structures which allow for the modeling of more complex
dependencies.
As seen from chapter 5, geometric layout analysis segments each document page into a set
of regions and assign physical labels to them, such as text, line-art, photograph, separator,
etc.. Since the location and shape of each region is readily available at the start of logical
layout analysis, one may now go further and establish a set of basic spatial relationships
between the elements, such as “touch”, “below”, “above”, “right of”, etc.. Especially in docu-
ments featuring a multi-column layout the sequence of paragraphs of an article in different
columns or even on continuation pages is not unique. In the same way the assignment of
tables, captions, figures and images located somewhere on the page to an article represents
a challenging problem. For a subset of all possible object pairs relations rj may be speci-
fied, e.g. photograph left-of article, photograph belongs-to article, article below article.
Each object and each relation has an associated type t(oi) or t(ri). Depending on their
type each object and each relation is characterized by type-specific attributes, e.g. topic,
title, or x-y position. This yields for each type t a type-specific attribute vector xt(oi)oi for
an object or and attribute vector xt(ri)ri for a relation. The following figure shows a small
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example network of relations between articles and images of a newspaper. A probabilistic
relational network [263] represents a joint distribution over the attributes xt(oi)oi and x
t(ri)
ri
of objects and relations.
Figure 6.14: Toy example: Articles and images on periodical page can be characterized
via a set of attributes. Different types of relations may exist between the pairs of logical
entities. Source: [207]
Attributes of an object or relation can depend probabilistically on other attributes of the
same or other objects or relations. For example the probability of image belonging to
an article is higher if it is located close to the main article body. In the same way the
probability of an image belonging to an article is higher if the topic of the caption and the
topic of the article are similar. These dependencies can now be exploited.
In a linear chain CRF we had a generic dependency template between the states of suc-
cessive states in the chain. This resulted in using the same parameters independent of
the step index or the specific sentence. In the same way probabilistic relational models
may define a number generic dependency templates depending on the types of the involved
items. This approach of typing items and tying parameters across items of the same type
is an essential component for the efficient learning of probabilistic relational models. It
enables generalization from a single instance by decomposing the relational graph into
multiple examples of each item type (e.g. all image objects), and building a joint model
of dependencies between and among attributes of each type. The resulting probabilistic
dependency network is a graph-structured CRF (equation 6.3), where parameters are tied
in a specific way. For more details on this model one may consult the recent book chapter
of Sutton and McCallum [259]. Many other variants of CRF models have been developed
in recent years. Dynamic conditional random fields [260] are sequence models which al-
low multiple labels at each time step, rather than single labels as in linear-chain CRFs.
Lumped label CRFs [206] allow to include observations, where only a subset of labels is
observed and it is known that one of the labels in the subset is the true label. Finally,
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Markov logic networks [223] are a type of probabilistic logic network in which there are
parameters for each first-order rule in a knowledge base. These first-order rules may, for
example, be exploited to specify constraints between layout elements.
Parameter estimation for general CRFs is essentially the same as for linear-chains, except
that computing the model expectations requires more general inference algorithms. When-
ever the structure of the relationships between elements form an undirected graph, finding
exact solutions require special graph transformations and eventually the enumeration of
all possible annotations on the graph. This results in the exponential complexity of model
training and inference. To make it tractable, several approximation techniques have been
proposed for undirected graphs; these include variational and Markov Chain Monte Carlo
methods. A number of alternatives exist:
• Gibbs sampling [103], where for each training example the labels are selected ran-
domly according to the conditional distribution (equation 6.2). The required proba-
bilities can be estimated from the resulting joint distribution of labels.
• Loopy belief propagation [258], performing belief propagation, which is an exact
inference algorithm for tree-structured networks, ignoring part of the links.
• Pseudo-likelihood approaches [56] which instead of the predicted labels use the ob-
served label values to predict a label from its environment.
Chidlovskii and Lecerf [76] use a variant of probabilistic relational models to analyze the
structure of documents. They aim at annotating lines and pages in layout-oriented docu-
ments which correspond to the beginning of sections and section titles. While for a local
network corresponding to linear chain CRFs they obtain a F1-value of 73.4%, switching to
a graph-structured probabilistic relational network increases the F1-value to 79.5%. There
exist other, more heuristic, models which take into account graph-structured dependencies.
For example, Wisniewski and Gallinari [284] consider the problem of sequence labeling and
propose a two step method. First the authors employ a local classifier for the initial as-
signment of elements without taking into account any dependencies. Then a relaxation
process successively takes into account non-local dependencies to propagate information
and ensure global consistency. They test their approach on a collection of 12000 course
descriptions which have to be annotated with 17 different labels such as lecturer, title, start
time or end time; each description contains between 4 and 552 elements to be extracted.
For a CRF they report an F1-value of 78.7%, for a Probabilistic Context Free Grammar
using maximum entropy estimators to estimate probabilities they yields 87.4% and the
relaxation model arrives at an F1-value of 88.1%.
From these examples it is clear that graph-structured CRFs can be used successfully for
more complex labeling problems and that they are in fact a more powerful tool than linear-
structured CRF in this context. The remaining question however, is whether it is indeed
practically feasible in mass digitization projects to obtain the necessary training data for
both CRF models without a heavy reliance on human annotators. Ideally, for changing
layouts the DIU system would only need to see a few examples for each label type – that
is at most 5–10 annotated pages of printed material per layout. For both the linear and
the graph-structured CRF models this amount of training data is most likely not enough.
Thus, an interesting investigation direction is the artificial augmentation of the training
sets using a set of principled algorithms, as discussed for newspaper material by Strecker
et al. [254] and by Baird and Casey [52] for the generic case.
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6.5 Conclusions
Logical layout analysis aims at extracting the (hierarchical) relations between physical
components, as well as labeling and segmenting the physical regions into consistent logical
regions, such as articles, sections, titles, footnotes, a.s.o.. When available, the logical
document structure allows the application of a multitude of electronic document tools,
including markup, hyperlinking, hierarchical browsing and component-based retrieval [256].
Most importantly, the higher-level structuring of the information allows humans to handle
electronic documents in a manner which is more natural and efficient. In this chapter we
talked about modern approaches for document logical structure recognition. In the first
section we reviewed the state of the art in logical layout analysis and mentioned commercial
OCR products working actively towards this goal.
As a gentler introduction to the problems posed by logical layout analysis, we introduced
a novel, semi-automatic approach for front page detection targeted at large collections
of periodicals. The proposed front page detection algorithm combines the advantages
of statistical and structural pattern recognition methods. As presented in detail in sec-
tion 6.2.1, statistical models are used for describing and detecting the salient parts of a
front page, which are in turn connected into a structural model. In this way, the amount
of noise (i.e. false graph vertices or edges) which must be dealt with during the creation
and matching of the structural model is greatly reduced. We proposed a specialized graph
edge weighting function, which is plays a key role in computing the distance scores be-
tween a model and each candidate. This allowed us to use a simple and efficient matching
algorithm even for larger graphs, while still achieving a high degree of robustness. Our test
set consisted of 17 572 images from 1141 newspaper issues printed during a time interval
of around 60 years. Experimental results showed that the proposed approach is fast and
robust enough for real-life mass digitization. As topic for future investigation remains the
issue of automated salient component identification, as well as the question regarding the
best features/feature sets to use in this context. Another promising research direction is
the automatic detection of brand marks from scanned material, with direct applicability
in media research and marketing.
Figure 6.15: Example of model-based brand mark detection on the DHL logo, by using the
front page detection algorithm proposed in section 6.2
Section 6.3 presented a practical approach for performing a complete logical layout analysis
on heterogeneous periodical collections. It directly builds upon the results of the geometric
layout analysis step in order to extract and label the logical zones from a document image,
sort them in correct reading order and finally assemble the logical building blocks into
complete articles. The proposed algorithm makes use of minimum spanning trees for the
article segmentation task and relies on adaptable rule sets for the logical labeling tasks.
Most importantly, it has already been extensively used in large (> 500 000 pages) research
and industry digitization projects with good empirical results. Rigorous evaluations on
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a three real-life data sets consisting of complex layout newspapers and chronicles showed
that the approach works reliably in practice where the layouts do not differ wildly. As this
may not always be the case in mass digitization, the key area for future improvements was
identified as being the logical labeling process.
Building upon this insight, we described a theoretical model through which the manual rule
sets may be abolished in favor of automatic machine learning approaches. We introduced
CRFs as a general probabilistic algorithm to model the uncertain relation between inputs
and outputs. The model may be adapted to the geometrical document structure, which
may be set up as a linear sequence or a general graph. It is noteworthy that via this
model one may potentially be able to take a large number of interrelated features into
account in order to infer a document’s logical structure. While the introduced trainable
model is much more promising than the rule-based alternatives, it also requires far more
computational resources as well as more training data. Since generally not enough training
data is available under a mass digitization scenario, we mentioned as possible solution the
enrichment of manual ground truth with automatically generated samples. A start in this
direction has recently been made by Strecker et al. [254] and Baird and Casey [52].
In the future traditional document structure recognition approaches must be enhanced by
machine learning approaches, which are able to take into account publications as whole
entities. Another pressing issue in the area of logical layout analysis is that there currently
do not exist any standardized evaluation sets and corresponding benchmarks. As such,
objectively comparing the results of different approaches is a challenging endeavor. This
is a gap that needs to be filled in future research, as principled evaluation is the only way
to convincingly demonstrate advances in logical layout analysis.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and Outlook
Part of the inhumanity of the computer is that, once it is compe-
tently programmed and working smoothly, it is completely honest.
– I. Asimov
In the preceding chapters, we discussed several methods to effectively enable the automatic
processing of large, heterogeneous collections of books and periodicals. Nearly all methods
introduced in this work have been implemented and extensively tested as part of the
modular Fraunhofer DIU system in the processing of more than 1 000 000 document scans.
We proposed a generic framework for document image understanding systems, usable for
practically any document types available in digital form. Starting the second chapter,
we presented an automatic method for the detection of color reference charts from any
kind of digitized materials. Color reference charts nowadays represent a minimal require-
ment in any professional digitization project [120]. The evaluation on a set of 239 real-life
document- and photograph scans featuring partially occluded color targets in different ori-
entations yielded a recall rate of 97.1%, which confirms the robustness of our algorithm.
The proposed method enables a precise quality assessment and thus allows the implemen-
tation of a quick sanity check as the first stage of a mass digitization endeavor. For enabling
the processing of highly degraded historical documents we described an algorithm which
allows the exact extraction of the foreground. Unlike the vast majority of the scientific
works concerning document image enhancement, the novel algorithm is capable of making
use of full color information and does not require any prior training or apriori informa-
tion about the document or the noise component. Because of the explicit modeling of the
scanned document as the result of three independent processes (i.e. printing, paper- and
ink degradation, noise) we are however limited to documents printed using a single ink
color. The proposed FastICA-based algorithm is shown to provide an order of magnitude
improvement in OCR performance over traditional document analysis approaches on a test
set comprising around 43 000 characters. Potential for improvement was identified in the
form of incorporating spatial proximity information into the approach to complement the
purely color-based information currently exploited. As additional technique for improving
the results of optical character recognition on old documents, we proposed a method for
the effective removal of letterpress printing artifacts. Such artifacts were commonly found
in documents produced via hot metal typesetting, which was the first non-manual printing
technique widely used throughout the late 19th and early 20th century by many publish-
ers around the globe. The stroke-like nature of the artifacts makes traditional filtering
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approaches unfeasible. The proposed method uses a simple, interchangeable decision tree
classifier and font- and script-independent features computed from extracted directional
single-connected chains. Most importantly, we were able to significantly relax the tradi-
tional assumptions about such artifacts in the document analysis community and show
that a resolution-independent processing of prints exhibiting artifacts with a stroke width
even higher than that of many thin characters is indeed possible. Our approach was eval-
uated on a 63 000 character dataset consisting of old newspaper excerpts containing both
affected and clean regions via two independent OCR engines (ABBYY FineReader and
Tesseract). For both engines a significant improvement in OCR quality was observed, as
the edit distance decreased by an average of around 42%. Further research shall focus on
the automatic detection of affected regions in order to allow a selective (and consequently
much more effective) application of the algorithm, as well as on evaluating different com-
binations of classifiers and features for a more accurate artifact classification.
The third chapter saw the introduction of a generic framework for the adaptation of global
binarization algorithms into local ones. The framework achieves the theoretically lowest
bound on computational complexity (constant per pixel) and it allows the application of
optimal thresholding techniques. It was validated by the implementation of two optimal
global algorithms, well-known in the document analysis community for their good results in
practice [115, 237]. Visual results on newspaper scans showing irregular degradations con-
firm the versatility of the discussed framework. We show that traditional implementations
have a practical running time dozens to hundreds of times higher than that of the proposed
framework (e.g. for a local window radius of 125 pixels our implementation is around 30
times faster). A further significant improvement in running time (in tests from around 48
seconds to under 1 second per DIN A4 scan) can be obtained via a sampling grid propor-
tional to the detected dominant character height. With concern to the challenging problem
of color reduction for document images, we presented an overview of available techniques
and identified the deficiencies in the current state of the art in document analysis. We sug-
gested possible improvements via the consequent use of vector operations and color models
capable of reproducing prominent features of the human visual system. We believe such
models are necessary due to the fact that printing techniques and layout styles currently in
use have been optimized over the years specifically for human readers. In addition, we have
discussed the problem posed by an objective and meaningful evaluation of color reduction
results via the practical example of the system proposed by Rodriguez Valadez [224]. As
future work we note that an ideal document color quantization framework must also be
able to exploit style consistency over a set of related pages and intelligently combine the
extracted color palettes in order to produce truly robust segmentation results.
As the next stage of a generic DIU system, we discussed the issue of skew and orientation
detection. Global skew detection was selected as our focus, following the observation that
it represents by far the most widespread skew type encountered in mass document digiti-
zation projects. Our original research contribution to the research area consists of two new
algorithms for global skew detection falling in the category on nearest-neighbor approaches
and employing the same framework. Important distinguishing features of the proposed
algorithms are: the existence of a theoretical foundation, the discarding of the typical
requirement regarding prior layout analysis and the absence of any explicit algorithm pa-
rameters. It is worth mentioning that despite its simplicity, the underlying Euclidean
minimum spanning tree essentially approximates the text lines via piecewise linear func-
tions, as opposed to the more error-prone state-of-the-art approach using a linear model.
Finally, we introduced a way to compute and return meaningful confidence estimates for
the global skew angles produced by both algorithms. The accuracy of the novel approaches
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was tested on a set of totaling about 110 000 real-life images. We included a comparison
with other prominent research methods with regard to both skew- and orientation detec-
tion performance. As continuation to our work, we believe that methods for holistic skew
estimation which are capable of integrating skew-related information from more sources
represent a promising research direction. Some exploitable additional sources of informa-
tion are for example the directions of solid separators, the edges of halftones and shading
information.
We defined the task of document page segmentation in chapter 5 and discussed the de-
limitation between page segmentation and logical layout analysis. From the context of
mass digitization, we introduced the flexible page segmentation approach implemented in
the Fraunhofer DIU system. The core segmentation method is based on a version of the
Jain and Yu’s [142] generalized text line structure, enriched with dominant direction in-
formation. In contrast to existing approaches, we construct isothetic polygonal regions
in a fully resolution-independent and noise-resilient manner by using as constraints the
complete set of separators found in the document. We proposed a general-purpose solid
separator detection method, obtained from the combination of two complementary research
algorithms [112, 302]. White spaces are found via a robust version of Breuel’s globally-
optimal algorithm [59]. An extension of the region detection algorithm for arbitrary layouts
(i.e. featuring text to non-text intersections) was introduced along with a variant allowing
the segmentation of pages with multiple skew. Most importantly, in the latter case we pose
no restrictions on the allowable skew angle difference. The described page segmentation
algorithm was tested on three datasets containing a total of around 200 document scans
with wide variations in layout complexity and image quality, having newspapers, modern
magazines and historical documents as their respective focus. It is noteworthy that using
the same parameter set and generic methods our approach was able to take the first place
in the ICDAR 2009 page segmentation competition [38] and place third in the ICDAR
2011 historical document layout analysis competition [33] at a close distance to the win-
ning algorithm. To our knowledge, the page segmentation method described in this work
is the first approach able to obtain provably good results on a large, heterogeneous dataset
resembling real-life mass digitization. As promising research directions we identified the
ability to seamlessly process multi-thresholded document images (as resulting from generic
color reduction algorithms) and the development of page segmentation algorithms capable
of outputting an overall or per-region confidence values/intervals.
Logical layout analysis was the final subject discussed in the work at hand. This is in direct
relation to the difficulty of the problem, since LLA algorithms need to be able to cope with
the partially erroneous data produced by all earlier processing stages. As a simpler instance
of LLA, we introduced a novel, semi-automatic approach for front page detection targeted
at large collections of periodicals. The proposed algorithm combines the advantages of
statistical and structural pattern recognition methods. Gaussian distributions using DCT-
based feature descriptors represent the statistical models describing the salient parts of
a front page, which are in turn connected into a topological model using the Delaunay
triangulation. Following this approach, we greatly reduce the amount of noise (i.e. false
graph vertices or edges) during the creation and matching of the structural model. A
specialized graph edge weighting function was proposed in order to allow us the use of
an efficient, yet still robust matching algorithm even for larger graphs. Our experimental
results on a test set consisting of around 17 500 newspaper images from 1141 issues showed
that the proposed approach is sufficiently fast and robust for real-life digitization projects.
The issue of fully automated salient component identification, as well as an extended
investigation on the best feature set to use in the context of front page detection remain
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as topics for forthcoming research.
A step up in difficulty, we described a practical approach for performing a complete logical
layout analysis on periodical publications. The proposed method refines the textual regions
produced by the page segmentation via a dynamic programming approach, sorts them in
reading order using a topological sort and performs a preliminary labeling of titles and
caption. For each pair of text regions we compute a compound distance measure compris-
ing similarities of textual, logical and labeling attributes along with normalized physical
distance and in-between separators. The minimum spanning tree is computed from the set
of edges and is directly used to produce an article over-segmentation. The reading order is
used to iteratively merge matching adjacent article parts. The last step consists of labeling
each region with its final logical type label via a combined set of publisher-specific and
generic rules using all previously computed features along with the added logical restric-
tions among regions located within same articles. We evaluate the approach experimentally
with respect to both segmentation and labeling accuracy on three data sets comprising in
total around 250 images ( 2200 articles) and consisting of complex layout newspapers and
chronicles. In view of large collections of material showing significant layout variations,
we identify the logical labeling process as the key area for future improvements. Following
this observation, we sketched a theoretical model using conditional random fields through
which the manual rule sets may be abolished in favor of automatic machine learning ap-
proaches. It is worth observing that via the CRF-based model one may in principle be
able to take a larger number of interrelated features into account, i.e. combine the spatial
and structural features with textual (OCR) ones. However, training the graph-structured
CRF model requires far more computational resources as well as more training data. Since
generally training data is relatively scarce and hard to produce, we mentioned as possible
solution the enrichment of manual ground truth with automatically generated samples, as
discussed by Strecker et al. [254] and Baird and Casey [52]. In the area of logical layout
analysis, promising directions for future work are machine learning approaches treating
publications as whole entities and the development of standardized and open evaluation
sets and corresponding benchmarks.
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